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Agricultural Implem'ts
- - -Ansi Nee Agente tor the Fe lowing Line of Goode :--
McCormick Binders
Reapers and Mowers,
Oliver
Iron Duke Harrows, Studebaker Wagons.
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS.
Illount's True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
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t4.1-_101t-t• a: 11 .i.1 sl "..* ea P: If re ...,,1
. I 111).?" ! 2".
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Iowa Bub Wire and Wire Stretchers.
our :et, Itoltnee- ill I 
....eapiele ‘411 11 vies an I 0 lees to *oil
ever one. We call soecial attelitiob to the "1 1011-k. SHOE BRAN, i"
FERTILIZER!
Per Tubes-en and Corn. Evers. hag ha. a gedrat tea,' printi.a
awl tie" riarame, awl lee:silt . Got e 114. otl! before boy g
Respect fu II
J. R. CREEN & CO.,
206 ek. 208 MAIN ST
301CO3Ft
FURNITURE,
FRED. W. KEISKER,
412 Main St.. bet. 4th and 5th
in the city.
And soft a voter. responded, "G'xi He know-
cth
of thole) crimes? The vulgar answered
that, entirely led away by the devil, to
whom he had surrendered his soul on
condition of being shown the lover of
his wife, Don Juan Manuel went forth
every night from his house, closely muf-
fled, with a short da.eger in his hand,
and when he encountered any man near
the house, blinded by jealousy, he would
infer that this was one of the many who
There is in Mexico a street lined by
the tallest and most sumptuous build-
ings, where for years have lived wealthy
anal promirent merchante. Situated in
the most peptitous, the most central part
of the city. it IC what we may rill an
aristocratic street.
Nevertheless'. its aspect is dreary by
day, and by night lugubrious. The great
zaguans (street-doors) of ancient carved
wood seem the entrances to castlee: on
the high wails of the buildings art. pro-
jected, in a most singular manner, the
lights and the alternate shades of the
street-lamps. and from the Churriguer-
esque cornices of the balconies phantonts
appear to detach themselves, which now
blend and hide in the eaguans, now
ascend to the roof cornice, and there
peep and laugh, showing deforintel and
fantastic shapes to the people who pate'.
Thus to my imagination appeared one
dark night. cola and windy, the street
of Don Juan Manuel. A dear friend of
naitte was dy.ng that night, awl I had to
go in search of a good prima, to bestow
the last benediction which the Christian
craves on the day he departs this life
forever.
That night, at intervals, gusts of icy
wind I lee- front off the volcatetes, and
now and then great rainolrope fell,
which tlw wind beat and dashed against
Ihe desk pines within the balrontea;
lite whole: street there was no living
pet-attire last 4 Ivan black dog, gnawing
leints thrtown out by some eervant.
The nil-lamp' emit *bellow* rather than
light. Red III • *Moll ro lolieli *Mao trete-
siteslerly in the Illowk Ilit holder.
The welciiiiiiiit idiot lit the et wife/.
Illetted III his dark- blue mamas %nil
Ills. a leo foolett.let Ilie liege off the
A ,.114 file *11.4.1 entoo
She atreel, oil once sienna 111111
1411.1 lirolte 1111i 11114410.0, HoW
awl then illoturited toy this erionk ef
slime itIghtbird,
This is al. histories Maim.] of the Pavel
4.f Den Juan %wipe:
the year 1630 tlw 'street W11.1 Ind
the condition that wayfarers now Ise
held it. Mettle° Waa al resily, as it
svere, planned and arrunged, but the
streets. with few exceptional, were tild
finished. There were large, fine hotteem
close beside others tof poor and defective
anistruction; moue haul high. well iteele
fences protecting their gardens, while an
i then. in the (allele 1110W Ilie tet reel a
San Bernardi)) and in that of wIn..11 we
speuk, there were wetter...I among
houses many vaeant grotin.1 plots, fenced
III ollly With tif wham% or dry
.11y thorn 'brush.
The ewttea of the houses awl gnome!.
iti diet road Wag as alter called 1 ton
Juan Manuel. Ile was II personae.. Sur.
I reunited in all direetema by eh:elutes
owl itit steretet W111,11 1111vt.r let iwil be
a t lttisseio seen ill all the true reality. At ni,flit he
l•rse an.) eon% enien1 11/141h1114 Vi 1lb would enter the palace 11i the viceroy,
It lichen...ere ants rootna, o-erriase  • stable mum,' So the even in a lung black
smoke house. hen house oh Scold Ilona , evert ,
thing the yes) of building. that one s 0111.1.1e. cloak, and there he would remain fur
sire. Th..re see titre. acre. of groom! at ith a ! hours. conversing. None would sew IIIM
amid orchard Ant one w Wm"( t„ ,
can snake the paymeuts to suit themselves. I 1 Come forth. and some. who, from curi-
win are at a bargain.
Kole? MILLS, tatty, watched Inen go
 tn. declared that
before knocking at the private door OfJoUN IrgL•irD.
tile pilace. Don Juan Manuel would un-
intitIlt. himself, cross itimeelf thrice.
and.. drawing a silver-handled rapier. he
would test it: examines as point. and
then return it to the sheath. An.I they
who saw- this feared that the viceroy
some morning would be found murdered
III his bed.
Don Juan Manuel was a very charita-
ble man. It was told of hint- that he
was once visited by a widow who had
two charming daughterd, young and
rair. Don Juan Manuel beadowed $5.000
!upon each of the girls, and refuted even
to see them.
Don Juan Manuel was of jealous
nature. It was Nod that Ins wife was
au eiu_etrious lady of rare beauty, but
nefie lind eeer seen her, for she remained
shut within the houee, and only left it
tio g., to maas at 5 o'clock of a morning,
.vrepped in a great blark woolen cloak.
N.. tune •isited the house, and none en-
:ere.' there save the confesww, who now
and then went to drink chocolate there
after mass.
Don Juan Manuel waa brave. One
niget six robbers set upon hint, armed
with dagger's. lie drew his sword of
the fiethion Citi Buy Diaz, awl nettle,:
iiie lau-k against a ziguan door. he let
ottoe oof them appriat•li ban until a
luotol ante to the reactie, who after--
wool foeittol the halls of idiot male by
1,16 essielhatte, ell geettele I hy the one
ft ;IA jIttilt iiii1111A1 r lot ti
riis .11.1
p iitt fior male tot 1 'SWISS W111111 111If
.t nigio in the caurches.
A.1 this was tolii of Don Juan M4/1110,
.1 111 reality lie Wag a twat inyaterions
ii, of elven it might be assumed that
him. and none knew I oily.
If :IA e.I L., di scribe one said he was
tall of paature. very straight and stately.
with a five. pale an-1 almost jamunlice•i.
thick. katit beard, and black, sparklina.
I. ep-set eyes. talkers, on the
to rary, averred that he Wits
lit of ordihary height, ee it i.
,):1,1 and charitable eounteitA04.4.,
all eyes expreesave and full of sweet-
end only a short antettactie.largest and most com-
.icer ottild all weree as to gar),
HOPKIN S VILLE, KY' plete stock of Books in •.,• informed concurring in that he
sore always black,. while others had
the city, and we are his elegant. hat Ileso cloaks; but
daily adding to our greatest number were unanimous in
•,,,ying that at nig:it he anight be met in
stock of School and MIS !, Lite darkest streets, goatee in and out of
cellaneOus Books, •Sta- ! inean-appenring liotaea, wrapped in a,..tig neoak.
tionery and School Sup- s..o. was the gossip of the vulgar,
all, starting frum a foundation tof
plies, and will be furn-; truth. pit-Dees and reverses things and
ished at most reasona- , nue. giving to theto the strange, in-t te finite, or inystenous character which
ble prices. Give us a delights the !lumen imagination.
call. hue ongmetes the greater part of thecgends and traditions of every people.
'We have our usual Time went on and on,• and every year
tided some particular. some new stroke
stock of Drugs, Medi- to the cherecter of Don Juan Manuel
-rrse-
-
1.strge•t %••nriment, 1.1411,4 DC•41/i •••• /111.1 I oat •t Prices.
HARDWARE! 111111)WARE!
GUNS, PISTOLS,
AND AMUNITION!
Building Lotsfine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!'
When end to whom life's rapture to impart.
Treaste a the golden largess. If thou art
1-nsm .rtily of such bounty, it but showetb
Ibis Ills omniscent mercy overfloweth
The m .siger measure of life's desert."
And so I locked the God-gift in my soul,
And said: ••I wet rine nearer to my Gol,
Sk. near as lieth in my mortal might;
With noble thoughts and &at; I shall extol
My spirit till it spurn its prison-cloi,
And doubt mit if my rapture he my right. •
-Urella Key Ifell in Detroit Free Preas
DON HAN MANI-EL
KIDNEY PAINS
- *ear% .41111. silting lit lc...
1144101•11. 1,114,14111 •011.• min-
to !be 111.• Pain PI i-ter.
1 t .
Potiet I 'fag •• It
From Pole to Pole
ATEA.* !...ebt••1.•ItIt.1 4 1,04 .1. ft.,/ 41f/.1. •1
power lir run. for all diseases of 111C blood.
Thei 140,1,00norte StOey.
.Vrio lirdjilni,Jr,he 1%...7.
/16..1.4'. AVER Ai Co -Tn. illy 5 4 sirs I I
1114•1 104,14/4.1a f 1 I./0 14/.1111 I'M/ 111., a loll
sehrloi , 4. mod eity et If ti e, 1.1,1 ,11,
larsee6)„ 1•• • 401 r/ et .1,
411,1 I I/ /1,/.4, 1,, II. , 1,..r, 1 t,,i. 1.. • .
1 , I.• 1 / • 41/. ••• • I“ , /1, , I h
1, .1. : ‘• I I i .1 . •
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171 I 1/ 1
1.11111Il.., • '
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•
r 0t/lblf 1•1•• •'1'
I / • 41.
P., %I, I
Dr..1. C. Ayer A. I
hula N I ..t.
I•ot • 1 .e
ROSIMICO ior Salo!
XCIf4)..
ASH.,_
1, ITTE R5
R ES
I i SEASESO
1.1VER
KIDNEYS
STOMACH
AND
'BO
j ;r8fi
I N two*,
PLIDRUGGISTS
valCE DOLLAFT
IT ISA DURELYVIGETAelt PCIPARA,710
u BOK
„,clay as!, ci4 B51711"PRZKLYA., .
SENNA- MANDRAKE-Bt.:CHU
AMIS °nip rruee.....r fiCIIi.7 ate•EG.ES
It has stood the Test of Year%
in Curing all Diseases of Os
t1.30D, LIVER, eTola
ACH, EIDNEYS,BOVi.
ELS, Le. It Purifies eat
Blood, Invigorates Kee.
Cleanses the System.
DYSFEPSIL.CO/i57:-
PATION, JAUNDICE.
SICIMEADACHE.BIL-
I0113COMPLAINTS.da
disappear st or -e ur.dsr
its beneacial influence
It is purely a Medicine
se its cathartic praar
ties Serbia, its use as a
beverage. It is picas
ant to the taste. ar.1
easily taken by teati-
me as adults.
PRICKLY ASe BITtIRS CC
I
Books
Books
Books
The Colleges and Pub-
lic Schools, both in the
city and throughout the
county, will find at
HOPPER'S by far the
cines, Oils, Paints, Dyes,
Window Glass, Wall
Papers and Window
Shades, Curtin Goods,
Etc., Etc
Hopper S
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US!
NATe 0 lietra.
And Cuarantee Satisfaction!
THOMPSIN & ELLIS.
These lots are Ito feet by &twat eet, and
front on a Street 53 feet wide-With In font alley
back of each. Will be ante 1.0w HoWN.
11.1.14 & CO., A et..
he la st well-knowe and recognized took
NAKE moNEy, Iianewas forditintoi that street; but as ' • 
(Tans A. BRASHER.
% number of tine building lots, on the 1.reen- ,,, that death was moy a Moor to an eterno „aimed lapi ...ward-like tirai.a,itia,
chianti' nor theatre. Its Mk itle.- pr. all V.,1,o.itic O• I Liniment. For sale by 1i.
in 'limit • 1111W14% er A se As enOre for hull)). re*Im. whele "K"hizi"g ur"111"• A gentleman Ir N
ew York, a lead-
was on the verge of madness front rage 1 
il *here some slay her parents, her little alio eas here aisrieg theitt".erthkii,t cwita);11. B. G4rher..
panel end lot:kites, are tniknown, foul er of the Democratic party.
tiw Iratikusrps tot teen dem tor their ve-
ind desipair. I 
nearly all tho house+, and where he slew its told print that he is a liar is saertly
reeky. A non who will saltine ledge i sleters. and meaty friend,. "ill 'lle t l r . speaking of the Presidetit'e natural aux-
I The Salvation Army i:i Englith:1 have
the aicalde. wam then known as Calle ingemenie but far from disaret. 
'thins 1 1-° "'i"Y the endless, happy ellile °I iety in regard to the success of this party !A "Self-Deilisl Fili
ela.' mu lllll oitieg eow
--sie. se- 40---  
, trial eighteen months, and he thinke the jewelrj, elothing, ermine top and even
Fortunes are daily m•tle hy successful opera- an
at that time, and the city was unlighted. 1 0 
a . oeople of the elate a hiai put him *here • 
Ionia Itiblee have beet. Petit in to be sold
41 robbers abounded, this misfortune 
i el Payno. a noted Mexican litstorian.• • • Tile 'husk and 
decaying vegetetion of , lave a ill acquire new zest, and cheer- lie is will express t
heir °Oil llll so the for thi• henifit ef the toed.
_--.... e
.
*flows Inee•tnienta frequently j,„ fr.,,,,, 000 to , was attributed to them. However it 
It a from "El I.ibro Boys' ," compiled toy regime
s newly sheered of t Huber, repots. fulesas return, it you will impel your 
Aoltninietration and its Illet11041e at the
and kiolneys to the preform tall. He believers thee are Itch. 
Pashas- altege, and Scratches
w i a, i ,,,. a a it i i HI ,,, a 1 ,,,,,. was left in the pockets of the vic...•••
. "... Spain. a book full of the hietorical, inol Fever Cure by• iiiilii alai gentle ae- ' I iver and Kidney Bohol cc ill mimointe 
[minty, and tltat rewiring hint nexietio NW
mace of mools that
tt woitora's Sasatery Ise on U-41 HO
: tore in marks, Gra.n amid Olt.
' Wei dollar. or more oi. each Si 40 •ftv....led. : was remarked that a large sum of money -
General Rive Palacio, now Minister to 
ea to the revs oh the sun, Is sure to tweet' • liver
maleria. Dr. .1. II. McLeats'a Chills tbelr tuned's'''. Isr. J. II. McLeati's 0 it
h IMO, but lie donee not knew it yea- . t evert keel cotral isi 30 mit.im es by
A.Idreete f ,r el., ol.r..
blood deeds of the In ' ' ' SI • ic ' ' - 
'
le. Sold by H. IL Garner.
s y no police •igilance
a
Near Hopkinsy
1 1111 If, •IIP felle11 1 Peelle ft life 1"..1•
rut portrayed. Suddenly the cavalier
gave himself over completely to rellg-
ous devo•ion, and from this lie went
into a melancholy so black and deep
diet no one could console him. His
-heeks hrearne sunken, a puriee circle
eppeared around his eyes, and his clear,
white complexion turned to ail opaque,
slimy yellow. that at once revealed that
On s 
1,e was consumed by torriltle physical
efferings, as well as by spinotal illness.
For some time D m Juan Manuel re-
 .liained shut in his house, awl non.) had
'leech of hint. Then, secret, and
Wit /1 a thousatel r•eser Yes, the
%omen who were ol I an l devotees
•o-clared that Dot Java Manael had
.iyule a compact with the devil, and
loey blessed themselves' and showed the
/ . roes fur the Evil One. TIle truth per-
11:11914 was that Don Juan Manuel was
‘1;14; noel, opposite the eid stereo farm. e.alous or Ina wife, with whom 
he war :lin ..... neither it seined room. She "el le new. 8 
le 4 t, ctdtetnetet Blaine had made so far, and MA 
work, Inch name be eittield V 11.11114-
.14.d t.1 the ot 1/r .1. II. M..1,01111'14
The uestion was who was the author
KEN'EUCKY NEWS
Fayette couety has 10,583 childreti of
school age. '
Grant county has• bevelity-five utiles
at turnpike road.
"Flatwosel" le the name of a new
ptetto dice in Garrard county:
There ere tat-my-dine indes and
teas telltales in the Campbell 4. o. jsil.
Auntie r a &Met" has been found at
ale mho et el. of a gentleman Frallk-
fah t .
It takes six day A 6.r a letter to gret fr 
Ismisvilir to 11 illianieburg. In Whitley
were resolved to injure his honor, and
so Baked the other:
-What is the hour?" 
Mr. Ringo, of Arlington, has been
made a member the mate Ceostral
"Eleven o'clock," the wayfarer would lain' arelia t: ....
I answer in all innocence. Then- The tracheas hatiotte. of Tay lonsvil.e,
1 "Happy art thou who knowest the Ky., low just closed et ino.4 interesting
1 hour of thy death!" would respond Don and instructive see-Iona
, Juan Manuel, and at the same time
strike his dagger into the heart or throat 
J Smith Speed, sr., a promisient
gen of Lettitotalie, died embleitly on the
of Ins victim, whom he would leave
1 dead anti bathed in blood, while he re- 
25th loot., aged 63 years.
turned home, whence wee heard the
formidable clang of the heavy door
closing, after which all remained in
silence and in gloom.
The most dangerous hours were from
11 to 12 at night, and few, even if in
quest of the Holy Oil, would venture to
pass through that street after SI at night,
unless accompanieta by twa or three
guards. However, sotne there were, Seeet potatoes %crashing six palmate
who from incredulity, or from dire nes nee and measuring twenty-four inches
ceesity, did pass through the domains of named are the protection of Ohio Co.
Don Juan Manuel, and sure it was that
that night knowing exactly the hour,
they would fall victims to the sanguin-
ary fury which the demon had inspired
in that cavalier. The fact was that the
mairders were committed with fre-
quency, that the bodies were found next
day with all their apparel and valuables,
and that, in whispers and murmurs!,
Don Juan Manuel %VW pointed out as the
author of the crimes: but the visible tes-
timony Was all to the contrary. Don
Juan Nlante-1, although sad and gloomy,
attended 1114e/6, gave alms, and visited as
of yore hie friend the viceroy. Who
would dere acesete a man so wealthy
bind reepeated without even proof to
offer means( louse 'fee* all the world
talked of the matter, but were content
with shutting themselvee within (Word
to eon sotitioltui tlie teal for prow
fur loot moult,
These Was III 1110 Wing if I bon Juan
Menial illatialsly Mean WI11110 14101111I
10111erli I/111111111g 14.11111e .1 Intl's'
if 14404 loilai.-1, W111011 WYS 11110 Iiroperly
of kale s devidest -lit aline Ilfla
stare told, 11115 tif ilie maws lit whleit
emelt Is ,11411111, Wholi 1.41111141111g 1041
HIllell 111 1110 Other 111411, IIMI 1411111041
Mother Martene, as she Wits 4•11111411, lit
the habit of devotees promisinhe furdwri
to mate daily emits', of the Precious
Motet eiptal in number to that of the
current- duly of the month; on the
for instanee, she spent a lung time in re-
peating the teenty-tive credos whieh fell
to her lot. Thus, she never slept earlier
than midnight. In that unpaved street,
dark. silent, and entirely destertel after
o'clock at night, there was seen but
ono light. like a lonely, distant ;star in a
cloudy sky; it was the light that rams
from the narrow shutters of the beans
Mariana, who lighted a little lamp be-
tied to Si mt. and she did not chose her
fore an Tiage of Jesus Christ, that was
shutter until after she had said her
credo«. Nearly every night she heard a
door close noisily, and that sound oc-
curring always at the MIMS hour caused
her w itch until else was satisfied that
it was the door of the house of Don
Juan Manuel.
One night, toward the end of the
montli, w hell her prayen were long,
while on her knees before the image.
she heard a human; she put out the light.
and, approaching the shutter on tiptoe.
cautiously put forth her head. A man
was running, and another, following,
overtook lum almost at Mariana's very
door, and gave him four or five stabs.
The man groaned piteously, and fell a
short distance away. The murderer
left him, and shortly the beat* saw and
heard that a door softly opened, and •
o.loaked man went in at it. ,
This door was in the hotpot, of Don
Juan Manuel.
Mariana went to her bed full of ter-
tor. and the following day, when the
body had been found, she went to relate
to her confessor what had happened. and
told him her • strong suspiciou& The
priest obtained an audience with the
viceroy and told him the occurrence, but
the viceroy only laughed and told the
father that all this was vulgar gossip,
which should not be repeated or noticed.
Mariana, however, bad told the other
beatas, and thenceforth the terror in-
creased, an.I the apparitions were more
taleatil. It was said that frem the
me
scaffolds and rubuish where the cathe-
dral waa building, came forth every Fri-
day night a procession of mook-like fig-
ures, wearing sackcloth rubes and black
Capuchin hoods that covered their faces.
These faces were decaying and part
fleshless, for these were no less than the
victims of Don Juan Manuel, arisen from
their gravest. Those clothed in the habita
of fdats marched to the catheaml grave-
yeed telt', thick teplers thelr hands,
Mel fottra that 50,.oi, t,,
l:0111 Nib i 14 thitli:ii luila ablaer et. alie
Ii,iicif., .thq, leifilled all. halal f , 1-m,1*111;
ill: ilifllik Ii,k !III+, Iiihili,I, 1 ,1t ;ili:iii
Lill 11 4i :i it1.14 0 1- fr:11,1 1 449",,,,i'"iiti,L,ii'.ow Wee 11 tatlioel 114 iliii Wool fOl
the cello:data end thea pot within it Om
neck of the Men, extinguish's-oh the
tapers, and chanted the "ilimerere."
Every week this was repeated, and they
who chanced to see that awful proces-
sion returned home sickening of fever,
.tt Dekovati, Ky., 1111 the 24th lust.,
Willie Akron Was killed by a mai wagon
pateing over hie neck. He war ptealing
a tide.
Stephen Campbell. a prominent citi-
zen ot Toy horst ille, Ky.. *as buriett
the 24th hat., The lettere! was largely
stt.ries1eier 
ea el Kis r tautly tallest in Hart coun-
ty 111e.ilttlretl a traction over Mee wet Ila
lehhe la and eine Huila iH diaMeter III
fl.e t•eitter.
An Estill to111111y farmer predicts
wild la hitt r, tron the tact that ewe
leaVe a'rop of 1141 Kreps 6, beech-
Sk A1111111, rte.
1.14 sill Leavy. of Woodford county,
all emolicosiot list Slsoluti
tIleigle• :NO Itio111.41a 11114 6IX lest
three hello.. lot Iii• ks.
At TO la fatale thes 0511i Imola a
deo o% ell g lalge hew barn and eon.
'ewe, nli Ilio lid W , M, 11111•11111.
11.140111•1111, aid 64 Italgl,
lei gl lit 1:0, 1%114,kti '0101;ii):141111:111111111:1:014.1 1,11 711 i4:01 Ililoicialls111411 1,
lallellty pailtlif y, flit 11,11411t
Hon, 11' Roo lett, of Hart comity,
grete IF stalk sol totto eli14.1i measured ten
feet aunt the gr ..... ol Ilie eto of tarn,
awl sash' bet leo lilt hem from the ear
111 11146 11611.
The Semeart Reptahliceil ban naiad
he exist, °elm/ to a *alit of patomegr,
still the hortotorletor hits mentsweeed the
publicatioe sof a- esparlIsaas paper at
the sattle place.
A N1041:111% DA1.
The President issues His Proclunta•
flog. Naming Not ember a5
as the tit Ilettirit
-
W manse tee, Oct, 31 -The feline Mg
is Prealoir tot leveleiela proelionation
plealgtialleg Thitrodsy. Nneedillef. 25. as
1 flay sot thatik•giving and prayer :
a 141041.AM 11501-NY Illk
I NItE10111A1104.
It hap lotog lwen the reams) tor the
{People III the t•eital Staten, 1111 a slay iti
••III711 sar especiallt set spirt for the
litlf pier la their Cheif Ex.-4101yr, to
a...kneel...lg.. the goodness god mercy of
Goa, mei es invoke ilia continued care
an.1 protection. In observance of
owls emotion. Grover Clevelred, Pras-
e!. tit ot the sextet., do hereby ilesigliate
in41 set apart Tioursibey, the 25th day of
Noveinher, Instant, to be ebserveal and
kept so day lot thalikegiiiag and pray-
er. On that day let all our people forego
their recustioned empl6yinetite arid as-
senible their usual ;shaves or worship
to give t Mink. to the Ruler of the
• lor Our lllll •Oletany meta of the
bleesiegs 4of a free Geyer lllll tett; tor a
r owaval of Moderate prosperity through-
out our land; for the return wheal has
e warded the labor of Beale who till the
s awl for our progress as a people In
all that makes a nation great.
A1111 while Me eseitemplate the hal-
ite eower of God in earthquake, flood
na pion'', let the graceital hearts of
those who hate ell shielded from
tier in through II iss mercy, be
tura e I ill et tetpathy 41141 kinthwee
o.wttr le them. who hate anthem! thiongli
voeitai ion. Let 101 oleo, iti the midst
of our thaiitsgiving. renienawr tee poor
old ly with cheerful gifts aml alms,
tlint our ow rvices mita by deeds of
Nulty, be made acceptable in the sight
of
s *hereof, I have !hereunto
-et ley land etel (-Kissed the seal of the
Mates to hoe : ifixed.
Ito. 1' at the via- Maahlegton this
dat of ovendwr, le the t ear of onr
boa hes a mom tle indetwitiletwe tot
the I 'need State* 4.1 Anil-flee. the one
leo dlr.!!
1;. , N I ft 1.10' ELAN!),
It. ' ' : F. Itilt Akio,
sitiorkitmotirt.
P!' I t.' !Htl. 1-t 11 t.' f" i" .1' t1;11"1.1
1n. irlo..!1! '11.1
if-elevate, r...Hpfle,. 01 111 swoop, id
,,r,liperWi4 I lllll ivy Ile 1-.4. t
ass) es bast.. It a conceded tart that we
appear as ma bbsel usaSes 114, /111/1 the ii.in r Ilie
the happier. healthier, 'trailer, ali.1 wiser
we lino; 'more the oft rei eased ihterrogatery.
-hoe la blood //** W1111 _pure Walnut of
al:cadynao•athin a few days died.-Manuel 
bre-going thud coursing through one veins.
through our beano and ploughing
e • • • • • 
through ear pbt meet fret-114.p. our morallibeconie
better, "tar constitutions et ninger. mar intellect-
It a-as many years before the 'partial ual ticultee• more acute and grander. and men,
truth was known of what appeared W 16. lllll en and children happier. healthier amid
he may a tale. Then 1/4.n Jose
Gomez de la. Cortina published a
work entitled "Le Calle de Don Juan
Manuel," from which the following brief
statement is condensed:
"Dun Juan Manuel de Solorzano was
a renowned Spanish gentleman, a native
of Burgos, who came to America in tile
suite of the Viceroy Ikon Diego Fernan-
dez de Cordoba. marquis of Guatlalcazar.
Don Juan ,Manuel watts 'on most friendly
terms with the viceroy of his day,
sea he was sent on divers into
madly in love; and as he could not die-
cuver nor prove with certainty who it
was whowbbal him of his honor, he
W s eiNGTON, Oct. 26, 18S6.
There is much epet•ulation just now in
regard to the t• hareem of the Fiftieth
Conigretw. There is great diversity of
sourer, as to withal party
will have a mad tray. As Hots. S. Cox
said; "there will be many holes in the
Homo.. The places of many prominent
men sill be filled by new mire:. But
Senator (Kenna think@ ihe Democrat*
will have at least tweiovaive majority.
Thee have such large majority ill the
present House that it i- not believed it
can be overt- llll e wale** apathy shall pre-
veil to a much greater eztesit in the
Denearatic than in the Republican dio-
triciattil;
boldest declaration of the present
campaign Was made by Blaitie in a re-
cant speech in Lev. istown, Maine, which
wao in effect that the republicans would
repeal the lied Service law and at otter
turn out every Detnocrat service
ot the Government. Civil Service limn-
miesioner Oberly, taking Blaine to task,
*aid that having endeavored to make
hinteelf acceptaale to the temperate*
twople, the laboring men and every shade
of religioita opinion, he now stake to
coommena iiiiiisalf to that portion of ihe
Democracy opposed to ( ivil Service to s-
tem, in order to make his "calling and
election sure." In the taimpaign of 1884
The November Century marks a new
era in the history of dna magazine, in
beginning the publication of "The Lite
of lineoln," by his private eecretaries,
John G. N holey and Colonel John Ilay.
Two prefacee, one alitorial and the
other by the se eitefe, give ample te•-
count of the work, and cell attention t
the eicepthinal import unit les w Melo
these getitleteteti have tool te harper
*het la t•ettelii to M. the tallest Mil !
It;sliiktt,Ht:hk, till tj:Itiht;1071410.,
1 Kill lila biai ilia, 1.1104.
lb 11-14.1: 14 -141i 1141,1i11 li y117111111
41 I 10110 14.111 PIN WO f
4,41:01110.40,71:
klitIFItt'e I id 111I10114111c wri
tly1141 r110 IFIV 1104 MIt ill' 14 II 1!
hiller Mowry ot the war weal. upon 0- •
worit. The first pert id concereetal
the Liecoln !amity as pioneers, irelitol-
Mg their relationa with None Ke
tacky, and their oubeespient life in I -
Wan* and Mamie down to the BIN -
Hawk War, and a pieture of the soca
and surroundinge of young Linage, i
a concise history of the Weete
States 01 that day. 011 the pictor 1
lade there is a frontispiece portrait
lantoin in 1860, trout a remarkably ti •
and unhackneyed hohotogragli, a poo-
trait of Boone front Sully's palatal
from life, and the trailitiotos Of the
cola) !mines and localities are carefuff.
gatherea up pictorally to ouppletne. t
the text. A fac-sinille of a passage --•
-Mr. Lowell's ••Counneinoration Otte."
haferring to Lincoln, is printed at the
beginnieg of the magazine, and certain
other fatepimiles throw 'sew light upon
the early history of the Lincolue.
Amang the poems are "Clevedo
Church,' apropoe of Arthur Hallam s
grave, by Andrew Lang; "The (Ides-
dotter of tite Sphinx." by Mks M. V -
ginia Donagite; "The Reformer," bv
Paul Berme*, anti one on -The Lif -
Mask of Abraham Lincoln," by R. .
Gilder.
" trope.' of the Time" treats of "'the
Auterican Militia," "The l'oegreasional
Balatice-sheet" (a view or certain he --
tutees of the last session , , and "
Uses and Dangers of 'One 'ilea.'"
In "Open Letters" 'the leading pls • •
is given to a commitnicatiou entit al
"A Siberian 'fragedy," hy George Ke: -
Mtn, which is conteerned with the rec. t
suicide of the bristlier stt Prince KrA-
potkiii, of whom Mr. Kentaan recoet-
reminietatices %Melt throw much lig. •
on the Exile Qua-time which Mr. Ks-ii •
nen has recently been inveetigeting 1. r
the Century. There are ale° letters ui
putojects as different as "Thne-Ret•lion-
leg for Twentieth Century," by Princi-
pal Grant of Queena 17ttivereity, Cana-
da, "Genius and alatrituony" to Cathe-
rine Beide and "Tile Architectural
Ilie...ang„euelisestr.New Yon," by Mis. a'ait
A g the "Brit.-a-Brae" mietallitny
is a satire by Bill Nye, entitled "Docu-
mentary Proof of Selfaletenee.
•••
THERE ate Malty' nealetiti attil -
eat which eftect etock and cause ateriota
alone to Spain. About 1636 lie
married Dona Mariana Laguna,
only child and le-iresa of a rich miner of
Zacatecas. After receipt in Mexico of
the upraing in Catalonia. Ca viceroy be-
came the victim of the A11.11411(10. Which
I4,11g Ilea sought took's:ea him. and
Don Juan %WIWI Wag involved in the
disaster and minced to prison by order
of the alcatie, Don Francieco Vele,. de
l'ereira. DOTI Juan Manuel took his re-
verse calmly and was patiently awaiting
in prison a change of fortune, when he
was advised that the alcalole visited his
wife oftener than was rapaired by mere
tolitemas. Through the influence of a
rich and powerful friends a fellow-pris-
oner, Don Juan Manuel was afforoleal fa-
cilities for leaving the prison secretly at
night, to investigate the truth of these
reporta and the behavior of his wife.
Several nights Don Jitan Manuel availed
himself of this privilege, and on one of
them he killed the alcalde. The Audi-
encia dared not declare the murder of
their chief, owing to tile cause which
led to it, as it appears that the aicalde
made the wife's frailty dm price of lib-
erty for Don Juan Manuel. Thua the
viceroy redoubled hisefforts to save Don
Juan Manuel, and they were confident
of success, when suddenly, one morning
in October, 1641, his body wan discovered
hanging in the public gallows-testi-
mony to the dark and mysterious policy
of the times. The street where Don
Juan Manuel lived, where he had built
The Bret-kihridare Nee et eat it "the
sorghum crop of this section ie. tar bet- 19.
ter than Vier known belure."
The Bretabiridge Nees nominates
Hon. 'leery D. McHenry, of Ohio coital-
ty, fer tallied States eeisator.
A Firming county farmer raised to-
t/Novo leaves title y ar measuring forty-
eight and a hell' inches in letigili.
The unpreeedent demand. the unparalleled
coratise pow cr., awl the unmistakable proof
trona th,..e or nien•earlisble chdracter and in-
tegrity, point n au unerring finger to B. II.
It.- 11•11.1111. W0/04 11141111-a. far the tlw
eio-lie-t, the .iiiictest awl the grainiest and
no..t is.werful 1410.44 reotely ever before ketone
to mortal man. in the relief arol issitive cure of
e.croftila, Rheum/do-1m !Ain ilmeases, all tainta
of Id...1 pot.o.ii, kidney ....initiated obi weer.,
ar,,I Min,. cancers. entarrli, etc.
11. II It. 1••••111 aloottll 111fre rat, ol•l-a baby
in age. a giant III poi% revne.lv
America ran ne..ke er wade •uch a 1‘1111-
.1•••ttt •I...wing en et- magi,•al power. in urtelltr
find entsrely eradicating the alcive complattda,
and gigantic in the face of iretizieil oppo-
sition nould-lw lllll 11.• 11110111.14,114,
Letter. from :ill point.. %here tear...Incr.! are
pooring III/4/11 opeatICIIIIK III Its lllll lest
praise some say the/ receive more benefit from
otic :..40.• of 11. 11. B. 111/111111C, 1111fe fr.ai twen-
ty. thirty awl fifty and even one hundred bottles
of a tested deco. lion of inert and non -medico -
J itichardeon to R Monarch & Co.
No. 24.
S K Pryor to R Monarch Co. No.
29.
J D Allison to John Thixton Dist.
Co. No. 30.
A D Browta 'to Withers, Dade & Co.
No. 32.
J II Eagle to E C Berry Dist. Co. No.
33.
J A Huffman to E W Worsham & Co.
No. 50.
Sit /REA KIPettt-GACGEIHS.
II C Whitescarver to J T Welth N. 5.
F E Robertsott to C 1. Applegate &
Co. No. 7.
.1 M Higgins to Baker & K Watley,
No. 36.
II I. Evans to W T l'uttinger Co.
No. 3s.
Chas. Worthen), jr., to Riley Dist.
Co. No. 26.
J Woods to Clark & Harper, No 53.
W T Cavaitah J I. naive, No. 42.
J J Blandford P M Melte) noels,
No. hi.
U II Waller to alio*. PrIttatetil, Nu.
NO.
Wilford to Vaster & Eisler, No,
70.
W W Dodger to lesister st Bro. Nu. 101.
Irvin William* tol N No, VO.
W Hemmed), lie May II Meredith,
No, 411
Jelin P Herman to Milner Oros, No,
;iii,
A M Wawa to Mitchell & Skegga,
No. 77,
J W 115)1es to J 11' No. 79.
ii•toanis
.1 J Thomaa to But stlielni Brom. &
3oll Thompson, Wilson & Co.
John I. Mt:natant' to J Roach d
Co., and 11111 it Winstead, Withers,
Dole & 1 14). and E 11' Moralism & Co.
A Ss Andentim to Springesster Diet.
1'0. ItIld W Swi.arlegeti.
W Josses to M P Mattingly, Di-
vine County inst. Co, 51141 K. Nuilart•
so. 2.
J M Cargile Stier Mash No 17, P
K Payee No. II, sed J 'I' Welch &Co.
H II Neely 141 E t Berry Diot. Co.
and H tionarell, No. 29.
3 Walker to Eagle Dist. Co. No. 0,
and Cliff Falls Itiot. Co. 10.
W 11' David to Joists Hithialeg Dist.
Co., Job it Thixton Dist. Co., and Rock
Springs Dist. Co.
J Braoher to ..I W M Field and R
Monarch No. 24.
A R Simpson W Eton, W Devito
to brandy distilleriep.
--ow
Hew Prohibition Works is Athlete.
Editor New Era:
For the information of the public I
would be pleased if you would publiph
the following statement, as to the work-
lege of prohibition in Atlanta. made re-
ceittly by Hon. Gerrge Iiillyer, Mayor
of that Illy. He is one of the purest
men anal ablest lawyers iti the South,
and hits often tilled offices of high trust
with emilient credit.
Gnomes Pow DEXTelt.
THE JUG Ta•DE.
"Nobody ever doubted that the people
of the city would, to Amite extent, and
for awhile, Pend off and buy beer and
whisky frutu outside. But the experi-
ence 'atelier towna lias beeu that ellen
prolabiti  was first adopted, the jug
tool demijohn trade ran along to some
extent for awlsile, and that the old to-
per* were awaited to tiling on. Yet
where they have to seed 4.ff to another
teen and send the llllll try, end pay
treiglit and charges, it becomea trouble-
moue and inconvellielit. Otte atter an-
other they drop telt and quit eeisiling,
ano get Kober. The ranks! are not re-
cruit...I by new beginners, and In t.o
very greet while the jug trade virtually
ceases. 'rite tenth mats say, coutimsea
to get a hisky mod dies a drulikard, sod
the nine men-pertishos the satiety -and-
nine-are saved. '
titotttlifttos Atte tatnettelatcr.
"Tlis clte hest alroplared gteelle lilt •
Ilt•l• hortololfalliota t iltiei 1440 Wheel t1
Ile- ; oltO.11;,11.14-.): Ill Ail 11114 :. *.ffit
1J/11 i 10111lifl. 11 111:11 14 1111 (II* Ilit
111! 11!r1 I 1111 1111' 1 11W 11/ 1 11111F 111
1 al 1 la" I III Ill41;11 I
Revenue AssIgnmeNts.
The following asoignments have been
made for the next sixty days:
STORF:Ksarrits.
R Pennington to Davies. County
Distilling Co. and R Monarch No. 3.
J T Greer to J W M Field No. 3.
J A Pritchard to Springwater Dist.
Co. and G W Swearingen No. 4.
J S Sale tn J G Roach & CO. No. G.
T 1. Moo to Eptgle aim. Co. No. 8.
John P Gray to J T Welch No. 9.
J F Gentry to Rock Spring Dist. Co.
No. JO.
• M Glees to John 'homing Dist. Co.
No. 1 I.
W F Hawes tio M MaUingly No.
13.
A M Adeir to Cliff Falls Diet. Co.
No. ID.
J D Reeves to Sour Mash Inst. Co.
No. 17.
.I.J Morris to sante, edditimial.
J 6,13ratnliani to Hill & Winstead No
1111- 1111.1414 HI 111* 11 ail/ ell. Or
Ile 'Millie tirittflool,,ii• Orr-1114Ir
owl ser111 r', ktletlet 11,1fTle,
it Inner) service, aimed poetise, end
•1.1..e.11.1 public -credit, will compote
11004 lat'isIstrly with oily issiser-iity, la
It not the best revorill ever mole in the
city 'ts hietury ? 'Ilse habit. awl limpid-
nee- ot the people Isere improved, and
I think will 'atwitter more end lll re.
Tile people of Atlanta formerly extornia
#11, MA catenated, upon all average .01
$3 0011 to $1,inal per day ter inioxicante.
Who *solid now Kay that Athlete pays
one-tenth of that automat bir lelutpre?
re lovely I firmly believe that there Is not out--
tenth of the intoxicant:A told in Atlanta
that there was a year and a halt ago.
People !my food and clothing. awl turd -
eine mid laratiture, awl other (lawful
chino! tor health and comfort and mor-
ale *Ida the money tormerly expended
tor.liquord. 'Ille State end rounty tax
returns, given meter oath by the tax-
i/tot-co theltiselves, •Itow increstee of
more [hell $140 beat in vatuff-  of
Itutachold kitelien furniture this
year Ise6; over last yerr. The good
:estate are before no, aithough ao have
never yet had complete prohibition."
caoeire toe smote
"I feel theiskful more than wordo cote
exprees. that of tow thing we may be
• abeoliately twee re, Niel aim a as ex-
preeeed by Ille ill a letter of plot-lams-
 
 
adilreased tip the public *hell the
• liosetises had ail expired : aist the
aflame had been clos-al in Athlete, and
elottal forever."
eat nat. mho branetee of eit113111.•11 ft•frfl treca.
We Mill the proof in Murk and white, and we
af.si 141 the fort. -
All at Ito desire hill Information about the
esilw• and eu r ISImel Poisons. Si-totals and
..crolitlotte :•vi Uleers. sores. *themes
114111, Kidney 4 um plaint... 1 atarrh. etc., ran se-
Clire 10) mail, free. h INT) our .11-page I 1 lua-
trattot lbsik of as Iindera 5114-.1 will. toe newt
wonderful and startiiog proof e.er liefore
Anon A biress, 111.1101, BA al 1, 41 -
Atlanta. aaa
Convenient and Veracious.
••••
Nen lork Herald.
The La, thole port of the c lllll
must have a eating ith
lllll 11414 ILA plat ful mind,. "Alen sire but
children sof a larger grow th," and never
...veto tome their lieVe le.r toye. The rhest-
not bell, hat itog teased the meridian of
it• rdleeeelt, Meet iteelf a
card hearing the legend "I am something
of a liar III% eelf " The card is a great
Obituary.
With feelings of the deepe-t porroe
 
se the death 01 Ethel Daltion.
little daughter sof Mr. eitil Mrs. 51% C.
 
, of 4, notion, of crouo.
Ethel was a.. except Ily bright lit-
tle girl, and at mcbool ale. foremost in
tier assort.. Affectionate to her nature
mid alas the •weeteet of dispoeitions,
she naturally eon her way to the fiestas
cd all whom site kite% . lier parents
fairly idoliz.-.1 her and to them thio step-
 
t loam a end epoch in their
livee Thitok ot it. Sloe here rote ilay
the ...wahine ot t.te household, that
night er.zeil ith a fetal disease that
amintulicd iser Irani tlo• enibrat.e of her
loving parent... See tItat bright little
i lllll went girl, a hen mimosa reet•li, promieed to purify politics by intro-
of deettss &tor, so fret ing untold agonies, I &teeth; the very system which he now
step f • her he.1 and on beetled kit.ees !deprecate@ so etrotigly, it the people
improvement on the gong. it saske„, otter u
p Iter little present,. se wee ner %%mild honor him with their votes. Mr.
not oho. it sleet o tell, the truth mod 
vtieteni. She a eta not air id toi drools. latterly remarked that it Wag the boldest 
tneonvenirece snd Item to the fanner le
Etorresp09$21 $29c¢..
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Editor New Era:
Mr. Thome.' Hamberry and Mr. Lee
Johnson, of your city, delivered on last
Saturday night, at Consolation church,
a most impressive, thrilling dis-
°otiose on the subject of pro-
hibition. Mr. Roy Soloman was also
present and spoke to the small audience
with eloquence. He pictured the drunk-
ard in all his varied characteristics; he
showed to the people how they would
lie while under the influetice of intoxi-
cation ;eviticed utlettenalenee of thought ;
complete majeaty of principles and a
clear dim-eminent of the ramie and na-
tion that grogshops should be ejected
from this univerpe.
Mr. Madly Canoler, of this vicinity,
who has been confined to his bed for a
number of days, convalescent.
A ten year old son of E. W. Leitch-
field, was buried near here last Satur-
day, this being two of his family that
have died of flux during the past three
week's.
Married-a Mr. Clifton to a Miss
Fowler in the Castleberry neighbor-
hood, last Friday night at 12 o'clock.
The ceremony was; performed by the
Rev. W. E. McCord.
Messrs. John and Albert Craige, of
Dickson, Tenn., are visiting their fath-
er's family, nest- here this week.
Mrs. Malian), Jackpot' and datrabter,
of this vicinity, are visiting relatives in
Tennessee this week.
The dant* at Mr. Tout Pollard's last
Friday night was a grand suemses from
beginning to endonost all the young
people of the surrounding country
were present, and the tap of the light
fantastic toe, was heard until a late
hour.
Mr. Williams, of your city, Is expect-
ed to speak at New Pleasant Hill next
Sunday, on toe subject of prohibition.
We regret to t•hremicle the death ol
Mrs. Almarinda otton, wife of Mr.
John Cotton, daughter of Elijah Arm-
sarong, who died near Isere last Saturday
of consumption. She was buried Sun-
day 111 the burial ground, on Mr. I,. W.
D. Illemby's place. To the mourning
husband, be faithful to the end, the
father, brother anti slater, I extend to
yati my heart felt st natality soul 140iii10-
14111100, W. II. E.
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111111sory-Cloaks-WoldIlmi Drown'
-Coutimee-TrImalsoo.
The Matinee Mittman a lady's fault
bonnet illumine NMI the tip-eitil Hi her
Issionet strings might form a subject of
pitil000phieal opectilatten. The extreme
limit of lengthening has been reached In
cases where Nature gratuitously fur-
Melees a long face, but the effect ef an
apple-shaped countenance garnished
above by a tuft remarkable for narrow
neon as for height, resident the latter
I•ase almoot more 'Wird than the for-
mer. Ada to the above a capote, where
narroweess seems to love been the chief
object of ambition, and the result ob-
tained Is that of unbecomingness to ev-
erybody. "emir capotea have coronet
brims, which relieve tile waote of nu.
rois nese, but they are few. In this ex-
tremity hats become a reltige for thaw
young enough to %sear them, mei there
is t•littice at llllll turbaits and rattier
willeobrinuned In unusual variety of
shape, turned tip or dON II entity fan-
ciful ways, and therefore of great adap-
tability. But theatregoers look with
dismay upon the high crowns, alld fe•
gard diem as oo many plied-up woes
which transform orchestra chairs into a
vale of tears.
some NEW CLOAKS
extend only a little below the waist at
the back but have long fronte, and the
thick wadding end fur trinimitig shows
them intended for winter toe. Bead.
melte a good exhibit on velvet, of which
[natty are coinpooted, yet not more tto
than on plush or the novel wool cloaking
cloths. Jet fringe. are often on the
edged. or chenille united with jet. These
cloaks are a protest against the envelop-
ing styles that for a long time have been
popular, but the latter hold their own,
although it is said of them reproachfully
they afford no chance for the ehowing of
a dressy costume. Let us have both.
President Clevelantre marriage has in-
spired a number of bachelors to a point
of imitation, and the smiles of the
would-be Benedicte could nut be sur-
parsed. if under the supervision of thus.
Beauregard and Early, they had drawn
grand prizes in the Louisiana State Lot-
tery. Brides think most of their
WEDDING DRESSIV,
Brocades are counted out, utiless gums.
one ot the new and magnificet metal
box•ailes. White satin of faille trimmed
with lace are most in favor, but gros
grain is toed as likeeiee frise goods or
plush in combinations. 'law kinks of
lace are many, commencing with Haml-
ett' as most costly but atnong the less in
price, plat N'ai is by tar moot fashiona-
ble and can be more lavishly ensployal
than a rarer labile. Bead etnbroidery
is aleo quite popular but has never
premed opecially 'appropriate as lace.
Crepe now is quite a feature in bridal
dreposta. Sono. are made entirely of it
over elate Pak; plain and embroblerai
Mow are 1401111111e-I in Many tinciftil
I% Aye YI141 ea a trinith.1)4 ,1,1gt mitgeta
the hall+ tc.,.; I
I 411 iitI 13 .
filet lif 111141 410 Hi
1111. ili14 tot orif
I ig .1,siti:1:,1,41111 twat:114  Ilti1.14111 1
1)1t: It 1:1 1 14 1. IF
getielatl show I.ttle departure front
Whitt limo been, though very lately,
some basitsiee have toren t•ut longer on
the side, and here at least there will lw
much less stereetyloiug than hitherto.
Beads in tar-ions forms and combine-
done lead in trimmings.. Culla collars,
plastrous, capes, poseementeries, bawls,
red galloons are supplemented by fringes
*bola- sof them or intheol ith chetaile.
Jet colored am! irrideseent beads are
varied ay polished %mod and emall cor-
sage buttons are made au resemble
beads. Military emote and giinpe are
set on in soldier like patterns. anot con-
form to the Mannish ideao now 60 prom-
itieut drem.
Luce CARTER.
Washisigton Letter.
al." But if the Dernocrata carry the
next general election they are in tor
twenty-five yeara of power, and nothing
can stop them.
The journal of the Houee of Represen-
tatives fair the first eestslon of the preeent
Congress has just been hailed, and it ia
exactly one-half larger than ever before.
It was. so bulky that it had to ae bound
in two parts of sixteen hundred pages
each. Some heroic remedy is mailed
' for the bloated Cougrepeionsi Record,
and it hall been suggested that Congress
adopt a rule that 110 man shall make a
epeech from manuscript. That would
take out the worst trash which now
seeks a harbor within. the official chroni-
clers.
Mrs. Cleveland is employing tile pleas-
ant autumn days hi overseeing the im-
provements and repairs upon their coun-
try house. She drivea out there almost
every afternoon, accompanied by tier
mother. 'Foe interesting stage of decor-
ations has been readwd, and the impor-
tant question of ceilings, carpete and
draperies Is under coneideration.
Since the purchase of his little farm
the President has been Mtlell intereated
in agricultural matters. lie heentio to
sow twenty acres in clover, slid an or-
chard of New York pippin trees is to be
set out. Grape vine arbors are being ad-
ded to the place, and several cows of fine
breed and other blooded stock are to be
stabled on the premises. Mr. Cleveland
has beereadvised that a man of Isis full
habit, doing so much mental work, needs
eomethitig wore invigorating than riding
out for an hoar or two. So he is anxious
to do pome of the grarger work himself
this fall and next opting, if only for ex-
ercise. The farm is so far from the road
that a paeter-by would have to scan the
premiee, with a field alma. to recognize
anyone. He can work to ide !traria' con-
tent, consequently, without being watch-
ed. The Presidelit will find a great deal
of comfort in thie plata after the bulgi-
ness of the day is over, and he is entitled
to it, for he ie eorkitig hie life out in of-
fita.
An Old Citizen Speaks.
Mr. .T. M. Norris, an old resident of
Rome, Ga., says, that lie had been badly
troubled a ith Kidney Complaint for a
great malty years and with Eczema for
three years; at thueos could ocarcely
walk aud had tried many remedies with-
out benefit, until lie began taking Elec-
tric Bitter* aud anointing his kande amid
feet with Bilekleila Arnica Salve. Thla
treatment afforded bitn great relief end
he otrinsgly rectentsittetela Electric Bite
ten to all Who suffer vs WI Kidiley Com.
plitiotr, or need a lilooti Purifier.
Aoki by II. IL (ismer.
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Mt. Akimbo For NevomMor.
Title Mot initither of the he W km11111111
Is an early realisation irf the good things
promisee' in the attrateler priosteatto
1,0411011 Alma, for Itistatwe, eons
Wattles a charming aril characteristic
stAry, called Lark." Then,
some of the wonderfully clever tales
that Victor Hugo, the great French poet
and novelist, used to tell his favorite
grandchildren have been collected, and
are Isere put into &gnat' for the first
time by Brander Matthews, with capi-
tal illustrations by Reginald IL Birch.
'fisere is also the opening chapter of
"Juan atel Juanita," the new serial by
Francee Courtenay Baylor, which treat*
an unusual phatie of boy and girl life in
an unusually vivid and attractive style.
Out-of-door spits receive recognition
a epirited story of a Yale-Princeton
foot-ball match, with the queer title of
"Richard Carrai Baby." Pictures of
Cella Titaxter'e study anti Edmund
Clarence Stedtnatia stammer home aro
among Harry Fetsit's beautiful illststra-
tions of Allee Wellington Rollins' "ACicy of Old Houteoteado."
E. S. Brooks tell. of another "Historic
Girl" ansl her brave boy champion,-
the heroine becoming that "Good Queen
Maud" of England who waa, imi a way.
the great-great grandmother of the De-
claration ot Independence.
There le capital descriptive paper,
abundantly illustrated, on "Boring for
Oil"; C. F. Holder has some instruc-
tive and amusing "varies*/ to tell of that
absurd bird. the flamingo; there are
some more "Dog Storiee,", one of them
adapted from the Spanlett Cereantee.
the author of the famous "late Quixote,"
and illustrated by la H. Lutigren;
Palmer Lox has more poetry and pie-
turee of Brownie life, L11111 time "Ibe
Brownies in the Gymnasium."
Helen Gray Cone has a beautiful
"Dolly's Lullaby," set to music by Karl
Klauser, and to picture by Laura C.
Hilla Harlan H. Ballard describes tile
"Second General Convention of the A
A." And many other things.
St. Mary's 011 is a God send to the na-
tion as it will cure all pain of every dis-
eription, both internal and external.
Thie oil is a family doctor; its tuerite are
unequaled. Sold by all dealers in med-
icinee. Sample bottle* 25 cente, lull size
50 cents and $1,00 A sure cure Mr
rheumatism. All that. ie asked is a trial.
J. H. Goodwin, horopriet.w. GO west
fourth street. Cincinnati, Ohio.
The November Century.
One night the body of a murdered N • 
arise to the Father of all. it. New York this fall. He has twee on elation! 14,000. N'alitahles of all sorts,
Banker and Broker. Within • week, another corpse lay In
63 a 4211'""Y. New York. th street now called fter Don Juana
, neva. or New Street. Nati a bears ins
1 name.' sativioser.
The firet art of this a wr a by Man-
qutmon t o.
-Y. II. Addis in The Argattaut.
titlit, will rasliceliv cure. 00cetits a bot-' Ile in to healthy action.
I Sold by 11. B. Garner.
per bottle. to the result. "Yes," anitihued lie,
I"Glevelanda present term is e
xperiment-
ober I'M- laver fails bt H. B.
Garner, Druggist, 11opkineVAle Ky.
•
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'each additional Insertion,
Kates hy the ruoutli, quarter or year. CNA be
aeoli4 ation to the Proprietor.
02P-11 rairoilont arivortlreauento moo, be paid Mr la
ad•\14114
Charger' for yearly edvertleeuiente will be VA-
I•Cd•el
411 ad••rtteelion'te inserted eitheul spectated
time will So charted for until ordered out.
A anooseemente of Marriages end IN•ittlia. not ea •
emoting lee Iluee, sod molests of preatblag pub.
ii.s.4 stalls.
• .inituibay NeWille On. neeolutlima of Shosesed &Mr
similar 'suttees live rents psi lova
tit IS atiLVIS MACRO.
teos nil with the publimem of ih•
nes .p,sto r* ua,,,ed below to furnish Tea Zan-
e k !. w Pau and may one or oil of them at th•
following lux rates. free of postage, to subscribers:
N Yen and Weekly Courier-Journal, - $2 10
•• W sty Louisville Cc manirelal, 2 11
" Pally 1,,,u1sville Commercial. 1010
ourier-Journal. 110.54
" •• 
$ 5.10
eekly Evansville &burley, 2 2•
Weekly Evansville Journal, SO
Farmx Home Journ'l Lou•v'll•. 2 I*
Weekly Masonic Journal. 10e
.• Weekly New York sun, 2 50
litirper's Monthly Magrealso. 4 So
Harper's Weekly, 4 70
Harper's Bazaar. 4 70
1 10
5 00
11
II 50
CO
3 00
4 00
5 00
4 00
4 00
2 70
00
130
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N ENV FBA.
-Pulsar:41mi) ul-
ster., Era Printing and Puelishinq Co.
Lir OFFICE N le1V ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
JOHY 0 RUST,  Editor.
ADVI.It'iloING DATES.
tine inch, ilrAt inaertion.
. •
Harper's Young People
s retersou's Magazine
KCIPetle Magazine
Da:iy Evening Pent
Weekly Evening Poet
tioviers Lady's Book.
▪ Saturday Evening Post.
New York Usage'
Century Magazine
• st. Nicholas.
" The Current, (Chicago)
C1124.11111PeAl ziNdUrS11.1 Night sod New Era.
DenioresCs Mo. Magardne and New Ira,
New Ers aad Detroit Yrs" Prem.
New Era and Philadelphia saturday 75
New Era and Our Little Ones and the Nereery 2
New Era and Louisville Semi-Weekly Poet 2 50
New Kra and Southern Bivouac, 1 50
New Era end spirit the Farm. I 25
" American Farmer 1 00
ew Era and Nat:oriel Adelet1111111 and
Farmer.
New Era and Faris wad rireside.
New Era and litarlivagton Hawkeye,
New Era and Semi-Weekly Poet,
Home and Farm enel New Era.
1.70
:.90
50
2 50
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FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 5. 1886.
Mexican papers endoree the scheme to
establish a Dictatorship.
The Mexican Legation is preparing
to erect a magnificent building for its
accommodation.
An Egyptian book, written more than
3,000 years ago, has been unrollei and
examined in New Brunswick.
The week of prayer for young men
will be obeerved this year during the
week beginning November 14th.
_
Look out for crackemen. A squad of
profeeeional burglars blew open a safe
in Henderson last Tueteley night and
took $4e.
Mr. T. L. Miller, of Stevensport, a
prominent tobacco dealer, was killed in
Louisville by Charles Mull, a gambler.
A slung-shot was the weapon need.
Jim Cummins, the last of the James'
gaiig, cooly forged an order to ride on
an exprees car about to leave St. Louie.
It is uselese to state that he got off the
train a few hours later with $50,000 in
his pocket.
Julian Hawthorne interviewed James
Russell Lowell about his views of affairs
abroad and publieheil the conversation
in a New York paper. The Interviewed
and the interviewer are politely calling
eseh other tiara.
The French people were delighted
with the manner In which Bartholdi
and the French officials were received
in thie country. It is evident that we.
are on very kindly terms with the re-
public across the sea.
A curious specimen of boycott is re-
ported from Cincinnati. Police Corn-
nolasioner Morgan of that city, who is a
manufacturey of playing cards, has been
boycotted by gamblers throughout the
United States because of his attempts at
suppreseing gambling in Cincinnati.
Randolph Chnrehill pictures Ireland
as a land of eerie and plenty. Ile says
the eons of the Emerald Isle do not
need amistance as they are thrifty and
comfortable, and are only grasping for
the privilege to govern themselves, a
right they ought not to have. Churchill
should take to potatoes and hardtack to
test his political theory.
Rev. Dr. Hill, formerly President of
liarykel College, preached a formon
last Sunday In Portland. Me., in favor
of the doctrine of probation after death,
or. as he asid would be a better term,
education after death. The addrem
caused quite a sensation among reli-
gious people, who are much intereeted
in the diseumion over the Andover doc-
trine. Dr. Hill is an e minent scholar
and teacher, and his adhesion to Beech-
er and on probation is calculated to
make a sensation.
The Louisville Ministerial Associa-
tion about concluded to set apart Oc-
tober 12th, as Thauksgiving Day. As
President Cleveland had appointed
November 25th for that oecasion, and art
the ministers could not turn back the
book tit time to October 12th, and as
they would thereby miss their turkey
for this year, and lose an opportunity
to lire off some well digested speeches,
they very kindly concluded to come
around to Cleveland's figures and will
duly solemnize the 25th.
President Cleveland's enemies have
long been seeking a chance to ruin his
administration. Not finding a cause of
accusation in fact, they have reeorted
lyine, ma is ueual in such cases. There
is a carefully devised plan on foot to in-
jure Mr. Cleveland in the public regard
by accusing him of being au interested
party In a grand real estate speculation,
engineered, as it is alleged, by officers
whom lie has appointed, and resulting
or to result in pecuniary benefit to him.
Of course nothing but the commonere
kind of malice actuates his enemies and
they are certain to come to grief.
An exchange truthfully remarks that
It is very evident from Senator Sher-
man's speech, Mr. Blaine's speeches,
and other indications of Republican een-
timent that the Republican party relies
very much upon the eectiorial lame to
recover power both in 18.46 and in laSS.
The South was never so tranquil, so busy
anti eo proeperous as to-day. The color-
ed race W1I1 never AO happy, so progree-
sive, eie secure in their persons and prop-
erty and their gettinp and goings: nev-
er before were so teeny children ha com-
mon schools at the South of either rove-
never PO many in higher schools and col-
legeo In all the essentials of civilized
peace and plenty, that section is advanc-
ing.
Blake, the KIWI'S' weather prophet,
predicted the October weather so closely
that his forecasta for November will be
InterestestIng:
"In November there will be consider-
able cool, raw weather, though there
will be some pleasant weather ecattered
through the month. It will not be as
pleasant • month as November of last
peso In the greater part of the country
the temperature will average considera-
bly cooler than It did in the same month
last year. Though in the Gulf and
South Atlantic States we think it will be
a trifle warmer than it was then.
',nese will be considerable stormy
weather in meet of the country, though ,
the anteilet of rainfall will not be ex-
yesIve, easept a few places in the I
Faso end south. In portions of the
West and Northwest there will not be
as much rain as is needed for the wells,
though the surface of the ground will
generally have plenty."
:or
Lexington, the "Athens of Blue!
Graas," brags of a eliatot fol ei.ow
last Tile10 lay.
- - ---
J. 1. I 'Nee, tee lays r of Gienviee hee
determisee to inske is. the dae-t iteek
farm in the aorta. lie is worth $5 000,-
The Warren County Democratic Com-
mittee have issued e stirring circular
calling on all good Democrats to vote
cor Rhea.
Secretary Bayard has neeepted special
Envoy Seaga lek's report oil the Cuttleg
trouble. Nu termite' of the unfortun-
ate r its
_
They say that 1.1 Voris there are nu-
merous tensely lodges. Noe
that Perlman tidies have schleviel the
diffieult fest of the stymy maw
Anil riding the untamed "11111y," 'hely
A111111flettri sistars still 110 doubt howl fur
the sense n• a Ma 414 stylo, you kuove
Lieutenant Motions, of the U. S. army,
arrived in Loulsvilie after • long jour-
ney from his Wertern outpoet to marry
Mies Allen, of thatCity. On Isis arrival
he learnea diet his! Ockle intended had
just been married to another man, and
he will now seek draw hie recollect-
ions from woman'a changeableness by
dglith g Delimits
Hon. J. R. Lowell, protesting against
a reeent publethed interview remarks of
his interviewer "whatever I may have
said has become, after priming through
the refraeting medlum of his memory,
much more his than mine." Thie is
applicable to a good many interviews,
which are generally to be taken with
coneiderable allowance for the "refract-
ing meuium ot meteory."
President Cleveland is suffering from
au over-abundant* of fifth. Ever since
he has been in Waishington be has been
grow hug fatter. Even with the hardy
food alai vigorous sexereiee that be took
isin the Atiirouidatsk be grew stouter and
stouter. The I' ident liaA become
alarmed by the continued accumulation
of fat, and it is said that he has consent-
ed to be reduced by the "massage treat-
ment." If he faiN to reduee his avoir-
depoie he will in truth be the bargeet
President we ever 1 ad.
Horace Greely thought that the once
popular song, "Woodman Spare that
Tree," wits a poor thing, anti amused
his leisure hours et Chopequa by chop-
ping down trees far and near. Mr.
Gladstone follows the same diversion at
his Englieh country seat. A third
noted wood-chopper le the famous Ger-
man General, Von Maltke, who on the
26th Inst., celebrated the anniversary of
hie birthday. Ile is living in great sim-
plicity on his estate of Creisan, Siltois.
He is hale and beerty, Hem at 6 o'clock
every morning, and pasees much of hie
time in looking after the field laborers.
He has constantly :n his hand an axe,
which he tows in trimming trees. Thew
three old fellers are all famous tree fel-
lers, and chips of the old block.
A Memphis jury uremia:noway said
"Not Guilty" last Tuesday, in the case
of Henry II. Meyer who was tried for
shooting W. B. Dunnavant who had se-
duced his wife. The acquitted was re-
ceived with a loud shout from the large
audience. It is Meyer's intention to get
his affairs in order as soon as poet-able and
tben take his two children. to Germany,
where all three will live in the future.
It is not known whether the guilty wife
will accompany him or not, but judging
from the luck such women frequently
have, she will probably be forgiven and
taken along. A wealthy citizen of Mad
loon, Ind., where the Meyers formerly
lived, has agreed to educate Carrie for
the opera and stage. She is already a
good musician for one of her age, and
will be a beauty.
President Clevelend was the involun-
tary witness of a row in the East parlor
last Monday, stirred up by a kindly old
gentleman who wanted to give him a
"pointer ;" in fact two of them. The
story is thus told in a Washington spe-
cial: "The Preshlent appeared yeeter-
day in the East Parlor to formally re-
eeive the two or three hundred wilting
assembled to shake hands with him.
One elderly gentleman, said to be a Vir-
ginian and of a first family, was among
the earliest to arrive. lie had with him
two very well-bred pointer pups, which
he mitt he had brought to present to the
President. The old man met with Bogie
opposition at the door in getting his
pups passed hi, but finally succeeded.
On entering the parlor he seated himself
in an easy-chair with a pup on either
knee. When the Preeident entered the
proud Virgielan took a place in the line
with a pup in each arm. Just before
reaching the President the pups began
to quarrel and in lees than it takes to
write it, a genuine dog fight was in pro-
greas. 'Floe owner in his excitement
dropped the belligerents to the floor,
where they continued their hostilities,
not stopping until they had rolled over
between the Preeident's feet. The dogs
were quickly taken out of the roon) with
the owner following." The diecom-
fitted dog ownet should come to llop-
kineville. There are able members of
the bar who will appreciate hie poin-
ters.
The Off Year.
The complaint has been made that the
Congreesional vote win be light because
this is an. "off year." A great many
people are liable to reason after, this
fashion, "my party has a large majori-
ty in the district, the nominee is cer-
tain to win, and, therefore, there ie no
necessity for me to cast my vote." This
may be true, yet if the interests of the
nominee were alone at stake, it might
be wise to adopt such council. Butt such
is not the case. The Republicans are
moving heaven and earth to get a ma-
jority in the lower house of the next
Congreas. Should they succeed they
will not only have the Speaker, an of-
ficer next in power to the President, but
they will be able to block all the mem-
urea of retreineunerat and reform that
have been inaugurated under the pres-
ent administration. The economical
rule of Dermacy would be impeded
and everything poesible wotild be done
to render useless all the effort* of Mr.
Cleveland In behalf of the people and
the people's interests. Then too, the
cry would go out that the country has
condemned the ailminintretion. Bla-
tant demagogues would howl it from
Maine to Texas'. The Louisville Times
truthfully remarks that "if the Presi-
dent were a candidate for re-election
next Tuesday there is no doubt that lie
would reoeive the largest popular ma-
jority that any man haa received for the
Presidency for many years. His suc-
cess would be more triumphant, even,
than that of Grant when elected a sec-
ond time. The "silent vote" ought to
reflect that Mr. Cleve!and is as much a
candidate next week as any Congresa-
man. If there should be a material
falling off In the Congreesional majori-
ty next week the politicians will ascribe I
it to popular diseatiosfaction Willi the
President rather than to the leactivity
of a people gooti-natureil and indifferent
from eatisfaction, and the l'resident
himself will be put upoti trial,in his
own party. Every Democrat, there-
fore, should be as careful to vote next
Tuesday as it it were a Presidential
electioe, ahd thus give the country an
indorsement of the Adminiatration that
can not be misunderstood." le view
of these faecal no Democrat can &WIMP
the right of not volleg next Tuesday.
A vote for totem is a vote vett for Car-
lisle moil the itsimhalatration. Let Ito
one be led off I, the idea that becauee
this is aii "tel t ear" WI ballot hi 11C1
needed. Every Democrat should come
squarely up and vote for Laffoon and an
honest Government.
tr":0141•10.
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'role oet a mighty land
1 face the ancient Ara.
1 lift to that my hand:
By dey IN Heaves's light,
A pillar of Ort, by villa.
At ottean's gate [stand
Nor bend the knee "
'the wiveiling of the "Statue of Liber-
ty" iu New York harbor last Thursday
was a greed event in um *Lion.' his-
tory. The people thronged Armin& tlea
eyinbel of the Cell( rid idea of ou r geverie
meet Willi a lose that out-tild the war-
e ing eh-metals of thlit cold and chilly day.
The addresses were ablaze aid' the tire
of patriotism and love of %solitary in
hich the union of two reptilmilee ass
cemeitted ilishiltreetril arr. etlott. A
'settlement from peen lir the shwei
well minimills the frelleirs of boll .es.
1101111.
1'1.1111i refliallil 1.0000114 06111 1
"Ialwrty Eidighteithig the Wield;
greed lwavon, reboil siiiiiha tiiii %eves
of the sisore of free Anierlea; Merin-
lurking wilier its light, one %amid know
that lie tread') on eon %here individual
ffort has developed its lull strength;
where progress is a religion; waiere
great fortuties become popular by their
charitable enterprises in encouraging
education aini ectenee, and scattering
abroad fruitful seeds for the future."
Srustor Ewalt.; said :
`"Flie genitio, the courage. the devo-
tion of spirit, and indomitable so of
the 'peat sculptor Bartholdi, w hose
well eareed famed justified the trust
COIllinitted to togetier rought out
titubborn brass and iron the artist's
dream, the airy conception of 1110141,
the shapely ecuipture of his cunning
hand, till here it stands upon its fine
base, as if a natural play-mate of the el-
enema, tearing no harm from all the
winds that blows."
President Cleveland in acceptisg the
gift fetid:
"We are not here to-Jay tn bow be-
fore the representation of a tierce and
warlike god, filled with wrath and ven-
geance; but we joyously contemplate
histead our o.vt) deity, keeping watch
and a ard before the Opel! gates of
America; and greater than all tint have
been celebrated in ancient Troy. In-
stead ot geteping in her hand timelier--
bolts of terror and of death, she hada
aloft the light which illuminates the
way to man's enfranchisement. We
will not forget that liberty haa here
made her home; nor shall her ehusen
altar • be neglected. Willing v starlet)
will constautly keep alive its tires, anti
these shall gleam upon the shores of our
sister Republic ha the East. Reflected
thence aed joined with answering rays,
a stream of light shall pierce the dark-
nem of ignorance and nian'e oppression,
mail Liberty Eillightena the World."
Minister La Faire presented Cie stat-
ue in the name of Framer. Among
other things he said:
'Mils symbol which we inaugurate
to-day is hot a mere allegory. Pledge
of a treternal union beta ern the two
greatest Republics in the world, it is
greeted simultaneously by more than
one hundred millions of free men, who
tender friendly hands to each other
acmes the ocean. Among the thou-
sands of Europeans who are daily con-
veyed to these hoepitable shores, 110 one
will pees before this glorious emblem
without immediately perceiving its
moral greatneaa and a nitwit greeting it
ith respect and thankfulness."
The commemorative adilress Was de-
livered by the brilliant Chauncey 3I.
Depew. Referring to the Symbolic
monuments of other nations he Paid:
"But they were all dwarfs in size,
and pigmies in spirit, betide this mighty
structure and its inspiring thought.
Higher than the monument in Trafalgar
Square, which commemorate) the Nieto-
ries of Nelson 011 the sea; higher than
the column Vendome, a hich perpetu-
ate@ the triumphs of NatmLleon on the
land; higher than the tower of the
Brooklyn bridge, which exhibit* the
latest and grandest results of science,
invention and industrial progrees, this
statue of Liberty rises toward the
heavens to illustrate atm idea which
nerved the three hundred at Ther-
mopyhe and armed Um ten thousand at
Marathon; which druve Tarquin front
Rome and aimed the arrow of Tell;
which charged with Cromwell and ids
lronsides, and accompanied Sidney to
the block; which fired the fartner'a gun
at Lexington, and razed the initiate at
Pada; which inspired the charters in
the cabin of the Mayflower, and the
Declaration of Independence from the
C'ontinental Congrees."
In strange contract to the noble sen-
timenta of these orators comes a voice
from England saying: "It is a great
mistake to think the statue will increese
the friendship between the two cowl--
tries. America did not waiit the stat-
ue. She took it because it wits offered
her. When the last cannon boomed,
New York was richer by a remarkable
statue, and that is about all.' True, there
was not that entitueiasm thrown into
the enterpriee worthy of the occasion,
because liberty in this country is so free
aud plentioua as to need no entlinriaem.
But the people made it a success and it
will stand aa a lasting monumeet to the
to the idea it represent.). Every one is
familiar with the struggle@ and trials.
of the great sculptor. But at last Isis
conception has taken shape, and as long
as the torch bums above the asters of
of New York harbor, as long as liberty
is known, so long a kb the name of Bar-
Ze 8
thould.i be a treasure to American citi-
That the granduer of tidos memorial
lid.4 not been exagerated may be judg-
ed from a glance at the actual dimenaions
of the figure. The total height of the stat-
ue arid pedestal, from low water mark to
the top of the torch, is 305 feet 11 inelies.
The forearm is 16,1i feet in circumfer-
ence. The nail of the finger is 12 inches
in length. The head is 15 feet in height
and forty pereens can be accommodated
within its Interior. The nose is 3 fret
and 7 incliee in length. The eye is 2
feet and 1 inch in width. Tim total
weight of the figure Is nearly half a nail-
lion pounds. It is made up of 300 sheets
of copper one-eighth of an inch in thick-
ness, riveted upon a email e triune work
of wrought iron.
The old idea that there is nothing in a
name seems to be slowly fading away, if
one is to judge from the manner in
which the Epiecopallan clergy are
pitching into one another. At the Chi-
cago convention it was propoised to
change the name Protestant Episcopal
into rhe Church of America, the Catho-
lic Church of America, or The Ameri-
can Catholic Church. Dr. Phillips
Brooks, of Boston, thinks this church
should not undertake to father all the
chriatianity in this country, while
Shallop McLaren, of Chicago, thInke a
change of mune would broaden and
strengthen his church.
The political speech of the future is
going to be a different kind of product-
ion from the eagle oratory of the past
thirty years. A careful reatikg of Car-
lisle's recent tariff speectilto ill show
that he ham erected a standard tor some-
time ter come. The pernicious habit of
stump speakers maghifying unimpor-
tant event', eulogizing obscure persons
and lauding neighborhood policies as
great national issues not only gives ah
artificial stimulant to the public mind
but tends to destroy a taste for solid
facts and sound argument. The politi-
cal Pirelli of the future is going to be
free of glittering generalities and gauzy
rhetoric. 'I'lle grandiloquent spouting
and high sounding periods will give
place to comprehensive statistics and
incisive concluoions. As politics be-
comes more perfect the cardinal differ-
ences of parties st ill alone be worthy of
diacitosion, and the manifeatations of lo-
cal differencee will be adjudicated with
reference subtly to the local effects. A
tariff speech of less tnerit that) Carlimie's
can hardly now receive attention. Sim-
plicity is the last accomplishment, the
result of perfection, and when our pub-
lic speakers eonclude to tell us the truth
in a plain, earliest mariner, they and
the country will.be better off.
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An aged minister says, ••I had suffer-
ed much anti long from Piled, after try- i
ing various remedies. but Was cured Iry I
'raider's Buckeye Pile Ointment." It
is made from the !hickeys., and is recom- I
menile I for meliiiig but Piles. One 1
trial will tionvilice the akeptical that Tab- ,
leer; Beekeye Pile Ointment IS rt cure s
for Mhos Price 50 Ceuta in Bottleaair 75 I
Cents in Tubes. One Tube containa 1
E. Gaither. 
1enough to cure a case.-For sale by G.
esteest -seiesseeewelthateeteseroselerest.essesroases-
Tit 111nTlitILDI STATUE. !
niers me veiny' d e tilt•
Tin":".• flu -1 Love-Feast of th;) Prohibi- 1
. . 
GENERAL RESULTS.
_
DRY A CaLP.
1{4.1.0." r"ints us, Hi" Prohlhillen, Jell) and Buchanan Carryorwitli, allot limy tit 41 ti. lean Orr re are tionists at the Rink.
good ran.' ail:lie is w.. It the o licet, mop I fen. the Ila • list the stock iow
a ill 1 e rein d. 1 Po gime hae 1.44 s t 1 Malilllluili litsss M"slislgt ""Illets. I', il) . - -
ei a, Snort tspectste a, Loterivoiaet, le Y., N .v. 3 -The cityap-sroleii.
_ ____ _ 
__________ 
--- awl Stale bee beeil in it levet of excite-
The polls elude at 4 p. au. iii 0:tio And it Watch Presentation to Mrs. meet, all del- over the close awl doubtful
This is intended to preserve the purity 11 neon by the lollies. refill Its.
of the bellot, for irdark,ie.c afield I 4 ver --- In (hie, the lemisville Diatriet, there
overtake till 01110J 1.18.110i, lea it witill.1 Wort{ olio pmeased Kew el tee ii tette wait illauffeetioa in the piny. e Twenty.
have to be ribbe I w ith att eel, 10 his1e1 the e'eillieiii Dial iii plata- tit the soisal th e per cella. of the regletered Demo-
%%lilt would be aiitrad ii.o. it. wed"'- 1.1".! "ig"' Prm.Yer ill'""lit K ''' i' '' teethe voters aotyed away from the mills,
church. il lie re would 1 4.• N ill.eiddlt 11.11111ell and it leg alenprIeel that teeny of le Mee
Dr. I I ti k, of the Lexhigtee laniath. giyieg Hee (wit el en th • cherchi 0 ill Ai friend* vi 'irked anti voted bur the lte•
Aso isms, has test tiouhle already night at the itiiik here n as ate int-
1111 111A sire nril by tilionieribist thel mellow witientrise ill thie people sit Ille
garmireer. The question Was heard be- I d Ere.). is teen lied
fore Judge Sherpa., * thst rieted sett e I ye eir4114 Intl a Ills fel
the w lames iir Mid re- at the ri sett Id the ele. time The Vaal
'sieving this win etilleloyeel VV44 %Petit!, erten el was plahily liy • oilier.
by aim act of the egioleture, idenhately mit leellitg Demi Wet which itopired
in the Stewerti, free from the dictation' the preview, asessiiiiilitie Ile re, litit the
of the SiolwrItittitithilit slid The wool dr eis 011.1 11141no ill 1111/11.
511/11111,11 14 Jude Sharpe IN e tiosItirtr by Unitive. I ill' I Wier, a hoots a tick heel
the A Wortley General. beton so fruitful feudal* el Ow pone
were thi re, of emirate et full lure's. "1
John Delanty seven we- eka ago mar- wonder," reseerles1 a )(meg lady, "if
tied Adam Forepaiigit's $10,000 beauty the 'Wets' would It tee a iiiited to hold a
who used to ride on a lotty elephant prayer-nit cling to prelim God If they
chariot in the circus proceselone seated had cam Heti the election anti tilled the
on a throne with a crown on her head streets %nil drunkards reedy to fight
and the star-apangled banner on her ard 'warder one.another?"
ehoulders. Last Turelity John grew 'rile meeting wee opened en!' sing-
tired of his $10,000 beauty, mei throe- ing by the autliehce, Mrs. leigg presid-
ing Iiimeelf across a hairnet track let a ing at the torgeti nod J. I. letiolee lead-
train past' over lila body. His ing. Hen. R. '1'. Petree, Chairman.
will be ready by next spring for another called oa Father Bottondey to otter the
circus engagement and husband. itivocution. It ass a touching speastaele
to tee tide venerable minieter, . muse
than tit ty years ago ins &Lie and eloquent
circuit-H.1er of the Methodist church,
but 'me. retired tr ..... regular service,
off. nog thankegiving behalf of the
great congregetlini, who love and ven-
erate him as perhepe lie other minis-
ter In the city is loved and veherated.
*.Ort his aged temples grow
The 1110•414/111.4 of the grave,"
miegled a the iragratice of the un-
fading bloseonia of the. te tter hoed, and
the omits of victors w lio have laid 'wide
their forever. prayer was pithy,
fervitl, joyful, full of Chriat-like love,
giewiisg with zeal, brief and to the
whit, expresaive (if the beet thought of
the menet:co as Father Bottontly's
pets ere on such occatione al ay a are.
After singing Rev. 11. F. Perry, of
the Cumberland Presbyterian chureli,
offered an earin et mid appropriate
prayer. Rev. .1. W. Lewis, pareor of
the 31efliodist (Jewish, read the follow-
leg paragraph feint time 13 h chapter of
Corinthiane 1: "Charity suffered' Imig
and is kind; charity envieth not; chari-
ty vaunteth loot itself; is not puffed up,
dot!' toot behave itself unseemly, peeked'
not her own, is hot easily provoked,
thiliketh no evil; rejsmiceth not in ini-
quity, but r. joicech III the truth;
brareth all thine, believed' all things,
hopetla all Whips etidureth all thiligs.
Chat ity never feiletti ; butt hether
there lie prophecies, they shell fail;
%%holier there be tosg les, they shall
cease; tt lo tlier there lie kilo% ledge, it
shall %aide(' a ay. For keow in
part, atiii we prophecy in part; Lut
when that which is perfect is come,
thee that whiell is in put shall be date
away."
Mrs. Wilerni, whose eloquence and
untiring labors this county, for sever-
al weeks contributed largely to the pro-
hibition victory then called for three
minute opreclies from any one who felt
like expreaeing their gratitutle for the
result. The invitation wail Per1101111C11
to by lion. R. T. Prime, Rev. .1. W.
Illegliatn, C. II. Bush, Dr. R. W. Ware,
Lee Johnson, Dr. Andreas Sergeant,
Pelk Ceneler anti Rev. J. W. Lewis.
Messrs. Robert Lander and Ned
Turner, two volored awaken' whotie la-
bors among their people have been
highly vainithle to the prohibition comer,
made a eptettlet W.1111:41 w•re
loudly applauded. Their remarks were
eensible, good tempered and well
expressed. Ili mower to threats of boy-
cotting hien by the Ureter mete, Turner
replied that lie wut11.1 quit the grocery
buaineas rather than sell lila principles
awl he 3 slave to the whisky hitereat.
In response toe call Mr. Lander led
le shigiiig the fittniliar hymn :
••Blest Lie the tie that loads
Our heart* in mutual lore,
The fellowship of kindred
le like to that above."
M Wils0.1 III eic twine pertineut, elo-
quent mei brief remarks. Aa sloe took
her mat Rev. J. N. Preetritige rose and
"1\1 Wilem: The holies of Chrietian
cavity theire tu express to yout their
gratitude for the aork yeti have done.
Title e weeks ago sem were a stranger to
tia, but in the I lllll WIG all 4.vvr this enmi-
ty. you arc held as a friend fearless aud
true. From a LI Seidl this
Male go till prityera of graiittele to God
for the victory we have wos, and in a
thousand homes tour hank Is Spoke's Di
broken etterancee I believe this
enee will Hitiorae the ,stetement, that
ithotit our %%task id ergailizing our
women and your appeals to our mei)
we would eta have wen the fight.
It wee suggeated diet tonne eiken of
gratitude be ghee to 'On 1111.I w omen
snit men asked the priviiedge of ailing
to that end Then accept of this as an
offering prompted by our hearts; and
know nett our prat era go up to our
Heavenly Fattier asking that you may
have the strength to tight many such
battles anti r. }pier in many Snell victor-
ies; and that while you are briligisg jay
aud iiito so nuttily Ilene*, He may
keep hi His own tender halal Die little
child eo dear tri your liras t. W believer
you look upon tido watch let it remind
you of them prayers.
airs. 1Vii-on, who inanifekteil deep
during Mr. Prepi-
tferilgile'gOi remarks, received the testi-
moliial, nbielt is an elegant gold watch,
and saying in a voice choked with emo-
tion "the ladiee of Christian county know
what la in my heert." Pat down and
burst into a flood of tears. The audi-
ence then sang the doxology
-lose* 6.4 from %bona all blossoms Sow,"
slid quietly diapereed at ten o'colock un-
der the grateful light of a deedless sky
full-jeweled with stars mud cretwent.
Dr. Talmage diaerets socitst).• its fol-
lots : itithiatrial Osage. are ilivi-
ties I into three grou pe-pro.1 Melee menu-
(*entree+, traders. Producers, such as
farmers and minera. Manufactiirera,
such as take the corn and change it into
food, or the wool and flax and change
them into :wear. I. Traders, also nitrite
a profit out of the transe r and ex-
change of that %%hick is produced or
matinfectured." Aeisorditig to this divis-
ion editorial, lawyers, proachera and doc-
tors are left out in the cold. Anyone
who thinks however, diet any of these
drenin away life lit the lap of luxury
cat' tw ishorionaly convieceti by trying
the Muse themaelvee.
'retire noicii eneouragement to the
catew of education among the colored
people of Keetticky in the plan of the
State to (undid' a normal school-for the
purpose of atipplying ipialitieti teacher@
of that race for their own sehools. An
inter. sting fact is that many towns
the eolored citizens are trying among
themaelvea to raise motiey to, eiwourage
the location by the State of the aehool
The State ean better &Moil to pay for the
education of tent:hers than to pay, as
how, ilionsiontle of dollen; from the pub-
lic treasury to igtioratentwe try leg to
teach. The proposed achool will be the
result of a wish widely expressed by the
colored people-a peopls, by. the way,
alio are makieg real progresa in !wean-
ing int( Iligent-Commtrelal.
There Id a Ligh tariff on a illilOW
glass, the natfiral result of which is to
make its price very much higher than it
would be if gluts were on the free list.
But even dole advantege tiore eot Sat-
itify the maidafacturers, and they have
made an agreement by which they pro-
pose to control the amount manufac-
tured and the price at which it shall be
sohl. This is not so fligrant an attack
on the pocket of the poor man ae the re-
cent coal combination, for while lie
meet burn Coal every day he heeds a
pane of glass perhaps not ufteuper than
once a year. Still, Its tendency is to in-
crease the cost of living to him, and it
is cerrtipt in prineiple. It will not be
many years, we trust, before the form-
ing of FlIch COMhillatioile ill be pun.
Ishable as conapiracire againat the pub-
lic welfare.
With the "much" of electiona maid the
"little" of anything else otir people
doubtleas forgot that last Sunday night
WAS Hallowe'en, an occoslote.long cele-
brated by fo!k of the olil time awl an
anniversary of fun Red frolic to the chil-
dren. 'rile night of October 31 ham been
believed for centuriert to be the (me
above all other* in the year when super-
natural influences are at work. Spirit+,
devila, 'Tooke, witches, spirits, fairies,
elfs, impe, gelato and hobgoblins were
believed to be abroad and aching for
mischief on that night. It was thought
that at no other time was interemirse
with them Ito easily obtained, and Hutt
the performance of some ainapie cere-
mony or act, or the utterance even of a
rhyme wag titillielent to calla,. these iti-
vialble twinge to reveal themaelves
their prophetic kilowletige to nsortels.
over $17,000,000 of the public debt
has been paid by Secretary Manning,
but still the surplus in time Tremotry
cotitinues inereare and by the end ot
the preserii fiscal year It a ill amount to
over $100,000,000. 'rite only way Ito re-
duce this purplus IS by decreaeing the tax
or toy calling in bombs. The Secretary
of the Treeaury, In his forthcoming re-
port, will present a strong argument
in favor of the reduction of taxes. His
prieciple argument *ill be fuunil in the
condition of the Treasury, am! the pil-
ing up of a aurplita hich is a constant
temptation to 'Tentative Pellelllee in
Congress. It is unileratood that the
President will back up Mr. Manning**
argument in hie tecteage to Congress.
'rhe above is underaused to be a frown
at the Blair bill and such like so calleti
ehemerical echemee of visionary stater.
Men.
Reducing the Tobacco Crop.
The tobacco growers of Kentucky
have awakened to the neceesity of cur-
tailing the acreage of Burley tobacco,
and to secure this enil the growers of
several countiea are effecting organiza-
tion*, with the view of enlitaing the co-
operation of all the!growers of the State,
and - holding a general convention at
some convenient place soon. Bourbon
county has an organization, anil its
membere liave begun correepondence
with prominent growers of Kentucky
and Olds, asking their influence and co-
operation. The movement is a good
one, and will be attended with profita-
ble results. great crops of the past
few years have overetretched the mar-
ket and placed upon it a quality of to-
bacco consmaroling low prices. A
smaller acreage, with careful cultiva-
tion and handlieg, is the best remedy to
be pursued.
M iss Ada Gray with a talented coin-
pithy will prearmit "A Meg of Iron" at
the Opera House Saturday night. 'rise
Baltimore News says: The season at
tloe Grand Opera House formally open-
ea last evening with the engagetneet of
the Baltimore favorite, Miss Ada Gray.
The luseie has been entirely renovated
(helm/ the eunimer receaa and presents
a beautiful appearance, end the com-
ments of the large auillenee het night
were of an eittliiiiiiaetie charaeter. al het
Ada Gray appeared Frank liarvey'e
draine, "A Ring of Iron," which is new
to this eity Neil is 011P (if the atrongest
works seems here for some time.
The interest Is of a domestic character
and appeals strongly to the feminine
eletneut among theatre-gocre The plot
turns upon w lllll 101'4 fidelity to the man
of her love through a eerles of etrange
vicissitudes Kul accidental, and the situa-
tions are very powerful anti &matte.
The home was at times erimeed to the
'greatest exeitemeht. Beneath the main
plot runs an undercurrent of comedy
which great'y relieves the somber back-
ground of the drama. Miss Gray
peered us Mary and was very trtetive.
She Is' eetreee of experiewe, thiiii-
sa lv segaitinted ith all the rissour-
•
era of the stage, and understaiiiie well
how to play lopon the emotiona of the
audiettee.
Skipped by the Light of the Noon.
On ere'. Weduesday evenitig, the 10th
_hist, Fowler and Warmingtoure tenn-
pany of comealaiss are to appear at the
Opera House in that (mildest of farcical
comedies, "Skipped by the Light of the
Moon," a play that has for the past
three sta-mis tilled the largest theatres
in all the principal cities of America,
from New York to San Fraticleco, creat-
ing a perfect furor wherever it hue been
presented. Of dile famous comedy the
New York Journal toys:
"'Skipped by the Light of the Moon,'
made an enorneme entsceee last night at
the Fifth Avenue irlieatre. We have
never bail anything so out or the com-
mon rut of eomeily ; the laughter be-
gins two minutes after the curtain Hare,
and does not atop until it falls upon the
third and last act. It is the non of pro-
duction that all New York will rush to
see, and the theatre may feel certain of
butane/at such as it hae wily known onee
before tide Ped14011. 'Skipped by the
Light of the Iloon' w ill pimply last as
as there ia a laugh left in New
I York. It eclipsea all former funny
ianya "ern thir city for years."
Sunday Fights.
Jim Glass and Bob Glass, Nei °lur-
ed, fought a round Siaselay. Neither
was hurt seriounly.
Geo. Bullard cut Jeff Tucker
fight Suielay.
A 111111, 110eir inime ate 'lid liOt learli,
hail a fight with Frank Itielialigh Smi-
thy.
quality anti quantity too.
IVIrtt if the o is sr a orm medicine* are
, driven wit of the market 1' We a• 1.11111Z-
' g101.• Issee the cat ilea Him or kilo% hog
%lees, we Keil maws cream Vereinigte,
tc e etc e a gs al *mete noel tier customer,.
get Illiire Itir the money that' Oita eau
I get hi ailv other Vermifege and Whites
I Cream Vertnifuge them. AakG. E. Gaither, Druggiet.
poblii.so hire. retoro• sre
to-oigist arid the Supervieers' count
give the ili•liirwratie eartrilliates 40 Isom
jority. The Cornier...Pewees figures
193.
The Cutorier.Jotarnal's 'prelate ledi.
cite the electitiii tof the fulluering Cow
tiouugh the full returns are
moot in mid it may require Ilse uliktial
vote to determine nitwit the Ninth
and Teuth blatticts.
First, Wm. J. Moue, (Dem ; Se001111,
Pole loffeon, (Dena.); Third, G. W.
Hunter, (Rep.); Fourth, A. V. Itioilk
goniery, (Dem.); Fifth, Asher G.
Cerullo. (Dem ); Sixth, J. G. Carlisle,
(Dent ; Seventh, W. C. P. Bricken-
ridge, (Dem.); Ninth, G. M. Thomas,
f Rep.; Tenth, W. I'. Taulbee, (Dem.);
Eleventh, 11. G. Fluiley, (Rep.)
limiter's; tuajority in the Third'Ilia-'
trict is abouit 1,060; Caruth's, in the
Fifth, 40; John G. Carlisle's, sin the
Sixth, about 800. In the Ninth Thom-
as' majority is 1/43. In the Eleventh
Finley's majority is ebout 1,000. The
result shows a Republican gain (if at
least two C'ongreeemen in the State. It
is asserted here tioat the protectionirts
rent money in the Sixth Dietriet to de-
feat Carlisle.
• WHITS coNoasels.
1V•6111NOTON, Nov. 3.-For the first
time slum the adoption of the Fourteenth
amentlinetit there 16 LO be a Congress
without a single colored member. Ad-
elves to-day confirm the reports that
Small, O'Hara, Sims and Lynch, color,-
ed candidates, are defeated.
how ST•NDS.
The Democrete lost five members of
Coegreas in II ginis, two in Illinois,
three hi Indiana, one in Wilit•00111111, one
in Iowa, Nye hi Ohio, one in New der-
eey, two in Kentucky, total, twenty. In
Masaachusette wethave made a pin of
two metelwri, one in New Ilaintiehire,
one in Nebraska, one hi Colo-
redo. one in 'reline-ace, three in
Mitmetiota, one in Califorida, one in
South Carolina, one in Connecticut, to-
tal gain of twelve. The net loss, 140 far
as indicated by the returns, is eight. It
is vow certainly knots n that Wm. R.
Morriron, the great tariff reformer, has
been defeated in the Eighteenth III.,
district. Bob 'raslor's majority in Ten-
neesee mutineer to climb anti will prob-
ably reatii 25,000.
• -ama--- 
Prohibition Meeting id the Rink.
The Rank was the ecene of an extra-
ordinarv popular masts meeting on Sun-
day •fternooielii furtherance of the pro-
bibition ni0Ve111,•nt. it Was announced
front the various puipite at morning ser-
vice, amid the churches were all largely
repreeentetl. At least twO thoti4atad
pereone were preitent of both sexes and
of all ages eolith", and conditions, the
white portion bring conaiderably in the
trajority, although many of LIM 111061
intelligent of the colored population
were in atteiniatice. Long before the
services began every mat wee filled, and
hundrole of people oil to stated up pa-
tiently till ties speaking was over.
The stand Was occupied by several of
the city clergy, Hon. Joint Friend pre-
siding. After the invocatiori and eing-
ing by the choir and audience, Mrs.
Willson of Italians, who hes been ono
vasehig the county in behalf of prohibi-
tion, was introduced and made ail ear-
nest appeal to the voters to ewe their
ballots in favor of prohibition,
diecussing the vice of in-
temperance in its domestie, public, san-
itary anti e ic teliaiteet. *WI
ingenuity, plausibility awl power. Mrs.
Wilson luso a clear, stretig voice, a cool,
deliberate manner, and .lisiplas a much
stlroltute.. rivetting the atteetioe tif
her auditeice. In the present heitanee
she tort Ohly hail nothing to t. plain
of in the a ity of a reapectlul hearing.
There a es a enusblerable )(winkling
proluitetion badges smong the Ku-
darner, and after the close of the creak-
'lig, a large minther went to the @taint
where bleigssa were freely oistributed.
Merchants eli. are for prohibition were
urged to cloae their stores Olt electioir
dry and work for the cause, and give
their employes a chance to work also.
Ws. 11,111011111Celd that instead
of treating an tree whieky, sr was so of-
ten dour, the temperance ladles:would
set a free heath of sandwiches and liot
eoffee, for the express accommodation
and refreelmieta tit prohibition voters at
the two prei
Don't Mix 1 oar Tobacco.
Tobacco Layers; and manulacturere
have always entreated plantere to sort
their tobacco carefully, :and keep the
dal', rent gradee of leaf separate in priz-
leg for nitrket. New York Tobac-
co Lest giver opecial emphasis to this
advice wi the heel, of the recent disas-
trous froete and cejohni farmers to re-
frain from mixiege the looted with the
sound tobaeco hariested thie year. The
appeal has already gone out in letter
and print to sonic of doom sought to be
influeliced by it, but our duty to PPP
that it is brougheto the attention of ev-
ery grower and prizer in the country,
and we hereby perform that duty. The
market's of the world are full of poor
tobaeco, and the good artiste.° in stock
is very limited. The growth of the past
year has been large, and what has been
frost-bitten C1111 very well be spared.
Many planters in the large Hopkinsville
tobacco district had cut as much tobacco
before the (Omit as their whole crop
amounted to the year previous. It
would be folly for these planters to de-
press the price oftheir good lee( by mix-
ing in a lot of (rooted stuff. The Tobac-
co 1.eaf says empliatitolly that "it will
not do to put Ole frosted tobacco along
with that which IA goo I, for the bifoid
reason that it will preys the already low
prices still further, and factors, large
buyers and jobbery, will not witch a hogs-
head of the lest; yield if a single hand of
the heated leaf is in it. These parties
have agneel to this anti contemplate te-
rming a circular expressive of their sen-
timents on this 'abject.
Frozen Lobate.° has been found ser-
viceable in times past, but frosteti to-
bacco never. It ts latterly unlit for use
and when brought into the barna amid
hung alorgdwith rioting leaf inay cause
fire-burn throeghout tite eutire mama
If the___......_.froeted tobacco is to be garnered
and prized at allolet it be cured by and
prized by iteelf. 'rhere minist be no taint
ion the crop of ISMI if it be desired to re-
alize a eent of profit front it or the old
I stocks still on hand."
Cetuntissioaer's Male.
I
' rola el eel te im el .- order of the court
1 the following real estate.
1 Two town lots in Pembroke. to T. '1'.
I Murphy, $912; 50, acres of laaa on
ItiorowIlvillie road, belonging to Joseifh
Moiety, to 1.. A. Ilialicock, $517.50;
town lot lill Greenville street, belonging1
ei C. B. Young, to Alex Anderson,1 6350; 5,2 acres land or. Etat Fork of
Little River, Istheiging to Major Poin-
dexter, colored, to .1. M. Clark, $235;
50 acres on Little River. belonging to
Mesn's teitate, fer $1t5; 21.4) acres of
risme for $75: weal lie mi Nails street
ev•irrrigilig IAI need114. estate tar .1. P. Ili a-
deli, IS:iii: 57 3-5 t:ereo neer 1.1fri“ Ile,
ieloagose te 11 in-ten leek, to A. .T.
Fuqua, $275; 41's aeres near Lafeyet e,
Ito Joseph Beroley, $500 ; town lot to J.
11. Dodd, $3,000.
Cirlo a into it I.)
Os log to the I:i 111-0.4: 2Lcitedie
titer the tote crii the Renck
law, Comore* Aloe I lie 110alli
ZatiOit Was slower lost eight ddr
Wednesdat moreihig the poll books be
gau to cense in, hitt it a ail octsaalon-
ally thet iti.) but tl e 'touring oil the pro- 3
bil Diem tiorotion %ere brought lit. I
prveite. to give Jolly ao °flirt ti majority
ever Letromi of 423, *filch WIII proba-
te. liter. seed tu 800 by a 11111 count. Eight
'lowlifes give a majority of I24U egainat
the sleek law, *hit+ will be over.
wheimingly deleateil los the minty. Niue
pre:whale give Ilitehatiaii, Reptiblitott,
1123 mejority over Dientocral,
for member of the Beare uf Egmont*.
time The eftleal *omit will glv• the
comity to Illichatien by WO of DOO, No
votes were cast for Priem or lima At
this writing official returuis have been
received flout 14 precincts Ori the prohi-
bition questiou. The following are the
majoritiee:
Prohibition: lighkinevilie No. 2, 52;
Fairview No. 1, 801 Fairview No. 2, 27;
Lafaeette No. 2, S; Mt. 'Vernon, 85;
Fruit 11111, 68; Crofton, 203; Belleview,
6; Pembroke, 50-total 579.
Hoplinsville No. 1, 254;
Lafayette No. 1, 28; Longview, 114;
Kelly, 1; Ceske., 22; Barker's Mill, 13;
-total 432. Majority for Prohibition,
147. In addition to these the following
eetimates are pretty accurately made on
the remaining presentee. Prohibition
carries liambys by 16, Scetes 204, Bain-
bridge 13, Stuarts 5$, Wilkens 38, total
153. Whieky is estimated W have car-
ried Union'', School House 1 and 2 by
193 ;end Garretteburg 20-total 213.
Title gives the county to the Proldbi-
tioniste by a majority (487. The wills-
ky men eonetsde that the county 'is lost
to them, but the Prohibitioniete claim
that their majority will be increased to
over a hundred by the °Melia count.
Masier C.rniniesioner, I. Burnett,
Feb. Ilth, R. P. Stevetis -Ian. 12 th, No-
lan & Co., Jame 15th., Cooper & Co ,
Jan..Stio. W. R. Long Jan. 1st., and all
who Wive city !holm taken out prior
to April :Oh last. It will be underatood
that the other saloone took out license
after the paasage of this act on the 9th
day of April last anti dosed last night
in acessonlance with ice provielons. Sa-
loons whotte lieenses *ill date back pre-
viten, to passage of the lout rim till the
expiration of the licenee. But here •
senisplication ariseo Ali city license
expire on Dec. 31.t., anti the question
arises "jail a aeloon (operate in this (icy
 ler county Jimmie after the city li-
cense lise expired ?" Opi Moue differ as
to this, but the moot general hopreesion
is that all time salonne must cloee on
December 31st.
Tobacco Isspectors.
The Board of Tobaceo Electors tam-
(doting of four buyer., representing the
board of buyers at this market, and four
warehousemen. met at the Board of
Trade rooms Wednesday Light to elect
Tobacco Inspectors tor the ensuing
year. 'rile cr op of col li Istes woe ver
large. After consalerable balloting,
the following gentlemen were declared
duly eleeteti : R. A. Baker, N. A. Bar-
nett, if. H. Nelson an I D. F. Smithson.
After the election the stiecessful emen-
dates did the happy thing by epreading
a feast at .1. B Gelbreath & LW*.
•••
Owensboro alreseneer: Only three
bids were received for tire location of
the State normal echool for eolored per-
sons. A citizen of Frankfort offered ten
acres of land in Devito@ county; Hop-
kinaville offered two acre* valued at
$1,000 anti $200 carte and Lexington
bid $A00. The Hopkinsville bid was
most desirable and the twhool will pro-
bably be located there. The colured
people of Owenebnro, eingialer to sly,
made ie. effort to secure ins location
here.
Robert Anderson, aged IS, was mar-
ried to Mies Minnie Vaughan, aged 16,
at the reaidence of the bride's mother, on I
North Main bisect, Wednesday night.
Mr Joe Higgins and Miss Nora Schalk
and Mr. Emil Brie krogge anti Miss Ce-
lia Hanna were the attemiatite.
-•-.111.
Closing the oaloone.
- -
The prohibition law hit ratified by the
people hest Tuesday goes leo) effect im-
mediately. Linder the (iperetion of this
DrBULES
COUGH
SYRUP
r`orse Bearmagn, OrsintL Saha&
becrochlus, IS ping Cough, bedpan% consump-
tion, and rellevar coneemptive
persons In adrararil Nagar or
the airaara. Prk. Ora. Car-
rera Tbe Gramma Dr. Ihrits
Cttept4 Breve le eold only la
white rompero, anti liven MP
rereeterea Trona harks to
A Milli /trod n stele, a Nr.4-
Mem ( ,tut Inn nhet. 1•1.1
D6,4111111. eire•leiro• Of et•A•17.
4t'r•Iti.1"6".
t;'," rat
Sao( elPIT.111. rum*. 6 7 e, efellat
'1 .s Seta' only $5. Sharer in Proportion.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP,.
we do hereby certify that we superwee the
arrangements for .01 the Monthly and Quar-
terly Drawings of the Loiiicana State Lot-
tery Company, and in person manage and con-
trol the Drawinsrstliesiseltes, and that the @MEC
are son(tiseced with honesty, fairness. awl is
good faith toward all parties. and we authorize
the CoMpany to use this certificate. ith fac-
similes of our signature') attakhei, in 11.4 adver-
tisements."
Cointnalseloiners.
We the Iln.lerairdieti Banks and Itank.•r.'
pay all Prizee drawn in tl," Lowaisna !•tate
Lcetteries which may he presented at 'air coun-
ters
J. H. OGLEHIEV.
Pre•. Louisiana' No11041311 Battik.
J. '0 . MIAMI 1 11.
Pre,. rotate '02.41 itartak.
A. II 4 I. D %I I ••• .
Pres. New Orleans National Illa•k.
I nr..rporate.I in lana for it I ear. lay the Legis-
lature for Educational and Charitable purposes
with a capital of 11.000.000-to which a reserve
fund of over $550,0011 has since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran-
chise weenie& a part of the preeent state Con-
stitution adopted December LI, A D.1411.
law all the (-alums hi the city will close by the people of any state.
The only Lottery ever voted oa sad asndorsed
to-night except the following: Peter It never seifes or TotfpOnft.
Its Gran& Single Number Draw.
P'Ist'.11 has et/linty lit*in'e expiring 'wee take place monthly. and the Extra-
urdinar) liritallia.4 regularly every- three
sPoT CASH.
. liavieg (1,04.1 • i•reut L tor ye on sod
fe• ling it. dimply.. Laura, tire loop...-. on July
ist. UM.. oo 'n•isee an eteliouve a..11 lotasel-
l`enn e inei;y u its to our lirlou. lona *het
1101 y hard fee ing toe Ant uo
m's your enter elom141 not be tilled if ro t sr -
compatisra 4er emelt netift your fa m
II, a. e•edlefirly do rod west the disagree-
a I' e 'Aliay • reitUang deliver coal on the.:
r tura wagons euipt: This ruk iv
InITIV F.; : EXcErTli)N. re. not ask
f.'r credit, I t.r ‘ou III IW reLms..1. &edit will be
endoirraseieg Is,th for u and ourrie: wee.
t'OSIMW001 a atlas.
14ll Les A 505
./ a 1 Wird%
11101111trla u•vissos
months instead of iemi-Auuually as heretofore
Asplendid opportunity towhi a fortune. Iltie
Grand Drawing, Claes 1., in the Academe of
Music. New Orleans, Tuesday, NOV. OED.
18116-IWth Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $75.000.
100,000 Tickets at *Steen. Yrection• in Fifths
in proin.rtion.
LIST OF PRIZES.
I Capital l'rize
1
1 "
1 Prizes of
5 '•
10 "
100
SOO
500
1000
.•
••
104*.n)
2.11451
1.00U
506
2,0
100
25
APPROXIDATION PRIZES.
875.000
10,000
11.004
10.900
:4).000
te.0(10
i.006
:t5,000
25,000
• A pprotimation Prizes of $750 1q.77,,
• dO
a do do 21I0 . 2,250
LOST prizes amousting 3265,100
Application for ratee to clubs should bo mad*
only to the (Ake of the Company in New Or-
leans.
For ft rther information write clearly giving
full addreee. Postal Notes. Express Money Or-
dere". or New Tort Exchange ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense ad-
dressed
PA. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or f'd A DAUPHIN,
sshiegton. D . C
Make P. 0. Money Orders paya-
ble and address Registered
Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATLONAL BANK,
New Orleans. La.
atnaCordial
I 1. •
DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION
WEAKNESS, CHILLS AND FEVERS,
MALARIA, LIVER COMPLAINT,
KIDNEY TROUBLES,
NEURALGIA AND RHEUMATISM.
IT ts levisoist. IT gives NEWfrig and De- LIFE to the
lightfal to take, whole SYSTEM
and of great value ty Strengthening
as • Medicine for tree Muscles, Ton-
weak end Ailing ing the NERVES,
, Women and Chi:- and corr rletelyDi-
' dren. geettng tha food.
When Baby was sick, we gay. her Criteria,
'When she was &Child. she eried for Cunene,
When she Income Miss, she clung to Castor*
Whiso 'Le had Children, she ga•• them Castooa,
DR. llARWIN BELI., .,,,,„„., 'ilso.OLt 1 NO1 1 •.NS %An...Li-Note, of stele rated i.L.,sinu, men' - -tie ninnth In twelve mcnth.. A mount.
Oilers his protessiosal services to the people ot sio so $1.01.0.000 Strictly rostidential and
HopkineVille and vicinity. sonde inset'. se:Olt:Torras mad
e. t orres-
n.lenet W. ritatTEL Banker.
geff-oteco over Plasters Itaak.Mala St. 411 Broadway, N I
This space si 111 be occupied by nu to I rtoq• -
meat uf
P=FLICIloTS de 1--102aT'S
-Large and well selected *tort of -
Staple•:-airida:.Farey.:-Groceries !
k Al I. •••It •CII Tern.
THE PROHIBITION BAR
In well -eupplied with Whiatiee. Brandies
and Wines. Freali Brer ale .ty.6 On t:tyi,
and a choice lot of I. lee cigar. an I Tuba, cue
always tei keret.
-
Children Cry
FOR PITCHER'S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever kno‘N
rONTAINS
`-e.' no hurtful
Minerals, i• com-
posed of carefully
selected Vegeta-
ble Medicines,
combined skill-
ful:y, making •
Sate sod Pleasant
Remedy.
A Book. 0:ohne.
byleading
physicians.telling
how to treat dis-
eases at HOME,
mailed. toi:ether
with • set of hand-
some cards by new
Heitotype process,
on receipt of ho c.
, r .r se en mwerae. P •• • • • t` • nee.••• •• e.
' L.. 1.101•101,44 reen.1 /ILO% •nd • fug •/••
OWL, VT
Voting Drug and Chemical Company,
illal-Ttioak,1111., C. S. L.
E. WifilICI0f,
1,1; Maker!
Cur Virg,flia and Spring Sts .
Hopkinsville) - Kentucky.
Srpitg
I. a 'Tumidly in line. I trey
A Full Stock
Of this build alerlyson hand. and recommead
the 4 enter Spring to all w tinting •n easy ridiag,
well-balanced buggy.
--
Barouches Ntons
IN STOCK AN
Made to Order.
REPAIRING
.)Will •Iways reerive,prompt atlention„ he dies
,ii the nioat a ork manlike manner, esti satisfac-
tout guaranteed.
C. W. Ducker.
Tri-Weekly
NEW ERA
A well printed. eight eolams paper. eon •
tattling
Foreign,
National and
Home News.
-TO HE ISSUED-
AIMS Tusday Tilursd3y and SArday
Of each week. "t staliticrOsouioraottir rear)
Best imlucements eier offered to advert "cr.
THZ WEEKLt NEW ERA
Willl be iesued every Erdal' -:xua,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The followina are the simiscriptios rates of
se HIENTI New P:11•. payable strictly C&SII
a•II Melee:
Tri-Weeklv.
tor aim year . ............ $3 5
For A months •  I 211
Ler 2 months 75
Weekly.
For one yeti'  31 50
for 5 months 75
Per months 50
Club Rates.
hi-Weekly in clUlne ot $1 M
Tri-Weeklv clube of 10 Oti
Weekly in clubs of S $1 U
Weekly in clubs of 10  1 CO
Persons now taking the Weekly New Ere who
desire to change to the Fri-Weekly. cse ,to
and &wive • credit for all masa pared time due
them ros tbe Weekly.
WEBS'TER
Qty los f '.hg, 44 .1
without Pabeut Index.
The. Ist.st edition ha% 11111.000 Wnerfe. 31000
fllasetrationa, a Biographies' teletiamery(ncsrly names' and y utter valuable
fuaturcs.to h e hat e
JUST ADDED
A :IC r."101"" PT20114302-14.7CINC1
GAZETTEER
OF THE WORLD.
Containoor near 15406 Tines, a...Tibias the
1.••1101.TWII, dielt fl, Towns, and Natural Pea-
t:re-* 4 g•Trl part ',1 tou
- -
WMISTER ME STANDARD
Authority .t le ti,•• 1'. A. hampreine Court and
to the ti.ov't Printing Oates. and ts
t y State Soleil.. of Schools in 38
-, end I y r wading College I•r•••ta.
t is rin invaluable commit ion in erery- School
alaj at every Fireeide. EAT THE MT.
4 C. IlEftIllAkt 11C0.. Pub'ea. St. ale:field. Mama
Cern IP
¶.) I le•TP.
_Wed a., sr
Melo Str.INene.
IV onl• •e• tie*
bras Ctsrrial
esrdssly ream.
nen troirGastb• Wor
remaay knows tr, os
014 ..rattes rad tilea.
a• Woe sold oarsall.
. • .1 . and or, a'veysave
..• vatsfeeotetia.
.thatt St Liiika
Dodson, N. Y.
ty losigiala.
?rim' $1.011.
or'
„As
s.„.
" --`sesTstl_Mflketiesetee_
'1' 11 E NEW ERA
-rUSLISH ED ire-
New Era Printing and Publishing CR
JOhIl 0 RUST.  Editor.
IR1DAY, NOVEMBER 5,1886.
t tt, an) &octet).
Jim Wttet At home Tuesday.
W T. Radford o as in the coy Friday.
Livia Hale, w in the city
John Wr•ght, west t . Medi, Sonday
J. J. NIZOIG of Crofton, was in the city Thus s-
day.
s. N . Goan, Cadiz, was in the city Wednesi-
day.
John M. Dulio, I cotton. on- in the city Tura-
day.
A. J. Fuller. of scat..., was in the city Wed.
needay.
It. H. McGaughey, uf Ne VI stead, RES 111 the
Friday.
Mrs. C. NI Latham is v isiting friends in
Memphis.
R H Gordo'', of New York, is visiting T. B.
Burbrolge.
W. s Wilson, of Florida, Is v oohing relatives
in the city.
T. B Bros n, Hamtiy's, nA an in the city
Wedoesday.
Alex Warilehl, of Cl•rkiville, was In the Sun-
day aa usual.
Mies Loulte.1.1 is visiting her sister. Mr-. -
_tor, Ciarksville
Copt s. t lark, Clarksville, was In the
city Wednesday.
Miss Lurie Venable has returned from a rout
to Gallatin, Tenn
Mim Lieu Pendleton. of Pembroke, was in
the eity Wednesday..
Rev J. M Peay, of Pembroke, came down
Tuesslay to the Rectal' 's
Dr James Rodman. who has been ill f..ir sev
etal days, is able to be out again.
W• were glad to see Dr. W . Yugo... OD the
streets yesterday after 3 Never! discos
Mrs. W•rde1.1 Garnett •nd Mos Mottle Gar-
nett, of Penibroke. :d-e in the city Friday.
Mrs. Walter W illianis and Mira Mattie Rich-
•r•iism. PellIbmke. were in the city Monday.
Logan Felons', left for Ituttawa, Ky.. last
night, where he will resume work on the I/. V.
road.
Moe Jennie Dolan, of Crofton, who has beea
visiting Inso Li nse Lander. returned home
Monday.
Mr. Joseph L. Brasher, from near Croft.•n, has
gone to Louisville teenier the Southern
mos College.
Rev. A. C. Biddle sas returned from Warren
county where he has been conducting a pro-
tracted meeting
Mr J. w. I Smith, formerly the 11.. & N
agont at this place, has accepted a Abe position
with the 1.ake Shore at Chicago.
Johglialbreath, of Um arm of J. B. Gal-
breath A Co., contectiooers. has returned from
• trip East where he purrhoined a large stock of
• 00Lint.
Inepeeter's Monthly Report of the
ilopkiteo ille Tobacco Market.
1.10P INSVILLK, K Y. Nov. I, 1886
Same time
This year last year
Illrla. HMIs.
Itt,ei pis I. e p.:1•• t.,..no 91 171
- 
11:5; 11115
- .i. ....
sales for piat nu:nth ..s: tt4
•• - the year . lit.n. 105.15
sli, pineal . for part litoittli.. US 314
•• the year IOW 101211
Stork on hand . . 11114) ID
I). F. SMITHSON, IlisdpeetOr.
Olken Elected.
The following cadet officera have been
aelected by the Faculty of the South
Kentucky College. The choke largely
depended on the results of the competi-
tive skill, at which tee ties officers of
Company D, were the umpires:
G. L. Campbell, 1st. Liet.; Jamea B.
Seobey, 2nd. Lieut.; Thos. Morris, let.
Sergeant; G. F. Campbell, 2nd. Ser-
geant; James Green, 3rd. Sergeant;
Frank Stitee, Ise Corp.; Thomas. Met-
calfe, 2nd. Corp.; Milton Gar-t, 3rd.
Corp.; G. W. Phelps, 4th Corp. There
are several vacancies yet to fill.
Wedding Bells.
Ouse of the most brilliant social events
of the etemon wee Um marriage of Mr.
MeElrey Ratlfenei M iss Arinie Radford,
at Salem t hureli, Thursday': afternoon,
Rev. S P. Forgy officiating:1 The con-
tracting partite are well kilos% n In the
omelet dirt-Its of our county. The bride
is a young lady of many cherming qual-
ities', and the groom is a gentleman of
intelligence and refinement. The et-
teedatite were, Will Chihli ana Mises
Mollie Heifers!, sister of the bride, and
Irpshaw /Walser 911S1 Mall Mollie Rad
forst, sister of the grtsom. Villiers were,
Dr. Will Radford, Dr. John Bell, Albert
Kelly and Whit Radforl. Atter the
eerrinoey the bridal party was tendered
a reception at the resid. nee of the bride's
father, Mr. Chase Radford. Along with
a hoot of friends the Saw ER• islies
the young couple uninterrupted jsy and
prosperity through life.
see see--
Knights of labor.
The Knights of Labor have been in
aeration three days in this city, adjourn-
ing with a big speaking at the court
house Thursday night. W. II. Smith, dis-
trict organizer for Southweet Kentucky,
was the orator for the oecaaion and he
made a good epeech. lie is just from
the meeting at Richmond, Va., and is
enthusiastic in his work. T. R. Jeffreyst,
of F.arlington. J. W. Mitchell, of Man-
tiesgton, Geo. Miller, of Mud River
mines. awl Joe Jenks, of Beaver Dam,
were present at ThiltOrr. This district
compering all the 'territory In the State
west of Louisville is composed of 32 ni-
seiubleis with a membenship of 2,S00.
These are thoroughly organize(1. Mr.
Smith saya the preisent meeting was for
time purpose of adopting statue plan for
arbitratiiig iliffcrelices betWeell ems
ployera anti employes. "Striker," said
he, "are only adopted as last ressert.
Powderly le a great man and the Order
in Kentucky heartily endorse him." In
a few weeks a mammoth KnIghta Of
Leber excursion will be run Into this
city. The affair will be made se pleats.
ant so possible and the local members
anticipate R 10011041d time.
Mr. L. D. Vinson, Cashier D. ct I. R.
R., has tried and endorses Red Star
ough Cure.
se- see----
Dedication 011ie Bethel Baptiat Church
in Fairview. le
A great deal of interest is felt here and
elaew here eonceniing the approachiug
dedication of the beautiful new ihipttat
church in Fairview. The follow Ing note
from the excellent pastor of the church
will accordingly be read with interest:
Fuseless., Ky., Oct. 28, 11016.
Ito. Saw En•I
&hue du isaisek isae been said relative
thlg dedication of our new church
homes hi FAIrview peel the probable pres
clew of Use 11.'11..144.'1,5ot, Deem sie that
Memelon ;Intl 'tome bowleg even the time
Axed in their minds, vie : the mooed
Serelay In November. I wish to say
that it III hot yet col Lath that the lioure
will be ready for dedication by the time
suggesusi owing to delay in receiviug
material; fonsiture. Neither Ift it
rertitin that Mr. Itavis %ill tie pro sent.
inir latest infortnation is to the effect
Lieu his way from hes Missoissippi home
to oer State is blockaded by the yellow
fever telarsiditte both ha New Orteatis
and Mobile. We hope this may soon be
removed. A* snort Ad we have deft:lite
information on the subject further nods*
will be givers
E. N. Dickers.
----saes
*I' rigs,
Mantifautured only by the California
rig :4yrui, Cu.. San Francisco. Cal.. le
Nisturs'i Own 'Froti Laxative. This
piposont Collforiii* liquid fruit remedy
iney ire heti Mr. 11. IL Garner. Barn-
Pie hottles free and large bottles at fifty
cents and one dollar. It la tile 1110in
pleasant, pannipt. void effective remedy
knowu Rho eystolli ; to act on
the Liver. Kidney an Bowel'. gently,
yst &Herring's), ; flipped iluadischea,
Cold's, and revere; to cure Constipation,
ligeatdon and kindred ills.
Stencil gocusinok.
Howe's sun time, it the city atentlarti.
The Illicit e etch repairing in Lite city
is done at llooe'o.
For list of 111111ite hor sale by Join' W.
Payne, PiCe fofirth page.
1. & N. stock advasteed to 5:1 14 in New
York on the 28th.
'There are 173,000:drink g saloon-
I the CAW Stateo.
• •l*u good fanny &o.1 city lesidence for
I relit. Apply to W. W. Wakx.
I „ _
I Colt RICOT.-Theletore house HOW oc-
cupied by II. Metier & Co-, on Matti
street, betwteu Ninth and 'retitle Ap-
ply to Mrs. Belle Alexander.
Mr. R. M. Anderson, of title city, was
complimented by being t ics in si ated for
Deputy Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge 1.0. 0. F. at Louisville, Wed-
nesday-.
Rumor has It dolt Cupid has been do-
ing some deadly Work recently and be-
fore long the manlier bell will sound
the union of more than two pairs of
hearts.
Mrs. Roo. Wilson while delivering a
lecture in the cluing', at Crofton, was
overeome by heat from the stove and
fainted. She was retried to her room
and did not recover tor sometime.
Receipts of 14,000 hogolieadd of lobate
co for the current ,year do not indicated
that Hopkineville'is tobacco trade is fall-
ing off. She will have a better trade
next year than eygr. Onward ana up-
ward.
'The prizes offered by the Carmi Ser-
ifseries for apples a 1 peaches were won
by Messrs. Peter yen and M. C. Layne
respectively. Mr. Ryan lives four miles
north of town and Mr. Layne about thir-
teen miles east.
There has beeu A great deal of shoot-
thearound town of nights for a week
peen One bullitt struck a residence
cloee to a window,, alarming considera-
bly the occupantst. This recklessness
should be stopped.1
Comity Clerk Beeatititt lies ordered a
dog regieter provided for by the Legis-
lature, wherein sportsmen can enter the
name(' of their dogs, when they become
a species of personal property and are
so protected tinder the law.
The Mutual Protective Liquor Asso-
ciation of Louisville states in a printed
circular to the trade that prohibition is
rapidly galeing ground over the State.
It states that tirty-nine out of the 115
counties of the Commonwealth are now
under prohibitory laws, and more awd
more are Grilse gradually gathered in
through the medium of local optima.
The Associates,' call* • State convention
to meet at Lieder Krunu Haul, Louis-
ville, on the Stli of Desseanher, to consid-
er the matter. The Saloon-keeper's
Association will take immediate action,
as the circular expresses.
Ocef ill Owetiabooi-,- the shining city
of a score of distilleries and as tnehy
tobacco stemmeries, when talkative gen-
tleetten report to their Irienda wonder-
ful narratives of how "they caught six
six bass in one day that weighed eight
pounds each," or how they "killed for-
ty-tive birds without missing a single
shot," or how they scornfully refused
to sell a litter of pointer pups for $1,000
a piece, the disgusted listeners mildly
look the blower in the eye and turn
back the lappels of their coats under-
neath which are concealed a small card,
bearing the words: "I am somewhat
of a liar myself." The editor of the In-
quirer, who is the authority for this
story a ill be warmly %dem:tied if Ile
should vieit ilopkitisville for the pur-
pose of selling a lot of "somewhat"
cards.
The railroad bridge at Henderson is
one of the most profitable inveotmente Its
the West. It is owned by an organiza-
tion within the Louisville arid Nashville
Railroad Company, and ttw traffic over
the structure iti so heavy that the bridge
will almost have paid for itself outright
in two years. One of the bridge con-
ductors who superintended the first
day's traffic over it toishaie that the re-
ceipts for that day were- over $3,700. A
toll of $5 20 is charged for each loaded
freight-ear that passes, :and the number
will average 300 per day'. Besides that,
75 cents is paid for eackpaseenger, and,
as the travel is heavy, that foots up an
enormous sum daily. It is possible that
the receipts will average nearly $2,000
per day, and are still growing. Five
railroads reeter there from the North
and two from the South.
The band of Gypsies, who pitched
their tents a few weeks since near the
railroad crossing on the Madisonville
road, did a thriving business with nes
groes who came to et:insult them about
their fortunes, filitilloolost articles, and
love matters. One old begro who had
lost a pig consulted the Wilsey sooth-
sayers about itd recovery, and on the
payment of two dollars received the
cheering assurance from time Gypay
that the prodigal pig would 'come back
to her cabin very resole 'The fortune
tellers took in a large number of silver
coins from their credulotts visitors. Oc-
casionally bthese roving oracles make a
ten strike for theniselves. Under the
instructions .of a C,) pay, Farmer
Sehwab, of Saville, Ps , looks, $25 at
the root of a tree on his farm, and found
$50 there the next morning Then lie
tried to produce a idnillar harvest with a
deposit of $700. The next morning the
deposit with the,Gypsey too, was gone.
Church sociable& are real 'dee some-
times. One was held In a Nashville
chum* last week which Was quite aw-
fully nice. A gentle111111 was called ots
for s readleg and he gave "Bingen on
the 'Ohm." Another geetlemen was
summoned and he drew the Blair bill
from his pocket telt! began to read "Be
it enacted etc." The audience at 'ones
began to move towards the doors, but
with foresight worthy of a better cause
the reader had previously arranged to
have the windows and doors bolted
from the outside. As the audience set-
tled down to bear tire torture loud
groans were heard, aird on all aides
there came forth from aching hearts and
troubles! spirits most awful groan*.
The young nien began to touch up their
chestnut gongs, while the ever present
small boys from the rear sratit began to
scream "Rats." We fear that eerie of the
church people hi Nashville are not
friendly to the Blair bill, or else they
do not consider It good reading for a
sociable.
Nature is,filling her great blue-eatim
pied saloon with autumnal deconstious.
She lavisher her immure of colons with
a prodigality *hide:the miniarelis of
earth wool.' emulate 111 vale were 'Miry
king au Antony amid every queen a
Cleoaptra. A lady gives the following
hints to those tell° gather parlor deem
rations in the fields and wood.: The
autume,is • time of special delight to tbe
decorator. One of the things ishe will
do will be to tette a doesti fluffy thistles
and as wetly cat-tails, a ith a smoothly-
planed pine board to the r a ork-room.
She will gild the board In dark gold.
Around the edge slue will tack tw 0 rows
of rope, drawing theni into a bow knot
at the left-inind; upper comer, will
friege tett the rude of the how and then
gild the rope slid bow In bright gold.
The cat-tails the will carefully touch In
gold.and u ill bronze the sterna. She
sill gild the stems 14 the thistle* and
thee spatter the liquid pia borer their
ptifT-ball toms till they sparkle like the
sun. Theis olie *ill take a bunch of NH-
11111111 letter's soil gild them RA IlrAr HI
liotorr Ns she can, leavh-g a few of the
dark greatietisti shill browse loaves te 'mit-
rank. Om whole. She will lay the eat.
tAlIa ne the board, grouphig her thistles
beneath them, and filblalling with the
lessee at the buttons. She alit tie the
I unch with a...bow of Itsoarre cord, mei
then gild the cord. Tire plaque Is then
ready to be hung up, and is a credit to
anybody's room.
o p PRSCINCT ItallitEk 2.
mesa We Comme.-cial Colleee, tor lode at
, flees two excellent lunch tables were set
At precinct No. 2 in the adjoining of-
lh is office.
I for white and colored voters. The col-
ticket in our grand $1,000 gift-siletribia-
Subscribe for the New Ea* arid t a A stll ofil collio„i ores' lunch room was well managed by
0 a large number of Use nsost eortity and
lion next April.
Saturday night, about
houee belonging to .1
was camomile(' by fire.
A protracted meeting is in progress at
Liberty eiturvii under the management
of Revs. LIpa mut. and Casey.
Ada Gray ill Pk Of Iron" Sn'tar-
day night.
'fhree tuition certifleates of tha Ev-
10: 30 o'clock. a
Perkins et itsred
Frank Reebok's and Jim Bradley lied
a fight Motalay. The latter was se-
verely cut on the arm and in the back.
"Skipped by the Light of the Moon,"
the play that has made all America
laugh, e ill be here next Wednemity
night.
Thaw who like to laugh will have a
chance to do so next Wednesday night.
"Skipped by the Light of the Moon" is
coming.
Wilson Boyd and Alex. Iliggint had a
misunderstanding Monday night and
came to blows. No harm was done,
however.
Notwithstanding the prolonged dry
weather a great deal of wheat is up
beautifully and waves gracefully in the
the drill rows.
A houses and barn belmiging to Mr.
W. C. Holt, near Crofton, was consum-
ed by fire Tuesday during the aboence of
himself and family.
Cards are out announcing the mar-
riage of Capt John R. Green to Miss
Emma Campbell, at the Baptist church,
next Thursday evening.
Some lumber in Forbes' lumber yard
caught Are Tuesday. The lumber was
in quite a blaze when discovered, but
was quickly extinguiolied.
Some movers passed through Use city
Monday with a beautiful fawn which
they bought in Indian 'Territory. They
sold it to '10111 Dade for ten dollars.
The police inform us that our eity is
infested by tramps. They are giving
the police a great deal of trouble, and
our citizens should watch out for them.
The Owensboro Messenger is arrange-
hig to come out as a daily. 'The Mes-
senger is a sprightly sheet and is abun-
dantly able to Hee a ith the lark every
morning.
TP. Grange Warehouse firm at Clarke-
ville has been changed from Herndon,
Tomtit & Co to Herndon, &
Co., Mr. R. C. 'Inhume having lestight
the Interest of Mr. C. T. Young.
'Ate Tuewlay night a crowd of entliti-
shuttle prollibitioul-te. secured tile band
and serenaded Mrs. Wilson and Messrs.
Bigham, Henry, Bush mid Breathitt, all
of a hum reepontied to the voniplisiteut
in approprfate speeches.
George and Bill Glass, colored. were
fooling ith piatol in the eating tent 01
the former, on Gtit Street, Ttieslay
when by an accidental discharge of the
weapon Bill received a painful %mind
in the lower bowels.
Mrs. M. E. Cottrell was tried yester-
day before Judge Atchinin on • writ de
hinatieu inquirendo, anti was pronounc-
ed inoane by the jury. She will be ta-
ken to the Hopkinsville asylum.-
Ow eneboro Messenger.
Among the many candidates for to-
bacco inspectors the following are some
of the names mentioned: M. H. Nel-
son, P. G. Jones, D. F. Sinithiton, N. A.
Barnett, W. L. Waller, A. B. Losig,
John Richards, John Cavanah, Thomas
Boyd, of Trigg county, J. C. Moore.
A colored boy named Stephen Hines
broke into Mr. 0. G. Lander'e residence
on North Main street, Tuesday after-
noon, while the family was absent, and
stele $2.10 in money. He was seen and
identified by a neighbor. Mr. Lander
called on him later and made him sur-
render the cash.
Speak itig of the Sovereign Grand
Lodge of Odd Fellows which met lately
in Boston, the Louisville Times says:
"Kentucky has been honored in the ap-
poinuneet of that devoted Odd Fellow,
Rev. J. W. Venable, of the Protesuint
Ephicopal church at Hopkinsville. as
Grand Chaplain. This high tsffice lie
has filled for eighteen consecutive years
by preference of the 'several Gnus!
Sires.
While Owensboro is agitated on the
question of alcoholic prohibition uature
is ertablishieg a limited water prohibi-
tion in Davieise milady. The Mesaenger
says: he prolonged Josiah has caus-
ed *great scarcity of stock water in
the (estuary, and farmers are forced to
drive their stock to the Ohio river for
water. In some localities water for
faintly Oar is also getting searce, and
unless we have a good rain in the next
few days eonsidersble distress is inevit-
able.
Mr. Ike Slaughter, representing the
largest elosk manufactory iti the United
States, is its the city with a full line of
cloaks of every description. M. Fran-
kel & Sous. have his goods on display
at their mammoth dry goods emporium,
and would be pleased to have the ladles
call and look at them. They will sell
sou a Cloak at manufacturers prices.
The goods will te on display until Mon-
day eve. Do not tidos the opportunity
toprisceev.ure an elegant cloak at a very low
Clarksville Democrat : Alexander
Davis and 111118 Doe's Boatwright and
Wm. R. Woods and Miss:Eva Hightow-
er, all of Kentucky, were married by
Esq. C. 11. Bailey ots the 27th. Ttis fol-
lowing day the mime officlail united in
holy wedlock Eldridge Csuspbell and
Sarah A. Hyde of the same State.-The
Democrat office hail printed cards for
the double wedding of M. A. Smith:and
Miss Mueslis M. Wilson, and S. R.
Matthews awl Mies \smile G. Wilson
which takes place on the eth of Novem-
ber at the renitlence of M. A. Wiliest!,
near Ritiggold.
A special from Clarksville says: A
movement to organize a jockey club la
on foot. Messrs. FranknBuckner, Jas.
II. Gill, James S Parrish, Cul. A. G.
Goodlet, T. L. Ilarvie and other promi-
nent citizens are taking the lead, and
have to-day secured enough stock In the
city to guarautee its success. Tim capi-
tal stock is to be $10,000, atiti no man el-
lowed to;take mere than one share of
$100. Mr. Gill offers Ida berintifull bot-
tom fleld across Red River for a track,
free of charge, to the associetion. A
circuit 18 btO be organized, incluilleg
Bowling Green, Owensboro, .11opkins-
ville and Clarksville.
A I lentioneni newapapto says that the
lisisdrrese rousse mill ham lateen a pro-
nouns*/ suceeas, earelog I /ref tour per
emit. net the first six inoollis Which wall
spent hi tusk hog improvement's A div-
idend will probably be dellarril January
ist. The mill does not Owe& dollar, anal
is in the best eceitlition. The amount lif
money which this mill will pay out
weekly to Its operatives will be of signal
beisefit to the trade of Henderson. It
will supply the tradesmen with plenty
of small change. It will help merchants
tO turn their money over With profit and
meet their small drafts. A cotton mill
would ho of equal ad valitage to Hopkins-
Dr. Sherman left Tueaday morning to
fill appointment* at Dixon, Henderson
and Owensboro. lie will 'ening litre
Deeetntwr 15 th. and hie Rb011t conclud-
ed to locate. Ills 11011 bt ill come from
Dixon a few day • and eider our Pub-
lic Sehool.
Dr. Sherman wa6 very sticeerseful hire
and wale wills, foverable impressiou
on many or litir beat eitisetia who %ere
much prejoilivell 'wiliest him before
seeing sittl knowing. lie la a live phy-
sician awl goes at ever) thieg with a
vim that alemet of Itself ineures emcees.
His energy, activity, experience and
skill render him eminently capable of
dealing with the afflicted.
cdreiot:1,1inite theee dement:ions among the
I Dry On T
All Day.
5,000 Anxious But Orderly
Citizens on the Streets!
"Prohibition' and "More Whisly"
Mies.
Saloon-Keepers Declare No-
bly They Will Obey
The Law.
Anti - Prohibitionists Excited
and Determined.
Beautiful Girls and Refined Matrons
Serving Free Prohibition Lunches.
NO-VEPANER AND NO LIQUOR.
--
Tuesday was a memorable day. Not-
withstanding it was election day for
Congreso, fur the Stock law and for the
State Board of Equalization, these three
important issues were largely obscured
in the dust and tumult of the Prohibi-
tion Issue presented to the citizen's of
Christian county. Men, women and
children were on the streets front the
openitig until the clueing of the polls.
In spite of the utterly groundless's and
unjustifiable, intimation made by a col-
ored speaker At one of the anti-prohibl-
don meetings that it would not be safe
for white women to come out the streets
on that day, and that they must stay at
home-a threat which the anti•proltibl-
tionists indignantly rejected as tumult-
leg to themselves and their cause-the
ladies were out in large numbers.
THR LUNCH ROOMS.
Hundreds of refined anti cultured
ehristian methers and wives, am! beau-
tiful, accomplished and elegant girls,
who would adorn any parlor or sot
*assembly hi the land, stood bare-headeti
and 'wetly apnoea" at the prohibition
lunch Dailey apreati at each preeler,
serve to the v•oterc siot eitri •11..s jot
ta ert, crisp, heaves biscuit, cold ham,
grated beef, fried awl baked etiiciceti,
catsup's, pickle. aii.1 hut eoffee. The
welts a alter girls were the old.esto of
aiel the Own', of iiii ivers
prafee for their to title ilepertterio, %Li-
ning in,triners, and wield  lit 11111/11-
trileiVe attention to their giutote o
were all 'served alike, whether sreeted
in the finest cloth, or plain, corestry
homespun. Clod In her virgin purity
of purpose, as III a triple coat of mail,
when working in a cause in which her
white soul ie enlisted, a HopkInsville
girl would walk unawed through a den
of liono, much insure the peaceful streets
of ilopkinsville, where mari and boy
would be proud to serve se her body-
guard. No olie ventured to utter a
coarse or ribald word in their holy pres-
ence. No one wanted to. Every one
treated them with profound anti unaf-
fected respect. They were ael secure
from insult as though they were in their
own parlors.
T116 WOMEN oRGANIZIO.
Some three weeks since the ladies ef
Hopkinoville formed :an organizetion to
work for prohibition, in view of its sub-
tilise:ion to a popular vote. The follow-
ing ladies were appeinted dil the
various 4 filers: Mrs. Daniel Gish,
President ; Mrs. S. G. Buekner, Mrs
Clarence Andcrson, Mrs. V. W. Crchb,
Mrs. A. C. Biddle, Mrs. Mary Morton,
V it:e,-.1:rt iptoi„.
I:1 dr as tes of tide organizatiou
a serieis of prohibition m 44-meetings
were held In the city and variono parts
of the county. leop Wud mani-
(mord at times gatheriegs which were
stidees.led by Mrs, of India:sap-
olis, Hon. John Felted, C. H. Bush, H.
W. Henry, I). L. Johnston, J. W. I tow•
ner, J. W. IdePhersoil, J. I. Lawless W.
1'. Witifree, Joe McCarron, Julio Fe
land. Jr., R. T. Petree, all thesse gentle-
men being ineinbers.of the illopkinaville
bar, three of them havilig held judicial
positions; John W. Breathitt, Clerk of
the Comity Court, Max. Mulberry,
Thoo. liatiberry, A. V. Townee, Mr.
'towel' and Polk Cansler. Tule re-
markable array of profeasioual and boss-
iness inesi Wad reinforced by the clergy of
the various churchea, who worked z. al-
°wily. lit addition to theee the colored
citizens were finely represented by
Messrs. Rotel Lander and Ws let %Vett,
who made a deep impression by their
clear, able and earneet opeechee be-
half of prohibition. They %ere iiiii re
than a match for their adversaries' at ev-
ery point.
The old play-house war cry et
"H•NC1 TOUR 11WAANLNLIC,110,, ON THK ouetta
was literally followed by the la-
dies in this contest. They knew Lite im-
portance of unfurling their colors aunt
rallyieg the prohibition clanaineti under
them. 1Vonien isave inborn fond-
ness fur symbols, mottoto mei standards
and display inist•it Ingenuity in their
device. It was IA W01111111 Wil0 lieVieell
and arranged the "Star•Spingled
ner," still skillful hatisio wi-
der the direction of Mrs. Dr. Wm. 11111
-sed Mrs. A. J. Waller, were botany em-
ployed the (ley before in preparing pro-
hibition banners of all shapes and sizes.
One large white banner neatly fringed
was stretched &ethos Main street at the
Court House, inscribed : "Vern FOR
PaoiliarrloN, Celt •ND OUlt
Boys." At the lower precinct the street
banner bore the leeend: "A Vora rout
PROIIIIIITIoN Is • VOTE FOR GUM 1101(8."
The other batmen( displayed att end
less variety of ;thaw, design and color,
and were richly fringed and *lettered
gold.
earcusto NO 1.
The City Hall which was tined RA a
lunch room at Precinct Numlwr 1 aim
elegantly decorated %Milli ate! %Mi-
ssile Above the door hung a large
green, gold•fringed Witmer, witli the
invitation, "Our Lunch Is.for All." On
each side of the entrance Wall
mammoth plaque of autumnal
flowers encircled with evergreeila ; tin-
deriteath one was taidefill pink ben.
tier wills the motto, "God Bleats Our
Canoe:" the other sits blue banner
ith thn inscriptiou, -"Prohibition."
The entire sloorwey and ita banners
erre surmounted and enclosed by
a beautiful tent-shaped trio:shoed
drapery width swept down in
graceful festoons'. The chandelier in the
center of the hall woo embellialied with
tri-colored drapery, and sniall tings; let-
tered "Prohibition." On the walls
hung banners of various quaint devicea,
gold-lettered and fringed reading;
"Vote for the Right;" "Wine is a
Mocker" with a broken goblet for de-
vice; "God Save Our Homes ;" and
"Prohibition" blood forth isi large gold
letters MI a white cloth which draped
the Judge's' stand, from which many a
tipsy tough anti avert-% alker lied been
attiteneeti to the jail anti reek-pile.
Withers OF
111 a far corner of the ball a bevy or
ladles had converted their vicinage into
* miniature and Were busily
Ube( from the 'maim of ehrysantlienitains
and aprigeof geranium a likli lay before
them, dainty Lieettontilerres with little
mottoes appended. Several lovely lit-
tle girls were setit out on the streeta to
respectable colored womee of the vat-i-
tem churches', whose civil and courteous
manner and polite behavior Was
scrikIng (vetoed to that of the street
walkers in petticonte, who In paha and
tawdry finery ,or its dirt and rags,tramped
up and down the pavements wear-
ing red baelges Itli the motto
"More Wislaky." The lessee rffrontry
of these pitiable ereatinea made many a
vote for prohibition. 'file colored lunch
room MRS handsomely decorated with
festoons amid vs testes of cedar, boqueta
and prohibition flags, adorned with the
mottoes: "In God We Trust ;" "Vote
for Prohibition and Ilonor uprise."
The table in the other room was serv-
ed by a large number of the most intel-
ligent, cultivated and refined white la-
dies in the city. Everything wits in ex-
cellent order, and all looked cheery and
"merry as a marriage bell." The walls
outside were hung so thickly with hand-
amine bannere anti prohibition flags
that the bricks were scarcely
visible in the ginterleg fresco of
goldeit fringe and red, white and
blue bunting. The mottoes were man-
ifold and read : "Woe unto him that
giveth hid neighbor drink ; that putteth
thei bottle totsim and maketh him drunk-
en also:" !lab., e. 11.-v.15. "Rum is
a curse ;" "Women can pray but men
inust vote;" "No time for neutral nten ;"
"Save Our Boys;" "A Vote for Prohi-
bition is a Vote for the Home;" "Do not
be Bought ;" "Vote as you Pray; "If
God 18 for us, Who can be Againot us ;"
"God sees your Vote." Amid these pith-
y words that burned like living coals
from the altars of women's hearts, flut-
tered imminent:tie white flags inscribed
in red letters with "Prohibition," the
watch-word of the anxious and excited
day.
The a s o e w i ky trade, if
partiAmeyneettftinitei riities;
not so demonstrative in the eay of
flap, banners and mottoes, were deeply
in earneot, as men naturally are in any
c•onteot %here ttmir appetite or businees
Is involved. The tariff bill, the slavery
issue, tile oilver queetion, even the oleo-
margarine tax, clearly prove how sensi-
tive la the nerve of self ittureot. amlo
how intenise and stubborn %ill ever be
its defelice. The aritl-prohibitioniate
made no display of flags and banners,
anti only a few red ebbons, inscribed
"Beer" and "More Whisks " were worn
by voters. navy evidently believed
that Nell  spoke I ((((( ter thou' *soda
and 11.1.1 tons is si re stink more Mate
Lisitges. The) sorkeil IIII:gehtly, sere
tittiot and rrnp-ciful, atio in the sit UT-
1141,11 orgabiz• d ina-ctied op to Llio
poll. revs ral large Ptill.olel idol Voted
them hit shouts tool
opec lid iy ilic coni thine's( p reineto
Tlicte as not eiliAle thettlrbillsee tit
toren' Is of 1 lir ps as e s:Uritig the ida), al-
though there eere irom two thou-
send ..to five thousand people on the
streets at various tiniest. 'The feeling
was profound on both sides, but good
humor almost univerral. 1ii Ude partic-
ular tire contest was highly creditable to
both sides. There los also no doubt that
the presence of the ladies imposed a sal-
utary effect upon the temper ()Lille vast
multitude and helped to invest the day
with a dignity Windt compelled both
courtesy and reverence.
THE EBB •Nli FLOW OF "WET" •ND
In the early part of the slay the prohi-
bition vote made signal progress. The
"Wets" confidently expected at least
400 msjority HopkinsvIlle, but up to
noon the "Drys" were about GO ahead
al9No. 1, while the "Weto" were only
120 ahead -a; No. 2. At times the vote
was ly a tie anti it seetued doubtful
whether the "Wets" eould get a major-
ity Atter diluter the "Wets" genies!
steadily its their !stronghold atel the
"Drys Inot slow ly theirs.
ItUMOILS AND eiseseets.
At noon riders. from the varioite coun-
try precincts, covered with dust, brought
its otatementa of the vote. Fairview
at si Colton were reported tremenhass-
ly for prohibition and time "Drys"
shouted. As the afternoon %tined pro-
hibition 'welt came in thicker and
the "Drys" grew rapturous. It was a
canip-meeting time. Fifty yuung horse
men eft!' prohibition flags at their
horses.' heads, sir %saving in their hand.,
paraded tise strerm. Tiie ladies waved
their lisedkerehiefo. anti name shed tears
of joy. The cornet band full uniform
alai !sodding pluires marched to the
voting places anti enlivened the seethe
with martial otrains. Pressently the
tide (hanged. Reports came in that the
etrong colored precincts in the Keith of
the s minty had overwhelmed the white
vote a latch wax nearly solid for prohibi-
tion. The "Wets" were exIsilerated
and yelled vociferously. It was near
eight-fall wileu the tide changed again
anti thletnated doubtfully with rumors
that a cousiderable number of colored
votes had been cast for prohibition. At
the eloee of the polls the "Drys" were
discouraged told almost despondent
while the more sanguine of the "Wet*"
claimed the county by over 300 majority.
• MEN AND INCIDENTS.
Mr. K. Anderaon, the popular
grocer and saloon-keeper, worked ac-
tively for proleibition,and aided it large-
ly by Ills influence. He spent the day
on the street& a ith a neat prohibition
bouquet altd.batIge on his coat lappel.
After dark the but fired a number of
teeptelees the street* anti emit up a
large flee balloon wilit•li rella gracefully
In the air to a cottaltierable altitude, and
then floated off northward In the di-
rection of Crofton, *here ,tise ladies are
sold to have worked' as zealously for
prohibition as in Hopkinaville.
The respectable anti intelligut col-
ored people were disgusted at the
shameless.' parade of the negro street-
harlots( who wore "More Whiaky"
bAtiges on their bosoms.
There was abundance of sand wicket'
and excellent hot coffee with cream and
sugar for every one. The small boy
was in hie glory mei behaved like a true
gentleman. The oidy mishap reported
occurred at the Ci•y liall table where a
colored brother elm lied just. voted
"Wet," came in to the lunch anti, while
bitting doe 'Lin the corner to essjoy
himself, squatted on a ileak full of
whisky lit Isis coat-tail pocket, and mule
Meissen wetter than ever. ile left
deep melancholy, w idle a 1110*t. 1111%0.
(emir odor uffeetied the dullest'. istestrila
lit the room.
The best people in the illy from
the etnititry partook of the 'illicit and
gave it tiestintell praise.
The "Drys" talk of lioldirtg a great
love-feast to exprees their joy over a vic-
tory which they believe will be of mil-
versos! benefit. 'They will do this "a ith
'native to noise, with charity fur all."
The /saloon-keepers to a loan express
detet initiation tA) obey time voice of the
majority, lioneatly, as good citizens.
They say they will quit demi-selling
It lien their licensee run mit, anti engage
lai other business promptly amid cheer-
fully. 'lido manly resolution is we's
Leaned with cordial approval by all
whose approval le worth having.
Tisere are 19 liquor saloons 'tithe city.
Of these the licensing uf 13 expire at
midnight itext Friday, at which weirs'
and spectral hour of glioata and spooks
the departed splrita will stalk forth
truism their glassy conifer, like "liens
marls's hurled emsjeaty" end vanish
shrieking through the key•holit of pl•r•
ditimi. The remaining 0 salosies kept
by Nesters. Langly C. P. Nolan,
IL P. Stevelia, Peter Poole-II, Neville
Bar room and 'rely lOr NO111111111114011
will keep open, It is said, under State
license for sixty (lam until January
let., when their licenses expire. They
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 It, to 30
Mosso and II. Loan
.MA114-
%1'16115? -
No. eel
No. isineherry
are clever, ordiirly, honest men and good
citizens, and every one wialses them ouc
cess most heartily.
A prohibitionist says that the orsote-
ized charge of "Falstaff's Ragged Regi-
ment" of eonfirined tipplers from Fifth
street on the-,polls, in the afternoon,
made a dozen votes for prohibition.
It is 'useless to publish a list of the la-
dles, botit housekeepers and young la-
dles, who served at tile lunch tables and
in the adjoining kitchens, for it would
include tise names of nearly every e omen
who could get there.
An estimable ex-Judge who was de-
tected by a wattchful journalist oscillat-
ing like a fainkhed pendulum between
the two lunch rooms and devouring a
sixth snack, was threatened withllex-
posture. He waved aloft a chicken
drum-stick and effected an amicable
compromise by assuring his persecutor
that he had 8een him swallow his sev-
enth cup of coffee. It was a drawn bat-
e..
A fat Illan who drove his ells! iot in
the rear of the Prohibition cavalcade
looked like an unctuous angel. He
waved his flag continuously and smiled
audibly.
Rev. J. W. Bigham rode in from
Fairview In the evening, elate with joy,
ids countenence plainly singing,
"I rode on the sky,
Freely justified I,
And the moon it was under my feet."
The returning board meets to-day,to
inspect the poll books and declare the
result. The vote on prohibition given
in to-day's paper is about correct.
Killiog la Mableabarg.
Tuesday, F. M. .lones, a Democrat,
waa atAbbed and instantly killed at a
voting place Muldenberg Coutity, by
J. R. Randolph, Republican. Tile kill-
ing is said to have been unprovoked.
Randolph was drunk. Wedneeday
morning chief of police, Felix Bigger-
staff, received a dltpatch from Greenville
asking him to arrest Randolph, a8 it
was 8upposed he had started for tliis
city. Ile is described as heavy set, dark
complexion, light mousteche and goa-
tee.
Tobacco Steminery.
the large three-and-a-half story brick
and frame extension to the old stem-
mery at the Rock Bridge, on Main
street, purchased some months since by
liockee, Garth and Schroder of Louis-
ville, is going steadily forward to com-
pletion, and e ill be ready for busities8
by December the 1st. The building 18
40:220 feet mei will wheu flitiolied be
one of Use mosst substantial anti beSt
equipped house* ter ita purpose in the
State. The extension which (resits oti
Main street alit be handsome as well as
useful, and ad grettly es Use stir and
beetle sit flint vIchiage. The fine is an
oh,. experienced and strong one, and
a ill t'oriduct a find-does ate iiiiii ery
etid relesediitig business. neces-
sary erepasatieer are being shade to lo-
ins. eve Ilse tut US drying process, it it
prove di eludes.. The house will em-
ploy 75 hands', inicuding 50 steruniera•
The busineos will be conducted at this
place by Mr W. A. Lowry, who has been
a sueceuful tobacco broker here for
many years.
Hopkinsville's central position makes
it a pohit of superior advantages for
'stemming and rehandling the celebra-
ted dark tobaccos of the Hopkinsville
district. In ante-bellum days fortunes
were made liere at the business by twe-
eted leading citizen*, and there is no
refine' why enterprises now of the same
nature should not be equally successful.
It should be kept In mind that the pros-
perity and growth of towns depends not
on the raw materiel . which passes
through their warehouses, whether it be
cotton, grain, tobacco, wool, or .ores,
but (Ash fly upon the value added by
skilled labor to raw material. Let us
have more stemineries, mills and tse-
tse-tee.
ses
A Luxury and Necessity
For richt and poor who a Ise to enjoy
good health, and who tio itot Wish to re-
sort to bitter nauseou8, liver medicines
and cathartics, is the concentrated Cali-
fornias liquid fruit remedy, Syrup of
Figs. Semple bottles free, and 50e. and
$1 bottles for sale by H. B. Garner.
THE MARKETS.
Corrected by CII ARLO.' Matto A Co.
ttoreneiviuss.KT, Nor' 4, 1585
fork,
Banos soles, scares,
Hams. 'sugar cured).
Hams (country), 
-
Lard. • -
Flour, Fancy, patent -
Flour, Staudard • - -
Bran and shipacuff, ices LIME SO loi.
torn Meal, 
- '
Pear! Meal, - - 
-
New Orleans Molaasea ropey,
Candle*, b tar, de -
Batter 
-
gitlf0. - -
Hominy, per gallon, 
-
lints, per gallon, 
- •
Clover seed, -
C ut nailaretail, -
Beans. navy, per bushel,
Peas, per bushel,
Beans, Lima. per pouoil;
Color, green, golden,
Coffee, good green no.
Coffee, Java.
Comae, good factory, -
Cheese, Young American,
Rice.
Cracked Rice, -
Sugar, N. 0. -
Clarified. New Orleans.
Granulated, 
-
Salt. Kanawa, &bushels,
Salt Kanawa. 7 bushels,
Lake, 5 bualiels,
Lake, 7 bushels - - - -
Potatoes, Irish., per bushel, (seed)
Sweet, scarce, per bushel, -
Mackerel, No. I, per kit, 
-
Mackerel Barrels, No.3, •
Lemons, per dozen, - -
Oranges, per dozen.
Apples, pee bushel, choice
Curtain ear, per barrel, -
Oat', per bushel, •
Hay, per cwt. (Hover) •
Tiaothy.per ewt. (timothy)
H iilsa, %try, that, .
Hides orison, • •
Tallow.
Beef Cattle. grom
Hogs, grog, • '
Louisville Market.
Stole
RY,013,1
loath
'Aga
Qom
ism
ere
16
75c
100
401070
141002.6
- 11'1
. *
• lbC
5,25(07,60
1.75
. 1,24
2.*
- Mc
12,Ca(41104
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. 11=
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BUTTNIt-
Country packages .... 10 to if
Datry . . to
creamery  IS to
BEANS ANO PICAS-
Kentucky navies 
Mixed 
Hand picked Ind. aad Mich.
PEA THERS-
New
Mixed
reoult-
Choisse patent. winter wheat...55.00 to 5.15
Choice Minnesota ........ . to
Plain patents    4.50 to 5.00
Straights   4.16 to 4.33
Clear  3.75 to 4.e0
, Bottom grades  3.00 to 3.24
1,i 4
2,O0
1,s5
- 1.25
50
105
76006
LTQl0.56
as
3.00
solo 50
602143
00
10101c414
604
Prat44
SP11.01
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PROVISIONS-
Mass PORK-Per bbl. .
B•com-per lb loose
ShOUleleell . .....
Clear nb aides
Clear sidos
Shoulders
Clear rib sides .
Clear altios
LARD-
Choirs' leaf .
Prime steam
arillitatrala /111 a 1111•••
Hants . ,
II 50
7..c.
Nominal.
14.06
4.38
..Nomit.s1
.. 7.60
.. 7,75
14400.
'14
11(1113's
Breakfast Woos .
Ithouldera 71.47's
1/11111D Haar-.
Iditilat ills  a to 1:1
to
 71471
740,74
Conn-
ate I mixed . If've
No. 1 wane 44.•
gar  4,1014
OATS-
No. 3 silxrd 
No. 3 whits  sa
Rio-
No.2 . . SS to 60
LOCl/VILLE LIVE STOCK . 
1; ATTLI-Good to eitra shipping, or
It 75 to 4 50
s 75 " 4 00
00 " 5 SO
10 "1 50
I 10 "115
.... 00 "3 60
  3 00 •• 3 60
 3 15 "5 50
export cattle
Light shipping
°son, good to extra
Oxen, common •nd rough
• go..1
Light stockers
Feeders, good
Butcher'', lost
Butchers, medium to good 75 " 3 00
Dnieper', common to medium. x St " 6 60
Thin, rough steers, poor cows and
scalawags . 60 "1 00
Hoos--Choice packing and butchers • 70 " WI
Fair to Koe,•1 butchers  4 10 " 4 SO
4 " 4 IS
I SO " 4 OS
Light medium butchers. 
. 'Mosta 
. • • 
V. 001,-
' tear medium, Kentatay
mairted Clothing
*.morr..,t .init,ing
to 16Ifilluorry:
Tub•weshod 
  71 tato 31115
Slack
U"Nit".istisl to prim* 11.40 to 40.141:11:olam'ari •
rival. fur Moan lane louts
Ilinigge-rime dint Inc
Prime dry saltod 1114
No. " " . 10,to
IIAV-
All Timothy good to prime. $12 to 11 60
Medium to mixed V 00 to 10.00
Mew 'llmothy  V.40 to 10.40
Ws 17}4
  Is
PREFERRED LOCALS. c_its_DT., NC)TIIhs4; In MS
Are employe., to
• OVERTISK
A. W. PYLE,
TOE
FCENITCIKE MAN.
Th. battle's fought, • victory's won,
Now list to vt hat I say:
I'll sell my goods as cheap to the son
Of a "blue coat" as a "gray.''
.MTCO
PROHIBITION
Against the sale of
Clothing, Gents' Furn-
ishing Goods and Hats
and Caps You will
find all sorts, styles and
qualities, for less
money than anywhere
else.
JAMES PYE & CO.,
No.3 Main St., Hopkins% lin., Ky.
For the best Metal
Roofing and Galvaniz-
ed Iron Cornice call on
Caldwell & Randle.
Parties desiring nice-
fitting Suits made to
order would do well to
call on N. Tobin & Co ,
merchant Tailors, cor
9th and Main st.
The Best Coal
For the least money is
sold by A. Porter Smith.
ottice, w: . NI ills Co's wart h,,o-o
-We Have-
Got List.
Everything new in
Gents' Neckwear The
nobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the
city can be found at
WRIGHT'S, the Main
Street Clothier.
SHOW CASE S
ASK FOh PAMPHLET
TERRY SHOW CASE C
(‘t
f41
iCtleii.Alt,T- EEO. t.P
NASHVILLE TENN
7
Candidate's Department.
H. K. TAYLOR,
Of Logan County,
Is a candidate for State Superintendent of Pub-
lie Instruction, subject the action of the Derao-
cratic State Convention
INDUCEMENTS!
We oiler the following "indueements"
to subscribers to the NEI% ERA :
MARVELOUS PRICES!
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01111. UNEtil'Al.P.0 OFFER..
We have arranoc.1 with the publishers of
those books: to furnish the whole forty-dve
with ono year's subocription to our paper
and ticket In our drawing for 12.to for
NVeekly, and nisi for Tri•Weckly ; or we
will send any tive for WS rte., or the whole
forty-nve for 11.30. Address all orders to
"112W KRA"' PI'S 1.1041111N(3
lieekkieville. Kr..
0
 
Thr 111 li 11111• CirlD1C le
Ironed Acre. ond March,
ORA it p I • e. a • 310 wages.
b ., i It , illt be a t ei ith Imo
3,000 illustrations . a
*shot' Ptetury testier,.
ill IV VS V1 holesalc Prices
di ',et to ent1111"1, r 4 Oil •Il goods tor
personal or family its" . Tell* lion *I
ore', r, land gives eine I (oat of 'I I err.
thing you use, eat, drliik, wear, or
have fun with. Thew INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain Inform•110111 gleaned
from the markets of the world. We
will m•11 a copy FREE. to any •cl.
dress upon receipt of 10 els. to defray
expense of mania*. Let tis Iti a r from
you, Respeetfully,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
scl et. 221.1 W &bush At , Ul11'. 4. Weald°, Ma
FINE FARM
For Sale!
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHT&
And have them exchanged for a
nice. new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
C.A.I.a3La raC). rr-fiATC).
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats ard Caps
CA7-11-.1 NO_ "Za-a.re.
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
C c aa"10-z_r_
To every man and boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones.
NC.%
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until- you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money Re-
member
My Motto----"Wright Wrongs No One."
Bargains fola All!
Et IC 11 1 110 D sliest 1.1) sin E THE 1 EW STOCK Of 1 .4 1.1. AND VI INTER
GOODS OFFERED Hi
JOHN MOAYON, THE FARMER'S FRIEND,
-CONSISTING OF--
Dry Goods, Notions,
C lothing., Hats, Boots Shoes, &e.
Ali of the Latest styles at the Lowest Price&
JOHN MOAYON9
Cor. Ninth a:,1 Virginia Stree•
Bryant
Striion. BUSINESS COLLEGE,
e
Cor. Third andJefferson Sts. Louisville, Ky.
11001C-ILEEPING, BANKING, PENMANSHIP, SHORT-HAND, TTPI -
II KITING, ARITHMETIC, ace.
No Text Books or Manuscripts copied and recopied by students. Has the
largest honest indorsement as to true merit. Graduates have little trouble in ets
taining situations.
HOME Instruction will be given by mail. Improve your spare hours ai .1s obtain a practical education.
STUDY.1 .1‘..3.aress Csllege .a..krosfro..
Coodwin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
he 'lost Perfect Hair-Dressing in t
It keep- r r !rim falling out It promotes the growth, prei.eds
.landruff.. scalp clean. !rakes the hair and Whisker* glow, re-
stores hair to its natural color, ang ate grow hair on bald heads.
SAMPLE BOTTLES 25 Cents. REGULAR SIZE 50 CI it'd
J. H. GOODWIN, Proprietor,
'SI' Western Laboratory, Cincinnati. We
G•OODIA
HORSE an6 CATTLE POWDERS
Are th.• Farmer's Guides for
All Disea.ea Pertaining to Horses.
M• t owe, 110.• and Sasser
It purifies the tassel on., prevents &Impel 4 ny
Marine all stock are subjeet to requiring Mt 11.- '
ternat remedy.
This powder Is prepared from ono of She d
est and hest reeeipte knoon among Ono ••••••cli
raiser. ansi dealer... Thousand. of eertlil, snap
have been received testifring to the effiCAl•
the Powder. All that is-asked Ina trial or tlo•
Powder, and the customer will be cc aniseed that it has no equal as a preventive and co . • f
all (lissom In all stock. IT Is A ['moseys crag roe Sim. Cllockos. This Poweicr
gi%e eentirc satisfaction to CV dry care.
J. H. GOODWIN, Proprietor and Manufacturer.
Western Laboratory,eintennati. 0 .
NAT. GAITIIFit. Manager.
11111110 EOL11111011
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.,
7 . l'elc-Ore.aa-glaray.
Mites-Tons:
it, te Nance, 1:ouls- Ise ts Z. T tares. John W. itussere. The. 
ss
.1. K. GANT. Saketemen
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
leillt•it I 55•. JOHN YKLAN D.
TORNEI h.
Jour: irr:b A NI
W. M. FUQUA, M. D., THE 
FELAN DS,
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INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING.
INSTITUTED OVER ONE-THIRD of a CENTURY.
Successful ',Peanut meritorione Many of the beat hook 
-keeper. and lot•dr.r54 Men if) I !hristian
graduated at this old kebab!, t,mon.r,„1 ,
thorough m•nner Book-Keeping of every ileerrontea. Busmen. and
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PRIcELET ASH BITTERS warms up and
invigoretes the stomach, improves and
stretigthena the digestive organs, opens
the pored, promotes inspiration, and I
equalizes the circulation As a correc- I
tor of disordered syetem there is nothing I
teetotal it.
*I Ile Methodist M losionary Society will '
hold their annual meetitig early tide I
have recce tttttt tended it, praise it at every
opportu nit y
Dr. King's New Diecoverv for Con-
reimpose' is gilansestesel es cure C0tia(1111,
4 :olds Bronchitis, Aselima, I *rottp and
every affection of 'Iliroat, anti
Lung..
.4Trial Bottles; Free at II. B. Gersier
Drug :store. Lange Size $1.00.
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Sore Eyes
The eyes are always in sympathy with
the body, and alit dn execilent index
of its condition. N1 licit the thVet4 becteue
weak, mot tie• 1111S 111104111451 and Bore, it
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Bossism Music la Minor Keys.
The Russian popular airs are noticeable
-at; are those of Norway, Finland, and
of Hungary-for being mostly in niinor
keys; other European nations having
favored the major mode-the Germans
so much so, indeed, that there are only
2 per cent. of minor tunes among their
volkslieder. That the minor keys lend
themselves readily to the expression of
either the abandonment of grief or of
joy. according to the rate of movement
with which they are associated, is a com-
monplace of musical testhetics. Karam-
sin attributed this melancholy in Russian
. music to the sufferings of Russia under
the greatest amount of confidence in its the Mongolian yoke; writers of the
protectors: for. however incredible it may 
school of M. Taine would point to the
seem, its habitation is built and its little landscape and climate of the country,
family brought tip, in the living-rooms to the monotony of the forest lands, and
of Japanse families, and this not only , to the wide, dreary plains, now frozen
in the unfrequented parts of the country, 
and now sun-baked. The fact is, how-
but, as Professor Morse assures us, in the
midst of their largest cities. The pr%
fessor, thin whom no more interesting
and arute observer of Japanese life ex-
ists, in speaking of these nests, Kays that
they are not built in any remote part of
the house, but in the principal and often
visited reoms, where the inmates are the
busiest about the household affairs. Ile
adds that the children take great delight
in watching the nests in procvas of con-
struction and in the rearing and educa-
tion of the young birds afterward. AB
soon as a nest is fairdy begun, Nome
member of the household puts up a neat
little shelf beneath it to prevent litter on
the floor, and the bird, accepting this as
a "locus in quo," returns, year after
year. to rebuild or repair and reoccupy
the ol I nest in the same place.-Scientific
American.
The First Written Senatorial Speech.
The first written spece-h read in the
Vnited States set tate was by t he Hon. Isa.ec
Hill of New Hampshire, a firm supporter
of Gen. Jackson. When about half
through lie suddenly lost the threat! of
his dbwourse and stopped, evidently em-
barrassed. His wife, who sat in the gal-
1 lery ahnost directly over him, compre-
hended the situation, and said, in a voice
heard all over the senate chamber: "Mr.
Hill, you've turned over two leaves al
once." He immediately merreeted his
mistake and proeeeded with' his remark*
amid a - roar of laughter.-Ben: Perley
Poore.
_
Coal, Lead and Iron In Persia.
Coal, lead and iron have lately been
discovered in abundance in Persia, in a
land which has been inhabited as long
as any portion of the globe. There are
vast sections of country in Asia which
have never been "prospected," and the
diecovery of gold andsailver mines there
is not an improbable e vent. -Ph iladelphia
Call.
A clear conscience is two-thirds of al!
happiness, and contentment the °that
third --Jud
It seetite to us that there ere lees Der-
Pelle NM !seed w itit rhetililatistn, since
our druegisits sell Selvetiosi 0 I. l'rice
let eta) -the i•eutie a bottle. •
--Wee ells see--
Meziran Sheeting.
Farm for sale, situated in Christian coniety.
., about miles frost, siopkinsvete, in the
Ness steed v trinity. containing 100 acres of land.
all of which iarleared land. There lo a goo"
ciett•en and an abundance of stock water or
the farm. There Is a frame building ith %we
Monis oil the premises; ale, a food luirit, let
house ke. A114, a )4otitig 1:114: apple 4.r
chart loofa in hearing. Th urighborhorsi
which this land is lorated Ufa tees, one. Schemb.
and ehurchee convenient. A reel mill within
De milee inf the place. The productive gualit3
of the tenni exceptionably good. Price ane
terms reasonable
No. 52.
Farm of 131 acre. situated war Newatead it
Christian eanuoty K y.. w ith a comfortable eloub
le log cabin, prowl barn and all neceassry out-
budelingeou the place. ale/ a good well, *Loci
pond. and the land IS cleared. This place W
within 2,, mikes of the I. A & T. It It. land °I
excellent quality,
No 63
Farm of ISO acres sitnateti near Newsteati
Christian county, Ky.„ within 12 mile. uf HOW.
kinov ille pi miles of the I. A. & T R.
There are two good log eabine .-r the ;dare, alto
berm stables, ar . 125 acres cleared balance ir
frue timber land rich and productive.
No IS.
Farm for sale, containing 135 acres. situated
in the vicinity of Bainbridge, Christian eountv.
Ky.. on the acing and Maditionville road. te
acreeeleered. balance in gles1 timber Then
le, good double log hounte w.th four ronme
hall. a laree ofsenitled barn. etable, cabin. ts.
spring. and a Ane apple orchard on the
plaet This is chelp arid will be sold on raPy
FARM Ftitt S A 1.1.: -C ing of le acre.
of Intel aituated aUliarlitfllle pike, tone lad
east of the rite t•f Hopkineville. Their is oi.
the land .• lenge 'tog yet-ether-bearded Monate
stories, and 7 omforta roams; fine cellar*:
ate, g tost staldr. 'terve oes tenter and Mier:
epring of never-failong water; la nerve til able
and eould be re liveried t excellent Imineting
let.; lbilsnee in timber A valuable plea for
*One toile alio desires a gOnod MM., near eit)
Lim Hall,
- I \ I i; a
Workmaadip ilasarpased
ND THE
LOWEST PRICES.
••ener Virginia- and Sprinas Streati5
Hopkinsville.
nd Nietteher'e *tore. tstion oneltv,
Farm of Ill acre. for gale, in the netginlor- S 31111 11 Vi kill S C
K,.. on Cerulean eprings road. tie :wren *if the
land are elearteI and in stesel state of eulti va-
non. belenee timber. unnler goed fetter. Keep* to es in% lir 11 f- eltst g 1,, 1 . it il
There tea dwelling house ith tan, risme, and
hall; crib. smoke hollse„ an exeellent •
cistern. plenty of fruit 'teen, a good ineyard
with choice grape.; eannventeut to eeltools,
churches:um posseinsio. and in good orighttor-
hood Terms and price reasonable. 11A IR CUTTING.
No. ati.
4HAVI1444
CHAMPOOING.
HAIR-DYEING,
BOOTBLACK Dew an.
• ;
11
Hair Dressing
without end. and the ;sob,. ., • • i he n-•e. 
men have given itir.t.lie tight.
No. 3a.
Farm fior sale altuated about 5 miles northeast
of the city of Hopk Ines die. toll the middle fork  
of Ltttle rvcr. containms Ion acres. 7,5 arrow
, . Hopkinsville - Kentucky,1 11 0 IKIII Referee ... to Earthquake*. Dotty* sit ti lid vigoo.us y ihit 
of this laud et ele.tred. batmen.. in extra/ord. •
Kra. Isaac Hart, during her recent trip least, really excelled Nereid! .n that line of goofs while 
et ill feel line vine, Tenn., %vote.: "My fatuity anal I menet doe limier. 'Ibis land Is in egeelle•
i NOG A 1.101, Assize Oet. :11.-It bite}net entitle In light that the Governor of
lll a l ris Is implicated in a murder, skids
has for its motive political eamsequeneea.
The partietilirm mre meagre, but it is
kittiall that the Geveraser teamed that
pertiea also killed his etetris r %%ere in
die village tot Mohler tam', end that they
had a mere-is relate fePossitig. made
rai I upon the %Wage. aced its °the
tight Oen heeled several on lettll 101tes
were killed and many woteeled.
'11'•et eeetae ei Dr. J. H. McLean's% Lit-
--sew e sae-
tle I.iver Fillets at night twfore pet go
twadatel yam will be surprised how
Most Excellent.
.1. J. Atkins', Chief of Police, K nox-
I l  in tine seer) beat style Assisted toy ih
...retold I. H. Jones. All
reliteaesd Ildrbera.
Don't h•rget the plane.
v: 11r st,,,adkoidug Expreits0Riee
next day. Only 25 remits a vial. Sl.lhl are betseticierier or your most excellent c""dit'''" I"' "anvm!!"a; "irrY l''al "r it 1"'''''• / ver an eeaL
sr selection of 
'• 
- - 
suit .0.1.• to thetnoc,.1111 14 ilthilt. t1.0111.1.0. (Uot I
_____,
by H. B. Garner. medicine, Dr. King's New Liseovery y
City Insurance Office.
/%7" 2E1 11.711Et :
Hunidosig•, tierchandier, I le e •Ilot ati geaerally ;
Fire, Lightning, Wnd Storms, Tornadoes. Cyclones
-Andean the latest a.lvanct•
IFIE31 MINTEST.TIEL A. NT (030.
Rates below alt other &Mel companies, and 'teem',
(tithe d Floor Corner Spring and /Into •is . lost y.
LONG. GARNETT & CO.. Managers.
McCamy,Bonte Ca
...1EIAC1 riaLCY tux-ex-Es f
CARRIACES AND DUNES,
AND DEALERS IN
Agricultural Implements,
Consisting in Part of
Deering Binders,
REAPERS & MOWERS.
ALSO-
The Champion Binders ad Mowers,
And Repairs for the Same.
Avery's Chill and Steel Plows,
Iron Beam Double Shovels.
Rumley's Engines and Threshers,
Peerless Engine and Thresher, Steam Plows,
Wheel-Barrow Seed-Sowers,
Superior Barb Wire
=ea.= Wiie Stretcla.ers,
ROAD SCRAPERS, WHEEL-BARROWS, HARROWS.
WALKING and RIDING CULTIVATORS
HAY RAKES, HOIST POWER.
HAY FORKS. ETC.
I 11.1. ANl• eee: l'e iti.:1-0RE Y01'
Res pee f t ,*.
McCamy, Bonte & Co.
ExcelsiorPking Mills
SE1113•25cial
Excelsior Wagons BARBED WIRE,
Are warranted to excel in Workman-
ship and Material, Durability and Con-
struction and Lightneee of Draft. this
wager's% are all made at home, and every
one warranted to give entire eatisfac-
tiols. So tree ble deley iti getting
theni repaired. All material thorough-
ly ins; ecteil before using. We bored
te !militate the reputation of the Cele-
brated kxrelsior Wagotie. Large stock
on hand of all sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Sash, Doors, Blindi, Shinglee, Laths,
Boarila, Mculdings, Brackets, Balueters.
Newels. Hand Rail and a large *Lock of
Rotigh Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime,
Cement. Plaster Hair, Fire Brick, &se.
Grates% &nil Mantels, all sizes and kin&
at rock bottom figures.
W heat Farming implements it
large qvisaititieU.
Fine Carriages, Bi quiets, Jagger-
Pluetotia and.Spritig *gone by the ca
load, at most reaeenalile price*. Emit
jeb warranted to give satisfaction.
We keel. a lite itnek of Buggy ilar
ties* of all kiinia rcasomitile twit es
We have a id'eat many other gamed
which are to0 numerous to ineutiota
We hotse to Ree sou when in !seed as
anything le out,. line.
Meet re-peetfully.
N'corlsess or- 13 c.).
RANSACK EVERY STORE IN THE CITY !
=ver.s7-777.1^-cic
For Cheap Bargains!
LOSE NO OPPORTUNITY
To Save Money.
awl after all you will and no tatter place le mate money th.in at the new store .,*
M. LIP S TINE
ea Nails Street, in the new block wipes,' te Ttiomption telat• 
-tor,
Everything New and Neat!
Goods all of the latest style, and prior* tower th•n cier
lax-sr (31-cococils,
AIM") GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pist21s, Fishilli Tackle,
Tig outfits !
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES
_ _ -
irides*. is Relation to the Oft-lits-
paated ConaplaInt -The Trouble.
The president of an eastern college
has been collecting evidence in relation
to the justice of the oft-repeated eom-
plaint that pupile in public schools are
generally overworked. He addressed
circulars to 150 teachers and physicians
of observation and experience, aaking
for their opinion on this subject. Only
five suggested that the work ordinarily
required of pupils in ochools was exces-
sive or beyond their ability to perform
without impairing their health. A very
considerable number, however, reported
that in their opinion very many of the
pupils in the public schools were injured
by the branches they pursued out of
school, by injudicious Immo training.
and by what are termed -the require-
merits of modern society."
Girls-and the complaints about over-
work in school chiefly come from girls
and their mothers-who take three lllll sic
lessons a week and who practice on the
piano two hours each day are very likely
to break down. If they take dancing
lessons on Saturday, -go to parties" one
evening each week, receive callers on
stated oecasions, and devote considera-
ble attention to society matters, they
generally lose their vivacity and health.
Their brothers, however, of about the
same age, who do not take musk lessons,
who, do nut drum on the piano, who do
not entertain company in the parlor, but !
who prepare the wexxl for the kitchen
fire, bring in the coal, play ball, and en-
gage in sports likely to prove somewhat
detrimental to good clothes, come out all '
right. These el-nerving persons remark
that boys remain boys at an age when
their sistere have an ambition to be con-
sidered young ladies. As a consequence,
the former are generally healthy and !
strong, while the latter are sickly and
feeble.
The coniplainta about overwork in
schools, or -overpressure," as the Eng-
lish term it, are chiefly heard in cities
and large towns. Compleints in regard
to this matter never come front the
country. Still it IS a matter of common
observationt hat the advancement is much
rapid in country than in city schools, more
which shows that the pupils do more
work. The country girl who prepares
breakfast for the faintly, walks two miles
to the school-house. mestere all the les-
sons assigned by her teacher, walks home
at night, and gets supper before she com-
mences her studies for the evening, does
not lose the rooes on her cheeks or the
strength of her limbs before she has
donned long dreeses. If she happens to
move to the city, the chances are that
she will find herself in advance of the
Orls of her own age in the school she
Lot for sale ceontaining% of an acre and situ-
ated on Nashvole street. opposite south Ken-
urge)* College. It a spleisiled lot for building
purfeees. Price. 11190. A good bargain is :n
store for seme one.
No.11.
A parcel of ground Nails using mime 3 or 4
scree. eituated on Huseelly int road. juet °Mee*
tbr corporate Intuits of the city of liopkineville.
ar.V. (1:77,1::if l'am T'g':":1'ree ',17.3;er::- It!:p e t 1 re ite n g h f t.
an exceltent piece of property and "le suscepti-
ble of heing nits Med into 4 or 5 good (nodding
enters., 
quite a numbered fruit trees tri bearing on the
place and ale, a good vine% ant. For building
ote, with an average depth of 300 feet. There is
I lightful part of a doll's daily toilet the purpoenee there la siut a more eleetrable piece of
The complaints about over work in . brushing and combing ofher hair? Then propertt ,in or near the city . Price and termw
reasetna b.,
schools in cities come from wealthy and 
, there are many qualities of hair, from No. 12.
fashionable families. They Farm few sale, containing abeut 276 acres of
that draw their patronage from the
frequently hearth in relation to schools '
are Illrell i the best mohair to common flax.
We have said little about the tinting
fer,:lu;;;;;,kswil,;(1.!.;s..Tc.1•'ntorina,".y: hgeit:ft,g71".!v;',1'.14
land. situated on the obi Canton road. KIX mien
avenues. The German. Scandinavian, I
. of lips and cheeks, proceases which in-
so grasses free.13. The. dwelling me net in very1 voice a nice appreciation of effect.
and "country-raised" girls. itivreOte7Pre:„e"rai ilitia?te "otitiriteelotteltri-ilariT lel.%% hose Pan _n41_,,t's , far doll fanciers seem to be believers in
work for a living, d I
an- w-In are ouligru ; the ruddy hue of health, for we have
to work themselves, make no complaints i never Irianktiaert:russli:Zaerumli7ea°1aull;14,17: plre;.1.7aulAboolneyst"inioeia‘l:riiiietrhitii
ilbout overwork in schools, and their 1 
yet seen an "interesting" dall
mothers are not obliged to consult high-1 pastry.
with cheeks of the color of underdone
priced doctors in relation to getting them ' 
BuCit would be rash to specu-
The in purls into Great Brash' et eet- excused from certain studies. They olafteuniu
teponmatbe future, for the new science
ton nor the paid a eek were 109 Ke baire, carry off most of the honors and leave 
y yet influence even the nur-
Aa,,i the exp,ieto. s 2517 hale. Since Jail- school rosy, healthy, and strong. In ad- ily magazine.
eery and the doll trade.-Cassell's Fam-
alai v 1 outman- es re 2...13.10;7 holes a- x- dition to mastering all the branches their
more fortunate sisters have ac-
quired a they have acquired lan-
guage new to them which they here-
after adopt as their neither tongue.
There is very little ground for the com-
plaints about overwork in schools. The
overpressure is produced by music-
teachers, dancing-masters, and doting
maninee; who desire to have their
'daughters prepared for society.-Chicago
Times.
The Swallow in Japanese Houses.
In the building of its neet and rearing
of its )(sung tlie Japanese swallow pays
the highest compliment to and exhibits
ever, that the Russian is one of the most
cheerful sof mortals, easily moved to
mirth, and unwilling to depart from it;
nor is there any reason to believe his
cheerfulneasi to be a niodern develop-
ment. The general character of a nation
and the character of its national music,
have really but little relation; the causes
which lead to the formation of a national
style being both numerous and complex
in their working.-St. James' Gazette.
Great Antiquity of Ow Refrain.
The various refrains of folk-songs and
ballads would make a most interesting
subject for philologists and antiquarians
to investigate, for these refrains seem to
come down from very ancient days and
are found even among some barbaric
reces. The Maoris of New Zealand, for
example, have long refrains in words
which they thetuselves do not under-
stand, but which they aseert have come
down to them from their remote ances-
tors. The Indians of Canada, when first
met ny the early Jesuite, sang a refrain
which sounded very much like "alleluia"
and which immediately led the pious
fathers to imagine that they had diseov-
ered the loat tribes of Israel. The Eng-
lish refrain of "derry down," or "hey,
Jerry down," is said to have been orig-
inally a druidical charm. Naturally,
I sonic of these refrains bear immediate
evidence that they are only a meaning-
less jingle, meant to piece out the words
and melody. -Fackelorum. dideldo-
rum," or gdudel, didel, durn," probably
had no more meaning in the old German
gongs than "tra, la, la" in the ancient
and modern English ones.-Boston Mus-
ical Journal.
To Keep Ills Memory Alive.
"You aro going to erect a monument
to your father's memory, I suppose?"
"Oh, no: Monuments crumble and de-
ray and are forgotten. We are going to
do something that will keep his memory
alive much longer." "What's that?"
"We are going to fight in the courts for
liis propertv."-Exchange.
 • seas ..-
I lundreds of persona who have used
A:yer'et Hair N'igor attest its value. es a
stimulant Anal tomtit:, for preventiog anti
curing ba'tluess, deluging the scalp,
and re.toring the youthful col a to faded
and gray hair.
The Railroad Rims.
IltpottrNvittE, KY., Nov. I.-The
vote Stanils at 21:I to 10 ill favor of sub-
scription of Ctot,OtO0 Do aid in beading
the Hodgenville ibrthiowit rail-
One third aof the to e is cast.
Everybody Is all I with excitement,
end anvils ant: tontine- are being pre-
pared 1or to-night. flie anti-railroad
pun litteong this tract of land. ernes and price
reanonelde
No. 13.
House and lot in Hopkinsville. isituatal
ittiesellt Me street. 'floe hotter I. a large and
commes11011M one, halving a roinene, ith kitchen,
eervalit's rtstin, and ail neetosary MIL
Ing5. 'there is a good new eiable ion the place
that e ill &event:restate 9 bend nor horsee, a
ighssi earnage tor buggy house. a godhht eisLern,
tr. There are 3 acres of ground int the lent. am]
mem it are over san pearl.. pear and apple trees
in full la•annK. The location is healthy and the
property very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Let in city ea Iligolkin.ville, Northwest coroer
of .lack,soi and Elio street*, in Jestip'P addition
to said city. Lot front. on Jackeon street 96
feet and runs back Pei feet to a 20 ft. alley.
Lies begliti fully and is well drained from front
to bark. Price $25u
No. 16.
.1, splendid residence on Nashville atreet, this
eit3. not far tr  Main, with a good rooms, all
of loch ale in eteellent condition. Reside*
thin. there are a set-% ants room. kitchen, stable,
house, silA in fa* t all tiecreeary outbuild-
ings. A coed n•eller and Cistern awl guile a
nu m Is r fruit tree. in bearing. Any perste,
w nt log a peel tiome should ohe tb is one. Price
%WI 1..1 ie.. reaannahle.
N.,. et.
Farm. of 134 acres or land otear tiarrottabnru,
Christian vomit) . Ky woe 110 acres chaired sod
baleen. trs nne timbre. The farm na located
erethist I', nines of the depot ef the I. • .& T. Hail-
road which sill penetrate tbe 'southern part of
the cuitinty, and Is 1414.0 Wittln tulle uf 2
church,. in41 a iv to.ol-housr. There Is a good
dwelling ith 5 wood roesins. a stew stable timid will
shelter In stead of fats k. mot all either necessary
outbuildings no the place; atom a barn thet Will
hoUse 20 acres Or 1,01.4541, •• art es "r tee land are
In clover. I erma rod pre e reasotable.
A rood Mode and lot few salt, Iti the city of Hop-
einevele with three. good rooms. kitcheu. servants
154411, cistern. stable. stc., yeah a acre Of land, ,iide
seed on Brown street It hi all excellent Ms..
Lod a weed bargain iSlii store for W11100110,
No. IS.
A term for eale ef 33 serifs situated near the
outline* Garrettelnurg. this ceunty, itli
good, reentry residence and all necemary out-
buililitogs. Tbe .541i Is of excellent quality.
Alen steer home, and tobacco factory in Gar-
retteburg.
No. 20.
A good loisitiess Imtlitts on Russellville etreet,
within 1- 21oplareof Main, for sale or rent. The
house has a large 'dere With a eneiple of
room...p..1 for °Kees Or bed alsose,
No. 21.
°use and lett for tale in tile city of Itopk
vine and in the tenuthern portion thereof. Lou
conmitintig % of WO aere. Nice footle dwelling.
with 3 good rooms and bail. sitehen. servant's
roolli amid all n4, essary outimildhighi A good cis-
tern with yletit. of good water at 11. Prier*. Mu.
No. at.
HOUMA and lot for sale in oty liopalussille,
front of Or J. tilith's roshieficr. frame, 2 story
redden,'with 5 rooms. kitchen Ac. Price and
terms reallsolaehle
No. 24.
Farm for sale In this emilitty 4 orb miles from
leopeinavtlie attd 1 unite front Princeton pike, of
• acrenia6 or 7eaerra of the laud Isadeared.halsece
iu hoe timber. There is a frame heuee on same
*lin 3 large and consrortaine rooms, kitchen.
her, ei,t's room. good %mho, barn. at'. The land-
au! grow wheat. tobacco, corn and grass 'plena*
iy. Is bargain nor /Mate one. Price
• h•rnis reasonable.
No B.
A go..1 and drodrat-le situated
Kelly's station, soot ifi ..r 30 feet of the St. Lutes
arid S. E. It. It. The building is • frame one, Pia&
feet, *die twe to.,d family !VW.. over same.
There' hi ki of •tt aerr III, :••1 and the entre-house
14 ant selfishly adopted for the 'try gots34 erocery
business. Apply to me tor pee«. tern), ac.
No. 27.
A house an•I lot (nese* in Meetly of Hopkins=
%Mc. Jesup A venue; there 14 n I of ground
sittat 11441ii House has five past naons. stablet:
with 4 stalls and loft. a good cinder's. Coal bottle
awl 1.11•15.4411ry Mit 1101141.5. There 111 al•co •
pest plank fenee eredind the premiees. Price
and terms neasenalde.
21t.
Hotter and lot on Jeneur A 1rfille. In city of
Hoek insville. Toe dwelling has at e good
rooms, etail honor and other gond meetwars
out buildings, and also a aims' plank fence
around battle. There le 1, sere of gromot at. 
tachtel. Price and terms renantneble.
No. ai.
Yarn) tor sale. ote sited in this coUlity,
s re tice of t rofton, (-motet Ding about 376 acres.
A greater pertien 1.1.0.1:1101 is cleared mild in
an excelliatt stale of cult, velum, the balance
in line timber. There is on the piece a fle•t-rate
dvrelliog with ge..1 c remade rooms,
barns. sonde end all taller Dena-mare out -
hewers There is ale, on the premiees a y-oung
and vigorous orchard. bearing the *teat anti
beet varieties, of peaches. apples, pears ae.
Churchea, liChOhfli8 soil pest °dice are in easy
relict, of the place, Trice and terms reas011111.4e.
No. 21.
Fitton. Ana ithi for sale itist olden* the cormw-
ate Paliteuf the city of Hopkinsville. betweea
ood s mill and the railroad. There i• an acre
of ground atlaeheni. a good frame college soul
cabin on the premiere. Preperty rents for $111
per month. Price an.1 teruia reasonable.
PA I Z.‘( IL\ PI No OVERWORK IN SCHOOLS.
• 31 taidentssarg eassitity lens orginized a
law and order deb.
•
The t•eistenni I *I ion of the ;
Vero.) tery Baltimore le.gfee to- "ay. I
The Church el Englatiti tont tele.
sites etellionis alamg the Patiname C sitel. I
The Lutherans% a ill this year observe I
Novenalser as Luther Memorial Sim-
day.
Over sixty natters employed at Ben-
nett's hex feetory, in Chicago, are on a
the Isst report there have Neu
telt Ilea Camee 1tt thOlOrit and four deaths
at 'I eh ie,'•e.
Juilge Shienn, brether aof the President
iit the Stipietne Court of the fieriest'
iss dead.
Tee tee% r Weise air the Austrian
I R.- jell. n it ti hot adopted the eitelonid t CM-
tetitioin tivgary.
e ale of the NI ikaaloo, of Jews!),
Proit. e Kesel/tate assioespessleo by lila
if- Intel eiti,e, is pellet r.
'I he Itesoisse Graiel Duke Alexis lase
nisile a tout tor the porte. dock-yards,
awl arsetials in the Wee( Frsance
A switch fr  I.:online/do, North
Walt s, rostra% that the Rev Joins Aulsaiss
of Nee York, died tha etelitessly of
Cisetia/4
The sliet rise of Maretimes seed Ferrara 
ere eisestionsly Ir 
them's. Great distil...is pieveile among
the pea,ants. ,
The French teoreint, Tiepin lias
Ortivrt al a pairtp ttttt meet tbe tie %V cue-
tome teriff, hill' a as to be enforced on
Monday eas xt.
Secretary Bas ard *aid to tw crate
satisil -al a ids Sedgaick'a report tes
the .Nlexieltit Matter, a hit will Is crates-
'nitwit 10 yougrror.
Th. rr are 182 colored Preeto tee
churciiee iti the Smith, wills I2,95S mein-
hers. Foto-fifths ut the It ttttt ber are In
N firth and Solicit Carolling
Pleillooplis. has ate
pro% eil the app. i•itinetit 1.1 I/r. Eris h
Sebteld., ot Weimar. as Director at Bei.-
His. tit ilit Go, the a relit Veit.
Alle,t 1 homily ke ;tier has been 
the Te.itli Ne A York toter act, in
noted for Ctingrras by the lieptiblirtialnetiCoof
Judge L at. cline
'Hie 1 I 01111iiisei appoieted
Loy the French I of iteptities has
derided 10 impose a dotty ot five franca
tiputo imported horeigio wheat.
The steamer Queen, 511,0.11 Olen,.
from rialvestoti, atrivt al et Liverpeol,
losseit fti be till Ike. The Mier.
Were ex tingloislo 41 ailiall ices.
A Bridge hie% been beil. across the
river denten witted gives pate peseage at
all seasons. tin I Wet emits the loss ol lile
anti prop...sty [utterly 13111011. at the
10111s.
'Ilse cretary. of the Tretsury hail Its
Olio pieties' peretaaswil atiol tiseal abroad
sitey be admitted tree 4.f dins tinder the
"implement id trade" clause sal tile Cita.
tdils Itta
Einperior William ! as gone 1,. II alien-
u-toca on Mita lig /Dwelt/II. Ile
hel,i a pretrerted lotto-view a silt 'otitat
lietbeit Bismarck of ehe latter:, return
from Vat z; to.
port. 3.14,32,I.
Atli ices from L.:sweats!. are that the
toerv•iit of President Barran* lately oils-
leteerd to havieg beets paid by a number
of nierchailts to put pekoe hsto Doe
I Presitleilea food.
'Die Ht. Rev John Williams Reeick,
"limp the Roman Catholic dilk•titt
!leafiest' wool New Cootie, Englatie,
shod at los residence in 'I') Iselin/11lb, ili
hie eixts-thiralo ear.
The 'Tice to he devoted to the exhibi-
tier' %%Id. Is ill tie I.. lif at GI t-g
Iasi'. a ill coliltirier ati tet of relay
metes. Ile gill4r41,ter eirently
reach, a 67,1;00 ptuutolo.
A wainian at Peekskill, N. Y I orly
droppesi 'Irani from heart disease a Idle
undergoing treatment by see.itsting atiti
leyii g ad hasete by the "Mich gm
EVaneelist," Alejor J. W. Cole.
Soriet lo.r the Suppreesiesi of Vice.
that oh which A ielicsey C lllll Woe k has
beeps the egret for ten \ ears, have ispriteg
up in Eugletel an I 111 the prineipa,I otter.
of Ilse United States. 'floe last. tote 01-
gititized war In fieldsmen-.
The Convetstioil of the A merit:at. (Con-
gregaiiattia.. Misoionitry Areocistion at
Nee-Heys-1. lest week is reported as !lie
largest mei nitot interestitig ever hel I.
ele cell prominence was gitieli 10 were
einanag the Freedmen Ned helieue
The I' tilted' teriatia have a tute-
t-e.slul inhision its Egypt It reports
twenty-one orgenized etnigregati ohot mod
fort) -nine mitedon stetiona. ith a total
membership of 1,6-12. the plist
year 2s0 have heel, a !tailor 011 Id-lilts-
ion of faith.
7hr Aiwa:40th Hebert(' complais... that
Judaism is la' guitotting in Amerwa, son
aceousit of the en-called "setorinetiess-
of the sy tiagioshe eertices, Die eir VoLiois -
al relrie•r of vs 11101 1004 breti grt salt' liti-
palled. while undue pr lllll itience lia-
--DEA LLK IN Dern given to tl.e pulpit.
Ex Juege %Vatter B. Sestes, who tli.
et! at E.eat aville, tut Turstlay, ot otralt.-
H , ::...... no: i is:: I ill1.-.(e.ielliLa t tyseasr,
Die &sr, and a a5 Coll-clor ot I 'ils',01110
ea 11'..14ol itriltit;
here teeter Preilitota Joh:eat:a. beteg
ieniove I by Presitleatt GI alit.
A K. Cuttiug, alio reeetaly figured
as a per-et:turd American citizen its
Mi•Iitai, is try leg to orgatiaze a 1111111113-
teriing expedition for 10,000 men to in-
vade anal conquer tint States of I littitia-
hos, Senior* and Derasigo, all I turn
tlicin Into a "Socialietic Republic.,'
Fire at Shelbyville, Trim., destroyed
the e.tateislititente occupied by R. II
Whitman, grecer and teetetineettr; F.
J . J0114 44, foil0011; S. I'. irerlita*,.id Sa-
lta II, A. C. Johmatti's dry iv...14 root
eledliipx IihillaC, itlid daiiiage I sltadse tht
I4 F lit.itti, itruggial.at,11 0 rm.% all tt
C .., il4ili 'Nitre. Th,LOI toss. .10,000; be
slit Kure, $25 000. .
seireter Seeranaii, in mai hoteriew
ootid in regard tii the l're•• LIchtia I 1.001-
ilia! lot. : •• If 31r. Blaitte widret it, I think
lie can get it. I'. Is Itto•essiar 4 to have a
eatolidate who can carry New Yerk,
and it ho for Mr Blaine tto decide wheth-
er he taut suctored ito that State. If he
plumb] boo beaten Armin it %mild end hie
political lite. I has... tett heal if that, lie
a ante !lie 110U11011111100."
....iinsis----- - ---
Life la too short to try halt'e aloz-ii
illff. rent kinds of "Sure Cures," when
°lie slitters with a cough or cold stick to
the best and tier Dr. Bull's Cough S) r-
ut.; it vs ill cure your cough and iis.-ver
disappoint you. All druggiats stell it at
le eine-five %vete a bottle.
----em- es--0.-----
A general eirike or compopitor. is
threatened in Berlin. The men coot-
teed that the natal recently dreaded mop-s
.111 iiii provieg r !stair, alai they go, e
ilseir employer!' until Jelitinry 1 to elm-13E1.4LS ANI) 11,013E8 t. eider the matter. 'lite strike sill ill-
VOli e 111111, st every newepatwr in Bev
Cenairt Street. Mai. Planters Bank.
-
CLOAKS AND OTHER1WHAPS Cook & Ric
will compare with that of another home- in thni, country.
BOOTS AND SHOES Lager Bee
.' I: h !
New York Shwa.
BrZveryloply delighted witn the tasteful and
beatitilel aeleetanue made by Mrs. Lamar, wbo
haa never failed to pleitee her customers. New
sir oe circular Fist tamed. Send for it. Addrew
MKS. ELLIN LAMAR
EvottirSVILLIt a C•sefivat TOM D•11.11 ih•elEZT
•
The Light I ',relight Steamer
7" IR, S "1" £ I IS
J. B. THOMPSON . Manse. •
El.. NASH.  
 
Clerk
Returning, I Cannelton daily at Clap.
m., sundayescepeet Sod °weather. at 9 p.m.
SeNDAT TINE C•nto.
',eaves Evansville . 9a. m. sharp
Leaves Owensboro . 4 p. m. sharp
rare 00o. for round trip on aunday, bet riot
respossabie for store. purchased b•• thesteward.
RYEN/Ce a FIN' ORR, Agents
For freight .te totssitris an.41,
Short-Hand. Type-Writing and Telegraphy.
Th. tomer man ia ritiinot ,oi himself itisr lee iili•eit nts , •,IT.•rt fro oloi ,n 
Barber Shop !
a thou:nab Iniouess Edit, at lem. If on )(Vert It, 146 eillIcr A :Neel Iteeker.
Merriest.% a wryer, lkortor, Farmer. , t• rk, Reek -Keeper, or ecru ti• I • 3 surer road to ul-
timate earrese in an- of these departments of trade *tit be fetind g, it ne a Bustness FAuee
thee In our etollege TU1.1 ei ateoltite fart. Ladies r. • rived Maim terms. Milted Mien
! I hey...reopened my IR sein- er Shop, on Newel'
I ville 'street. Inetween Mr. Feel. Schmitt find
Caldwell et senthwinrth. where I will be glad I
all the year rolind. Students can enter nt . ii.0 I• . . to 151•P all my old ettetomene and the Rubles.
whaving. Ilaira lotting. sestet...eine end boot-
Blacking dome in the best manner.
JAMES 1141111011AVIM.
The certainty of tlae sliet.eas or s,potti-
e ern eitterprioo le shown by the regisho- 
-  for ..0,0411motion; heeteg ;mole it to be stock *Myren the place. rherr three (3, go,
Williaseibmg, on the 24:h hot.. all that vou cleitti for it, 'aleeire to testif never-failing monition' and streants. ThereAt awe &small °reliant of seleet fruit alread,x it,9 ity which hes characterized the Grand --STABLE A-so
State Lottery-the 
use rot double story Iog house. c:.Inn. ',lichee T. L. Sm.•,t h. Prop'r.
r a take place. o
CLIRNICK & RANK, Evansville, Ind
gots stable, barns lie., 01) the premised. ferms
and price reatiottalde. •
IN THE DOLL FACTORY.
L'arbreittee ot a Business Which Soaks to
Pletaaa Babies.
Titer/ is much that may be been by a
visit to a doll factory, that would have
for many people all the force of a rev-
rlatioe. Few probably realize what a
eumier of procoeses are neeeesary be-
fore even the tiniest of dolls is ready for
the nursery. There is certainly a bewil-
dering number of suitable substances.
Beside the various kinds of was, from
the best English to the commoner for-
eign sorts, there are sperniaceti and va-
rious kinds of composition; India rubber,
elate ;seethe, wood and rags, not tea
aiwntion various judicious combinations
ef these and other material& But the
best dolls are made only of the best Eng-
lish wax. Then come the composition
'lolls, which are much mole durable
end some of which have their faces pro-
tected by a thin piece of muslin, and so
en through the whole list. It is, how-
ever, the waxen dolls that appeal
inteat powerfully tty the affections and
tile admiration of the girls of England.
The construction of the molds in
which these are made involves some
knowledge of modeling. The molds are
made of plaeter of Paris. the various sec-
tions being deftly joined together with
such nicety as to leave but few marks of
the joints. Into this the melted wax is
poured while still very hot, and a thin
film immediately adheres to the sides of
the Id, which is quickly inverted in
may flow out. But although this
erder that the molten wax in the center j n y n 9
rough meek is fairly complete
in 'point of outline, much re- BR], Ls
mains to be done before it can be re-
garded as possessing those charms which
tre commonly believed to be a doll's
rightful inheritance. The roughnesses
have to be smoothed down, a distinctive
character has to be given to the mouth
and nose, the eyebrows have to be deli-
eately penciled in; anal we may well
cease to wonder that Shakspeare's lover
should have written an ode "to his mis-
tress' eyebrows," when we see the won-
derful effect produced on a doll's face by
various arrangements of brow and Isoh.
Then the eyes, which are like beaute Let for Sale, containinug, rargr.e, urae.ut ritil
ftli shells although they can be bought llnyi and north "r rule'
; by the gross, of any color and size, have
I to be fixed in, which is done by plastering
j them at the back with a little soft wax. 
No.10.
I The method of fastening the hair so as
; to give it a natural appearance, is one of
the best tests of the care with which a
; doll has been made. In the best dolls
almost every strand is attached separ-
; ately to the wax itself, while in the
i cheaper kinds a wig is roughly stuck en
the doll's head. This is a very important
point, which doll worshippers will prop-
; erly appreciate, for is not the most de-
'nem h. tipple plum and client trees. Trine any
terms teausonable.
No. IL
Farm, situated 7 miles west of Hopkinton'.
toll the old Caribou road, rpm rad o
the pike. mood 2,,e from I. A & two is
eos atruction. Contaies metes 01. laud, IW
cleated, balloter in timber; of Ow Hemel' kW
IOW mres loin clover ands/ram, balance lit was
dale ef cultivation. Improtrusetia eanisest
1114 elling of rooms, kitelseu.sni •
lottuer. tee louse. earriage tiouae, aim other oec
reeist•y outbuild digs, a peel intim eieterb,
-table for !Sur head of stock. a new crib a i
RI
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This tweeter never •1111.1141. A marvel of part.
le, et nenght end whinlesontenele. Herren's/twai-
n-al than the ordinary Linde. end cannot be sold
rollittetitioti With the multitude of low test,
short weight alum or phonetist* ;newsier'. Rola
only ift marl lioY AL B•IIINO PtraDan CO ,
ion Wall Street. N. V.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Office-Up ittaira. (opposite the Court-house.
No.
Farm, containing 146 acres of land, situated b
mileg west ef Hopkineville, Ky., near Princeton
road. There a a small darning bowie upon it
Land is of line qualit3. about cleared. A
good bargain ean be obtained in the purebase
of this land. Price $1,40u. lent/A.1,a cub. bal-
ance in I and 2 year., with interest on deferred
payment..
, No. 7.
Monthly Dote Inge ot the Loatisiataa 
VV ill Broughten, a deo perado, idiot and to ite thane. 3Iv 1,0 110111 I bearing, siraw berriee, raeinberriee. ac. There
lel' OF LANIP.‘1 .`"'lliellANDSOF
an grassee. ' here is plenty of drinking a,.
Watts fol. willed, events
Tuesday. Nov. 9,
1
from I Ipiate a. I ries and i'sison.
SAFE-
SURE. r r+,
-
Ilia lid tell, 4. sltdIrLlin fo.. SAL/11041h an.
killed John Whistenburet, with whom
he was engaged in feienilly ecuffle. A
second ball wounded Remit loser./ broth-
er In the arm. An attempt to lynch the
tee 1/r. .1. H. McLeass'e Strengtheeing
Conlin! end Blood Purifier; it sill
issetrIsti the properties% of the blood from
a hich the elements of vitalit v are draw .
$1.00 per bottle. Saila by II. II. Garner.
eve-
Devitt, tIse elcquent Irisliniell,
will deliver is lecture et Liederkranz
hell, in Louisville, Tee relay evealing
November 9. His milli et e let -The
Progreee of Home Mee."
ste
Buck len's Arnica Salve.
Best Salve in the world for Ciotti,
Bruise.. Stiri-a. Salt  . Fever.
Servs, 'fetter, I 'Implied lianas, Chit-
Wee's. Ceres. 8101 all Skill Eh:11,11011s.
20111 IlissitiVely ethics I'lles Wit re•
(pared It is giversseeee! to give per-
feet Ithittittitri JOH „ money refit
Prite 25 venial boi. For sale by II.
B. Garner.
(*tired iiy the tiae of St. Jacote, 0,1. lie
--- see Ale--  consaiders it a most. wuttiler:iil
THIS quality of the blood depends It conquers pain.
much upou good or bad digestion Will
; to In ke the blood rich di ly You are stifle! ing W ills Weak r
life metal serengos giving conetittients. nulled eyes, or gralitilate.1 eyelids y ott
• in be quickly cured by issieg Dr.J.
I Ale Stleiegthe g lit e Setae. 25
create a base. Sold 11%. 11. it. tinnier.
sosis. !wisher the lawyer wit. %sae
'remitted Nieleileeville, ISSI, of
14 Dr. Ev tio.• Niel eentenee.1 
!
to 21 yese-!--terahh- peolitentiary eats par- 1
detest Satertlay Guy. Knott
Skin diseiees cannot be siteceaefully
treateei by ex tertial afildiesti00 , The
proper Way 10 cure pitch complaints% Is
to purify the %jilt Ayer'e Salem-
epoirille. Ultder the vitalizing influences
of Olio medicine RI' f elosis of the
tioify are littirigsht healthy Mellott.
..11P - -
Si is., 4 :libellee olt, ad this eity, has
Self t a 100011111111•• otoributiun to the
I Egyptian Exp!oration Fund.
1..ttiorrt • for selr et mslittlitit of a acre of 'remind
;Ong between the Madiseinviiie road mid the I.. &
N. Railroad at K•Ity'.. etation, %ratan county,
Ky. There is • neat and desirable cottage hula-
Ing ou the pia, r, Ith tread rooms. a boa store
melee which toted he easily converted Into a
• ail etcellr011 eistrrii ac Price low and terms
very Teas Moho.
No. E.
prete.rty erste so Kelly's 5tation, christian
county, g•. id 4 aerie, of ground, lug
bundlitg eith teet moaner,. and 2 shed
rooms, good Cistern. There are also oil the prem-
lies suit, a nunewr of fruit trees already tn hear-
ing. Price loW and tern • reasonahle.
No. in.
sere. of rtrope rt v for sas:....et,nitelsting
log b.:ill:Lit ris •• -..1 to t Kn. tduated at h elty
hesr.e:ins"la. bistr111.;ithr
is on Ilte 1.1...17N.%%I.t. }Con the
Prepert_e for sale at Kelly**, Mallon, Christian
orittlit.., Ky., oft the I.. & N. ft . MICIrP **(ground
with boa house with two 14 feet rooms.
Preperty for sale at Kelly', ettatIon„ Chrlittah
3esod.% If) Ie. & IC H. There •re acroi of
ground. ennetege w10, 5 rooms, trent and
hack ir,rtis, 1101.41, pie dered and Mee, tapered,
good elstersi. dte. .311.1 nee fault trees in geld bear-
No. XI
lug.
Properly at Helly'r StaAloo. Chrieilan county.
Ky. 10 across fit' land It Intl mardepot men/ log
elo. 43.
cabin on the place.
Farm- 4 Miles from
.fronimBLeante Imo.% ri...,tin.,141.o.ixii.., a.,lit,no:.10..liatsias,areC...11477
timber, III acres open In good heart. hav-
ing hero eloyere:1 and well rilltiVatell for six
"f f "it r rfik71:1 ginner' s'eAl Ter t4,1 n
veers; good house
9::::::411'.fenees, awl in every
was deeirahlp. Price rt2 ver acre Terms easy.
No. 411.
Farm for sale.- rract of 170 acres, in this
rouney, 5ii miles neortliteed of Hounkintiville, att
totted inlitiediately tirthellyme roan
seventy -eve- acres of this land are in timber
:stet eaten., .• Loses' ar,1 In ag excellent 4,0„.1
c Co Medi. There is a &elide log cabin lex
3, rt. -lot and a half herb. 011 the 1.1are. keen'
$11,111.1 eidluelditigs. There are
eke 2 good 'Oros, Inlacketnith shop, meet swims
of never failing water and as abusextree of
stock water. Abu eight time fa or thard
• - K v
Tonsorial Parlor !
RENEIOILIAT hOCIETIES.
Hoi11001 La LOn011. NO. 111, A. F • A
W. M .
1.1N•11$841 Rodent& 3
V. I.. 14 alter, J. •
M. Vettleigh, w
. H. Diet; ;eh, Nvt
kir)an Helper. S. 11.
P. Da voiport. J D
. 15. Lander. e. & 1.
11(1•11 hill end Alienate rfooln anti cow stable 10 I., ou I 1 I 111 M 301 -tort
er eight head of cos s attached. 'floor staid*. flionmenti Heelt. aret Motoday mein in earl
haVe lenge, roomy lona, sullicient to Mild Ii Loa swab.
of hay, one log and 4 frame nab*, t I
I.ORIENT I. CH PTEllt No. A.latter *ith Igor) abode each eil.1 orcliar•
in bearing and ) outi• oreitard of Mu select Lien Strittsh roliVOCatihhal td IlIonda) ol ea
now set It }care. Neely uf stock w ater aud 1, eolith at oaf name Hall.
ekeellent 'terms easy . And.,
to John W. Pay ne, or C. I.. bade un premise,.
No. 45.
Contains Meg acre., all Outlier. am. hes 0, if
inking Pork, adjoiniug the terms of Mrs. Jebe
emit Mark Mel anyos all good laud and a oil is
a HI steparatelv or ion taquitclion ilb
1 his pareed ot he., terra Is a part of the Om La a,
ment .1 in 1111114e number and •leoutil
ai• a purl 01 instme, hut if het nattered as • pact •
the same tract, r/111 and will be odd weporsitel,
Apple te John at . ne. c. L. 11iitie tin
PrC1111.15,
No. 44.
and lot for sale, on Clarksol'e etreet
°Needle thefehllitieller fif 1,111(4'11Y Vt is• ht, the
f14) of Iltnplonsiville. The lot contains acres
the darning is a two story frame. with :
good rooms. kitelien.si.os. 4171a. r. stable. carriag
house, in fact all necrestary withuililinga, coder
&e. Ales, quite a variety of fruit trees on
place. Price and terms reasonable.
Farm of ISO acres fur sale, situated In • iin.
it La: coi int net y 281 nide* weat of Dopk throne. le
c ton ike, a it f rn toe 2-awry build -
hutsee. stable. le
aietnietrit4tiers'n'"itolus.thkelti'dTielift.iig ebove described, then
hi a tenement humor within a 1.4 mile 01 Olt
former one awl on the same place. There le at,
exnellent barn Wixom feet with 2 pena and doub-
le shed on the premiers. a • seek runs 1.1
the place allot •ffords e. :lent stork w•to •
during the entire year. de. a never laitinse
eal;•remiYarewehlierahrefetil,ritn'tt";a1".;;Jintrlikntelitilaitualteer
W. ft,* hat... 111 Chit
broken up this fell. This le )0enersofatle• °twat
tracts nor Intel in the ceunty. every foot ed
toil being rich and fertile and well mho telt
theg of whams, corr. and vi heel. n ex
cellent bargain can be pecurent here. l'r ate
terms reasonable.
No tif
Fenn for sale containing 240 acre, of land
situated in the southern pertion of the etionte
in the New-stead neighborhood. with double lue
Mame with 6 roma, kitchen. emboss. amble.
barn, cistern, spring. Thlii land extend. nlowi
Little slyer. There a •lito a good mond on tin
place. A insu quite a variety of fruit trees no*
in hearing. About Sue acres of the land art
cleared. balanee in doe timber. Thie land I.
rich and well adapted to the growth of tobillset,
corn and a heat. Price and terms reasonable.
No.49.
Farm for sale of 250 *errs, eituatent it.
south 7Christian come). in the Nesidderto
neighborhood. with dyvellitig of 5 10.1 rooms,:
cabin.. emote hotter, exerileut stables and
crib*. • large a od comae-shout* barn. There art
also 2 fine Sali ponds ou the ',remittent, a good.
never-failing epring, a Inch afford* a nature'
dairy 11.111W, also a large cietern. A bout
nerve of Una land le iti rtilti• Inalauce it
tine ttinher. 'this land is peculiarly- adapted t I
the prneluctiou of tobaeco, *heat and corn. 1
hareem reit lie had i u the purchase°, tine trend
Price and tern.; reasionable.
No. 50.
Farm fo. •ftle consisting of 200 acres of late!
situated in Chnettan county, hy.„ 3 nide
northeend of illinpkinev Mr, ou tine Buttermili
road. There to a good cottage du elliog of flir
room% with freed and back porch, geod *tables
reit and barn that will house 15 acres of tot ac
co, on t he idace There Is ale° an expellent ay
ple carload, a good well and a branch enf neve
failing etork *ter on tbe premise. Also&
acres of One timber. This land is fertile ano
well adopted to the growth of tobacco. corn.
wheal, clover, tr.
SI. K. Thomas Kiwi-
man. H. P . J. et
Pi itchrtt. h.: E m.
sterritt. S.; Coro . J.
. ode:. C H ;1 onip
It. VI . stone. P ts :
min. Br)au 'tripper,
K. A . Comp. R. M.
A veterans. M WI V;
I erne, H. M. Fairleigis
le M. hi V : eosin.
14. H. Aberuathy, 4,.
.;
oin:, G. VI Lander. mew
I II Ibetrieh, seey
•• . is. 'Ander, loitsro.
MOORE f tiellitANDERA s. h
Sr. Kt. L. atter.I.E. .
• " Hunter Wool. :,:eneraliesimo
° Thomas Rodman. e•int. Geo
•• Iseeorge Poindexter. Prelate
• •• S. L. ealter. ace. te
" •• R. . Stone. .1r.
" " Wn.. Sikerritt. bra Br.
•• •• W t s•. Rr.
" H. .4 bernathy, 'order
▪ " .1. . Poe-heti. Treasurer.
•• " H Dietrich. Itemorder.
• " WM. H Lander. C of 4.
110A AI. 11tCANUM.HOPKINeill. giro( N
CIL. NO. Ka.
hrs.!. Landes. Regent.
Chas. H. Dietrich. Past ILA...
Thos.long, Vice Regent.
0. W , Chaplain 
•M .0. Smith, Orator.
Lipatine. Treasurer
J. P. Ilraden Collector.
Case. C . Long. Secretary
John luuna.
rm. P. Wonfree. Seaton,.
ol Moavon, Guard.
Meets Man" 4th Tbuneday• it. each in...,
°AVON COUNCIL. 2404.CHtraEN eel •
Lipstiae. Chief I otioacior.
J. a. wyman. V. C.
V. W. Cothln. Secretery
I..P Pey toe. Treaeurer
T J. Itlain. Prei•te.
R. ID West, Harems!.
J 10. Pyle, Warden.
G. W Long. tette rel.
J C Day. sentry
Trundees - J. M. If ipkine, 1 T. Meseta an,
• II. Merritt.
Meets, in K. of P. Hall Sd laud 4th Mood.. .
. each month.
CH1(.0+11.41% LAJI1MiE, NO. Well. Kis halal s •
HON( ift
H W. A teterente Diet a tor.
brim Orr. Vier Dietator
• L. rimuli. Asti Dictator
I. Burnett. Kets.rter
.• T. lenity ,S.Iteparte•
S. Forrey. Tremserer
Hunter Wood, Chaplain.
I. N. Henna. Medical Examine,
L P. Payne, tiuide
I. A. B. Johnesa, Inside Guard.
It W. Pyle. Outeide Gutted.
CV KWAsitEIRNI LAJDGE. NO. la. It tot
No. SI. J IC. Gant, S P C.
II J. etttes.0 C
W I Wright. V C.
G. W. Collins, Prelate
W Payee. K of it & S
K. Ir. Weal. M. of V.
bi. Meer ham. .
el St Ed,. 1,1 at :1ons.
K. IL KM., In Guard.
R. IA' lien OW *Guard.; W. C Wined, 1.
ior I. 'I .; J. A. Young. K. Sebree and Jobs
W. Pat ne.Truetees W. & 0 rano.
Istmlitt. merle the 2,1 sod sth Thersitave tpr•
erv month.
ENDOWMENT RANK. IL thir P.
MKeets,..esvies.ryprrelbilMoriday la every nowt
t. P
R. lt A nelenenn„ Sec'y awl Treat..
KNIGHTS OP THE tit 0.110S14 Rose
Mue7t s  tohrewlthst. is testi .1Idt. n .1 a y In 
ewer. t t 
r eAr ?_411"ginitteirs'. .
.1. W. I. smlth. Trewcono.
Ernest roulka. H.
Com battier., P.
V. W. W
-141..T4CC.11E)aNYT80. RI E or usiTuo woicaop.•
estio„,..,f ;meii.eeb.tw.invg,11.1 and It Tweeds...
'obit Moavolt,
tt Mt senlifitini,,
. rhliirheti„Lgir..
it. F. Wm.. R.
.,,H1- RIVER lols.6. Net 64. o 5.
W. C. •IV eget, en ge
Y oeuitersea, V.O.
w. T Bonte. see•y.
e. K. Beard. Treaa.
Meets ever3 Printer mate
MEHL 1 Elst.,•11PMENT, aro. tt
VC. t . Wright, C. T.
F. McCarny. H
V Henderoon, S. It
li Auderts111„ J. W.
W. T. Rowe, Sec',
11. a. Reard, Treas.
Lodge meets 1st mot ad Thorailisv nights
ORDER OF THE 1HON HALL
James Yeung. J. F. J.
WHIkamT Bente, e. J.
W. C. Wrtght, Ace't.
John Kali On, Caahwr.
Andrew Seargent. Examoner.
John L. 1/sy. Herald.
Thomas J Prelate.
LConlet 5010Man, Wet/donate
Joint Voung, H. F. Met arty sad Loses r.
yne, Trustee*.
v. 11.1: A -Itooms .i4er Ituseell's dry,goods
store, corner Slain an 1 Sinus. 'teems i,pea
rueselae.Thursday and eaturda3 evenings from
to 10 o'c'esek.
C01.014 NI/ 1.411 K4 Ks.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETA
itreUi let and Set Howley evening ha each
sonth. ,e o'clock, at their lodge room, Main
street, Second Mary over it ofieter and Ovt rebus-
-Ws buil.liag. alcNeal, President; Ned Tur-
ner, Seey.
ruituDom LODG11., Nil le C. B. r.
Meets ist and TWA•AlItt ri:ght* la P...tele•
Hall, Court street. E. W. t:lime. W. ill; L. s.
Burkner, Secretary.
MUSAISORA TEMPLE, NO. M. S. olf I.
SI end 401 Tinealaya in each ',tenth in
C. B. F. Hall leetell's Mork ourt street.
augenea Women, W. P: t'arrie Ranks. P;
Katie C ak y. Secretary.
HOPKINSVIi.I.E LODGE NO. taie. b. v. rt.
or 0. if.
Meets ind and 4th lioada• eights at Hamer
anti Overehiner'a Ha Main street. Charles
Jesup N. ti; William Gray. V. ti; E. W . Glam.
P. s; weitase Clark N. r.
MYSTIC TIE LOIHtli NO. 1907. G. S. to.
OF r.
Meets Ise and lird Wednesday night* of emit
-*oath. Silas Joeneon. G; . Retain P s.
0411104 DILL i 014:1". NO. 15 u. a s -meets and
Ph sight in each men tit •t their Lodge room at
7:ati (indeed. Ilenry Gu3 Mi. President , it
Harns. Secretary.
AYER'S
Ague Cure
SeVer fails to cure every forrn of dieirdi
pecaliar to Malaria-infected districts. It
Is Warranted,
In every case. a lion used ttecortiuttei
with direction.. It contains no quinise
sad not only neutralizes Miaanint le hii,41
but stimulates the Li% er lietilt tie. kosi
gives tone to the .stoinach. aue eloseoicr
the appetite.
"Pottersvilk, Texos,
Jan.. 15, 1884.
"Dr. J. C. dyer 4, Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in locali-
ties abounding in ollalarial
disorders; have been the suldert
of their attacks in many forms.
and found no remedy so reli-
able and safe as dyer's .hfur
Cure. Taken according to
directions, it will never fail to
cure.
J. B. .41111UNTER."
Ayer's Ague Cure.
Hopkinsyille, - - Ky. -
large sold roomy stable mid 11111thih• oseettutioods
don for horses Special attention slyer h• fernier
rg eitesod honma and veneers to all liver, ueston
•leobetne CI111 no. r lion eVerywhere.
PRF.PARED BT
DR. J. C. AVM ia CO., Lowell. Ramo
Sold by preaylets.
Price $1; six bottles; $5.
thegly5VILLE & NA'S-MILLE  R_____:124
Female College Through Trunk  LineTHE CREAT
Hupkinsville.Ky.
The Fall Term tll one0 toi Ik 1 . .4 1'
GCST 'Sit. An experienta foteithy. thew-
migh inistriletiOn and terms as heretofore. lot
other information call en or addreet
J. sle.
lioekiesiciile. K3
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertbin:r in American
papers hy addressing
Geo. P. Rowell Co.,
Nawsparose Ad ny laureate
10 Sprucle SL, New York.
Send Wets. toe 100-Page Pamphlet.
'4
Without Change and with Speed Unrivaled
SHORTEST AND OUICKEST ROUTE
From St. ;Aunt. Eviiiies Os and Benders, 5
to the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
THROUGH cO4CHES from above cities to
Nashyil stet Chatt.nuogs, mak direet cog
/141.1iiifill With
Pla.11sraaxa 1""alace Care
Vo! Atlanta, narennah. Macon. Jarkis..4•1!
awl points in Piorida.
i•einection• ate ale at Guthrie mid ur
•iiie t all pent,
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH 11, WEST
lo talisman Fake* taro
y:MIGPANTS '"''" '""'"""'_I line a, tr.o, --as anal
st ow- • • • , el 1•1W fat..
• • 41 11444 ho. • • ate,
•• , tor • P ItTWOM. P A
Ott ip.ote,
N's
•
cheap lent forenme one deeming a home in Hop-
Prme 41103/0.
44111111 11,01101111111;
•
:.,..MSG4F,IRr-,*wsporesaitWsferal.10000ov-• .A w•Araill145.A. ee.eleef-erssereer.erescseeSesiesieve
